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PREFACE

Each chapter of this thesis deals with specific problems.
According to Josephus, he composed the War in his native
tongue - Hebrew or Aramaic - soon after the end of the War
in A.D. 70, and sent it to his coreligionists beyond the
Euphrates.

1

Josephus composed the Greek version of The Jewish War
several years after the War.

The potential readers of this

version were not coreligionists but Greek and the Romans who
had not participated in the War. 2 This fact meant that Josephus had to rewrite the first version drastically so that this
group would read his work.

Josephus consulted both Greek and

Hellenistic histories and thereby learned to compose his narrative in accordance with their historiography.
Thackeray has pointed out that some of the words and
phrases employed in the Greek version could be ascribed to
historians such as Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon, or to
Homer, Sophocles, and Virgi1. 3 Thackeray's study thus indicates
that Josephus consulted the works of these historians and
writers.
In this study - though not in every chapter - we give
Particular attention to the Histories of Polybius of Megalopolis (c. 200-118 B.C.) to see whether he too was one of the

1 The Jewish War I:J.
2~b.
6 l ld. ' I: .
3.
H,St.J. Thackeray, Josephus, Vol, II (1927; rept. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967), pp. xvii-xviii.
- ix -

historians Josephus read before he wrote the Greek version of
The Jewish War.

,;;;..--

Josephus refers to Polybius four times in Jewish Antiquities1 and once in Against Apion. 2

..:---

He quotes Polybius' state-

ments as authoritative in some places and refutes them in
others.

Judging from the content of the passages in which

Josephus refers to Polybius, a convincing argument can be made
that Josephus had studied the works of Polybius before he wrote
Jewish Antiquities or Against Apion. However, in The Jewish
war, Josephus does not refer to Polybius nor does he anywhere
indicate that he had read Polybius.

Yet, there are at least

three reasons for examining whether Josephus had read Polybius'
Histories before he wrote the Greek version of The Jewish War.
At one period of his life Polybius believed that Roman supremacy over Greece must be accepted, and he ascribed the cause
of Roman success in world dominion to the work of "Tyche."
Josephus too expressed the view that Roman supremacy over
Judaea must be accepted.

Secondly, Polybius described in

detail the Roman army -its discipline, organization, and
camp.

So did Josephus.

Thirdly, the works of Polybius were

widely consulted by those who wanted to learn how to write
history.

Polybius' Histories

was one of the best introductions

to the methodology in historical writing.

These three factors

suggest that there should be a comparative study of The Jewish
War of Josephus and the Histories of Polybius. 3

1 Jewish Antiquities XII:135;137;358;359•
2Against Apion II:84.
3After examining various works on Josephus published
-
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This t hesis is composed o f six chapters.
I n th e first chapter, we discuss t he relati onship be t ween
the Greek v ersion o f The Jewish War and the l ost fi r s t version.
we s hall suggest that the Greek version is not a tra nsla t i on
but a r ewriting of the first version. For t his purpose, we
shall examine in what sense Josephus empl oyed the verb µE~~~a.A.AW 1 who se meaning has been rendered t o " t ranslate" and t hus

t he Greek version has been assumed to be a translation o f t he
firs t version.

In terms o f Greek and Hellenis t ic his to ri ography,

we shall a ls o examine how Josephus c omposed t he Greek version
of The J ewish War.
In th e second chapter, we sha ll examine how Josephus interpret ed th e his t ory of t he Wa r.

Firs t , we shall describe J ose-

phus' view o f his t ory and the Judaeans' justificat i on f or the
War aga i n s t t he Romans, Secondly, we shall see how Josephus
interpr e t ed the causes of t he War, the cause o f t he defeat ,
and the ro le o f the Roman s oldiers in t he War. Our attenti on
will be f o cused on J osephus' Pharisaic view o f his to ry.
As a result of the defeat, Jerusalem was c a ptured and
the Temple was des t r oyed.

J osephus saw in these event s the

fulfi lment o f prophecies.

He refers in t hree pl a ces to proph-

ecies conc erning t he capt ure o f t he ci t y and t he destruc ti on
of the Temple, but he do es not discl ose t he sources o f these

during the perio d from 1937 to 1962, Feldma n says: "There is
ne~d for an ext ended study o f J's (i.e., J osephus') rela t i onship to h is Greek predecessors wi t h a view t o a scertaining t o
Wha t degree h is ideals and pra c t ice o f historiography, as well
as his philosophy, a re indebt ed to classical Greek historians,
notably Hero do tus and Thucydides, a nd to Hellenist ic writers,
es~ecially Po lybius .. ," See Louis H. Feldman, Scholarship on
.Eb
and Jo sephus (1937-1962) (New York: Yeshiva Universi t y,
, p . 54,
1 The Jewish War I :J. _xi_

61T

prophecies.

In the third chapter, therefore, we shall attempt

to locate the passages in the Scriptures which Josephus used,
we shall also look at Josephus' account of the death of Ananus
during the War and Josephus' narrative of Dan. 2:31-45 in
~wish Antiquities X:206-210. As f or Josephus' account of the
death of Ananus, many scholars have contended that Josephus
saw in the death of Ananus the fulfilment of a prophecy in
Dan,

We shall examine whether this contention is well-founded

or not.

As for J osephus' narrative of Dan, 2:31-45, many

scholars have ascribed Josephus' evasiveness as to the meaning
of the stone to its reinterpretation as the Messiah in the
first century A.D. We shall examine whether this contention
is tenable or not.
Greek and Hellenistic historians inserted many speeches
in their writings.

Josephus, who learned from their histori-

ography, inserted forty-six speeches in the Greek version.
In the fourth chapter, therefore, we shall first see how Greek
and Hellenistic historians used speeches in their histories.
Why Josephus used so many speeches will be then examined. We
shall also point out that some o f the ideas and expressions
in the speeches Josephus composed may be derived from Polybius.
In the fifth chapter, we shall compare the use Polybius
made of the word "Tyche" in his Histories with the use J osephus made of it in the Greek version.

The concept of "Tyche"

- something like Providence - was one of t he most important
concepts for Po lybius while he believed in the Roman supremacy
over Greece and world.

It was with this concept that Polybius

justified his view that the Roman supremacy over Greece must
- xii -

be accep t ed, Josephus used the concept of "Tyche" in the
sense of Providence when he justified the Roman supremacy
over Judaea,

Like Polybius, Josephus employed the word

"Tyche" in various senses, Our examination will indicate
whether Polybius' Histories really exerted any influence
upon Josephus or if Josephus employed the word "Tyche"
because he knew that the various concepts which the word
connotes would be helpful in conveying his ideas effectively
to his readers.
In the sixth chapter, we shall compare Josephus' account
of the Roman army with Polybius'. We shall try to see if
Josephus did consult Polybius' Histories when he wrote his
own account of the Roman army.

- Note Various sources have been used: Josephus works -The
J ewish War, Jewish Antiquities, The Life, and Against Aplon
have been used in the texts edited by B. Niese, i.e., Flavii
Jo s ephi Opera. English translations following the Greek
t ext in the dissertation are all mine. Other translations
where no Greek text is given are all from the Loeb Classical
Library. In quoting the literature of the Greek, Hellenistic,
~nd Roman periods, I have also employed the English translations
1n the Loeb Classical Library.
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ABBREVIATI ONS

B. = Bellum Judaicum.
A. = Ant iquitates Judaicae.
V. = Vita.
AQ, = Contra Apionem.
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CHAPTER I

ON THE RELATIONSHI P BETWEEN THE GREEK VERSION OF ...T.HE
JEWISH WAR AND THE FIRST VERSION

INTRODUCTION
In the beginning of the preface to the Gre ek version,
Josephus says:
npou8lµnv tyw ~OLs ~a~~ ~~v tPwµaCwv ~ygµovCav

tEAAaO~ yAWOOB µE~a~aAwv
I

a ~OLs

~vw ~ap~&po ~s

... 1
Acc ording to this, the firs t version wa s wri tt en in J osephus' native tongue and it was sent to his coreligionis t s
beyond the Euphrates. 2
The Greek verb µE~a~aAAw in this statement indicates
what s ort of relationship there may have been be tw een t he
Greek version and the first version.

This verb has been

assumed to mean "translate" 3 and therefore we have oft en taken
it for granted that t he Greek version is a " t ranslation" o f

the firs t vers ion.

However, we argue against t he meaning o f

this verb for the f oll owing reas ons: (1) In th e Greek and
Hellenis tic literature, the use of the verb µE~a~aAAW

1

as

].. I: J.

2

]_. I: 6 .

CA

3~ee_ the translations of W, Whiston, H.St,J. Thackeray,

K~ • Wil liamson , a nd others. See also J.N. Sevenster, Do You
-S2:!!.. Greek? (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1968), pp. 71-74,
- 1 -

- 2 -

meaning to "t ranslate" is rare; ( 2) In some passages in A.,
Josephus used the verb µe:-ra.!3a.AAW as meaning to "translate."
However, the way he employed the verb in A. is different from
the way he did in B.; (3) When Josephus referred to the Greek
version in A., he never empl oyed the expres si on which suggests
that the Greek version is a translation of the first version;
and (4) There is no Semitic phraseology in the Greek version.
As a result of the examination of these points, we shall
maintain that J osephus used th e verb µe:-ra.!3a.AAW to indicate
that the Greek vers i on was a rewriting of the first version.
In this chapter, we also examine the way t he Greek version was composed,

We demonstrate that the Greek version was

written in accordance with the traditional and conventional
methods of Greek and Hellenistic historical writing.

This

examination may also conclude that Josephus rewrote the first
version drastically.

I. On the Meaning of the Verb µe:-ra.!3a.AAW in the Beginning
of the Pre face to the Greek Version
In the Greek and Hellenistic literature, the verb µe:-ra.~&\\win the active voice or µe:-ra.!3a.AA0µa. L in the middle or
passive voice is frequently used in various senses.

However,

the use of the verb µe:,;a.!3a.AAW as meaning to "translate" is
Liddell and Scott1 list only two instances they find

rare.

1

re. Henry G. Liddell and Robert Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon,
(l~ s :d and augmented throughout by Henry S. Jones and others
H
• rept. Oxford: At the Clarendon Pre ss, 1968), p. 1110,
ereafter cited as GEL.

43
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in JosePh us 'A. Neither Moulton and Mi lligan nor Bauer and
others 2 cite any instance . In the literature of the Ro man
perio d , Sophocles cites only two instances in which Eusebius
of caesarea (A.D, 260-340) and Socrates (A.D. 380-450) empl oyed
the verb µc:-rcx.'3&.11.11.w in the sense of "'translate. 113 The verb s
and idiomatic expressions to be rendered to "translate" in
the Greek and Hel lenistic literature ar e usually Epµ~vc:uw ,

µ£8£p µ~ vc:vw ,
tTJV

µc:-rcx.yp&.~w , µE't'cx.~tpw , µE-rcx.~pa.,w , and noL~acx.a0cx.L

tp µ~vc: tcx.v .
In two passages in A. cited by Liddell and Scott 4 and in

three other passag es also in A., 5 J osephus presumably used the
verb µc:'t'cx.'36:11.11.w

to mean "translate."

In t hree instances of

the five, 6 the verb takes th e prepositi on ELs with t he accusative to indicate a language into which the t ranslation is made.
Similarly, other verbs in A. meaning to "translate" take the
same preposition with the accusative t o indicate a l anguage
into whic h the translation is ma de. 7 However, the verb µc:-rcx.-

1 James H. Moulto n and George Milligan, The Vocabulary of
the Greek Testament (1930; rept. London: Hodder and Stoughton,
Limited, 1959), pp. 401-402.
2Walter Bauer, William F. Arndt and F. Wilbur Gingrich,
A Greek-English Lexicon o f the New Testament and Other Early
Christian Literature (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
19 57) , p. 512 .
P • 3E.A . Sophocles , Greek Lexicon o f th e Roman and Byzantine
er1ods from 146 B.C. to A.D. 1100)-rBos ton: Little, Brown,
; nd 9om~any, 1870 ), p. 7 8. See also G.W.H. Lampe, ed., A
patr tic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1961),
p.
8-849.
4L.
lddell and Scott cite the passages -in A. I:10; XII: 107.
5
6A, III:144; XII: 14;1 5 ,
A, I:10; III:144; XII:14.
7
.
x, 218 See for instance the verb µE-rcx.~pa.,w in A. VIII:144; IX:283;
·
or the verb µe;-rcx.~tpw in A. XI: 329 .

84
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~aAAwin the passage under discussion does not take a preposi.
with the accusative, and the language with which (not
t1on
jJ:rt.Q. :!Ulich) Josephus µE~a~aAAEL is placed in the so-called
dative of me ans.

These facts suggest that the verb µE~a~aAAW

in the passag e under discussion is not employed in t he same
sense it is in A •
In another passage of t he same preface, the verb µE~a~aAAwis again used in an explanation as to why the narrative
of the Jewish War does not begin with the ancient history of
the Jews.

Josephus says that doing so would be not only "out

of place" but also "superfluous" because
~L VEs · tEAAnvwv EHELVa ~~ na~pC~ ~WV~ µE~a~aAOV~Es
OU TIOAU ~~G ~A~8E Cas OLnµap~ov . 1

The verb µE~a~aAAW

in this passage does not take the

preposition E ts with the accusative, and the language with
which (not into which) "some Greeks" µE~a~a.AAOUOLV is put
in the dative of means.
Let us examine if "some Greeks" had actually translated
the ancient history of the Jews.
In his footnote to the English translation of~., Thackeray

says that J osephus' reference t o "some Greeks" is found

in fil2• I:218 2 in which he cites Demetrius of Phalerum, Fhilo
th e Elder, and Eupolemus as historians who correctly presented
Jewish history.

1
2

Did they correctly present Jewish history by

~- I:17,

brid H.St.J. Thackeray, Josephus, Vol. II (1927; rept. Camcit ~e: Harvard University Press, 1961), pp. 10-11, Hereafter
e as Thackeray, J.

- 5 tran S

lating the Hebrew Scriptures into the Greek language?
According to a fictitious story in the Letter of Aristeas,

Demetrius of Phalerum advised Ptolemy I to have the Hebrew
scriptures translated into Greek for his library.

He was then

commissioned t o supervise the work of the priests who were
. f rom J erusa 1 em t o do th e t ransla t·ing. l
brought to Alexandria
Demetrius himself was not a translator.

Josephus narrates this

story in detail in ! ,, 2 and refers to it in A.12_. 3

Josephus too

understands that Demetrius himself was not a translator.

As

for Philo the Elder, we don't have much information: Philo is
a

common name and Josephus refers to him only once in AQ.

However, as Thackeray points out , 4 Josephus may have had in
mind Phil o, author of a Greek epic entitled On Jerusalem.
Similarly, Josephus refers to Eupolemus only once in A_Q.

This

man may be identical with Eupolemus, a Greco-Jewish historian
who wrote Tispt ~wv tv ~~ , IovoaC~ ~aOLAEWV

in a rhetorical

style . 5 None of these translated ancient Jewish history into
Greek.

What Philo, the epic writer, and Eupolemus, the Greco-

Jewish historian, did was to refer to or rewrite Jewish history

as they saw it in the Hebrew Scriptures.
the meaning of the verb µs~a~cx.AAW

This suggests that

in the passage under dis-

cussion is not "translate" but "freely use as a source" or

1
2

The Letter o f Aristeas
-

3!- XII:12;16;J4;J6;103;107;108;110;111;114.

4~. II:46.
5Thackeray, J. , Vol. I, p. 251,
Scull See the ar t icle on "Eupolemus" in N. G.L. Hammond & H.H.
Oxfo ~rd , ed., The Oxford Classical Dictionary (1970; rept.
cite~: At the Clarendon Fress, 1972), p. 418. Hereafter
as .Q_QQ.

- 6 "rewr1• t e.
Throughout~., the verb µc:~al3aAAW in the active voice is
II

ur times - I : J; 17; II: 190; VII: Jl8 - and µc:~al3aAAOµa 1,
used f o
in the middle or passive voice twelve times. 1 The basic
meaning in all these instances is to "change something fundamentally."

2

.

.

.

This is especially true of' the usage in ~. II: 190,

where, as in B. I:J or I:17, the verb is employed transitively.
In view of this, theref'ore, Josephus seems to have empl oyed
the verb µc:~al3aAAW

to indicate s ome radical change, that is,

rewriting, and not merely translation.
That Josephus used th e verb µc:~al3aA/\.W
B.

in the preface to

as meaning to "rewrite" is f'urther confirmed by two other

examples,

The first is in the way Josephus referred to the

Greek version in A,

In the preface to A,, he recalls when he

was contemplating the composition of
world. 3 It was
the War) . 4

o~E

A,

for the Greek-speaking

~ov n6Ac:µov a uvtypa~o v {when I was composing

The content of the preceding passage clearly indi-

cates that this specific time refers not to the period during
which Josephus was writing the first version of the Jewish War
but to the period during which he was making the Greek version.
It is therefore important to note that the verb auyypa~w in
the above passage does not indicate that J osephus was translating the first vers i on into Greek.

1

Similarly, the expression

37 2 . 45], I:296;J26; II:J46;524;525; III:127; IV:282; V:J54;
' 2 2 ; VI :219;248 .
3See GEL, pp. 1109-1110.
4-A. I:5- 6 .
A_. I: 6.

- 7 .

1n

the passage of A. XX: 258, i.e. , 'ta. i:c; (m' lµou nsp l 'tou

•rov 6acxou noAlµou ~C~AoLc; yEypa.µµlva.Lc; (the books which have
been

written by me concerning the Jewish War) does not indicate

that the Greek v ersion is a translation of the first version.
The verb ypcicpw

259 , In

in t his Greek passage is again used in A_. XX:

AJ2_, 1:50, Josephus refers to the composition of the

Greek version with the help of his Greek edito rs,

He says:

ov~w~ ETIOL~aciµ~v 'tWV npcx.~EWV 't~V na.pciooaLv (Thus I made the
narrative of event s) with the help of assistants.

This state-

ment does not indicate that Josephus translated the first
version into Greek,
Another indication that th e Greek version is not a translation is the complete lack of Semitic phraseology which has
been pointed out by scholars. 1

If the Greek version were a

translation, no ma tt er how skilfully the translation had been
made, there would have been some vestige of Semitic phraseology
in the use of the Greek language.

Thus, taking these into acc ount, we can only say that
the Greek version is a rewriting of the first version and that
the verb µs,;a.~CX.AAW

is used to indicate a rewriting or a free

rendering of a source.

II. On the Way Josephus Composed the Greek Version
While we cannot speculate as to which parts of the first
version Josephus rewrote and how he did it, it is possible
for us to demonstrate that the Greek version was made in

1

For example , Thackeray, J., Vol , II, pp . ix-x.
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dance with traditional and conventional methods of Greek
acco r
Hellenistic historical writing . The following points
an d
indicate this:
1. Inclusion of Book I and Book II in B.
A series of Jewish revolts, which started the "Jewish

war agains t the Romans" took place when Gessius Florus, the
Roman procurator, was in Judaea,
A.D,

In the beginning of June,

65 , G. Florus extracted seventeen tal ents from the temple

t reasury on the pretext that he would use the money for some
imperial service. 1

When he met severe protests from Judaeans,

he marched on Jerusalem from Caesarea with an army of cava lry
and infantry, plundered some quarters of the city, and massacred many citizens.

According to Josephus' interpretation,

it was this event that precipitated the Jewish War. 2
Josephus did not begin his narrative with the event
precipitating the war, rather, he went back to c. 170 B.C.
when Antiochus IV (Epiphanes) came to Jerusalem and captured

it, and more than one-third of his entire narrative 3 is spent
in telling what happened to the Judaeans during the two
hundred years before the start of the Jewish War.

Why didn't

Josephus begin his narrative with the arrival of G. Florus
at Jerusalem?

Was it because Josephus thought there were

i nd irect or contributing causes of the Jewish War during the
two hundred years before the arrival of G. Florus?
because

1

sources, such as I Maccabees, Herod's Memoirs, 4 and

~- II:293,
3see PP, 27-28.
4From ~- I:Jl to~- II:277,
~- XV:174, s ee a 1 so .t'A, • xv : 256 •
2

Or was it
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of Damascus' Universal History, were available to
Nicolaus
hat he wrote a history of the two hundred years prior to
him t
th e start of the Jewish War? The answer may be found in Josephus' sta tement in the preface to B. where he writes:

I shall therefore begin my work at the point
where the historians of these events and our
prophets conclude.

1

This statement clearly indicates Josephus' conscious
effort to connect the beginning of his history with the end
of histories of his Jewish predecessors .

Why, if this was

the case, didn't Josephus begin with the death of Hero d the
Great with which Nicolaus of Damascus' Universal His tory
concludes?

Nicolaus of Damascus was indeed not a "Jewish

historian. 112 He was a Greek historian who served the court of
Herod the Great - a semi-Jew!
fide predec essor.

Therefore he was not a bona

Only "the historians of these events and

our prophe ts" were Josephus' legitimate predecessors.

Josep hus' concept of relating the beginning of his narrative to the end of his predecessors' histories is apparently
derived from his understanding of Greek and Hellenistic

historiography.

For example, when Xenophon composed a history

of Greek affairs from 411 B.C. to 362 B.C. in the seven books
of his ~llenica, he spent the first two books covering the
Years 411 B.c. to 403 B.C.

His predecessor Thucydides con-

eluded his Peloponnesian War with the events in 411 B.C.

lB.
- 1:18.
2A_. XIV: 9.

- 10 ·us composed his Histories in forty books, he spent

When polY b i

.

the firs

t two books in covering the period from the First

. war following the Histories of his predecessor Timaeus.
punic
'
2 . Inclusion of digressions in B.
Josephus frequently departs from the main course of his
narrative about the War.

As we shall see, many digressions

are included for a definite purpose and are of two kinds: (1)
digressions for instruction or enlightenment; and (2) digressions for an effective elucidation of a main subject.

(1) Digressions for instruction or enlightenment
a. Digressions for geographical details

·t
f our t een digressions
.
.
l to
Throughout~-, Josep h us wries
supply his readers with information on the geology, climate,
population, history, economy, buildings, and legends of the
lands in which certain important events relating to the main
course of his narrative took place.

In most cases, the di-

.
.
gression
precedes the narrative
of the even t 2 so tha t the

readers may understand the geographical setting in which the

. 1~. I:138 (Jericho); II:188-191 (Ptolemais); III:35-58
(Galil ee, Perea, Samaria, and Judaea); III:419-427 (Joppa);
I~I :506-521 (Lake Genesareth and its district, the Jordan
Ri!er , and its sources); IV:3-8 (Gamala); IV:452-485 (Jericho's
~eighbourhood, Great Plain, Elisha's spring, Dead Sea, and
4 I V:530-533 (Hebron); IV:607-615 (Alexandria of Egypt);
(Sa -2.7 (Jerusalem and its Temple, and Antonia); VII:96-99
(M b~atical river between Arcea and Raphanea); VII:163-189
fo~c aerus and its fortress); VII:280 -303 (Masada and its
in iress); and VII:421-436 (The so-called district of Onias
gypt and its temple).

v~f4~) ;
2

depart~n digressions, Josephus does not indicate that he is
vr 1 . n)g from the main course of his narrative (except~the·t
nor does he signal when he returns. When he thinks
beginr~ th of a story may invite suspicion, he says in the
20 0 . 2~~ng that what he is going to tell is unusual (~. VI:199in full - 298) • And when he thinks he has failed to tell a story
in th 'he promises his readers to tell the story in detail
e future(~. V:237;247).

274

- 11 occurred,

even t

b , Digression and explanations of Jewish religion and
customs
In Book II, Josephus digresses at length to explain the
religious beliefs and practices of the Essenes, the Phari sees,
1

and the Sadducees,
He also inserts brief explanations of
. . ous cus t oms, 2
Jewish religi
c , Digression to explain the etymol ogy o f the word "Zealot"

In Book VII, Josephus explains the etymology of the appellation of the "Zealot. ,.J

a.

Digressi on for military details

In Book III, Josephus digresses to discuss the Roman army,
its organizati on , training method and camping. 4

(2) Digressions for an effective elucidation of a main
subjec t
In describing the famine in Jerusalem, Josephus tells of

a woman who came to Jerusalem from Peraea and devoured her
child during the famine.5

Elsewhere, Josephus collects a

series of portents which appeared in Jerusalem toward the end

of the War - the star and comet, midnight light around the

1

~- II:11 9-166 .
set ~- I:146 (Sabbath); I:650 (Images, statues or any repre(Fn at i on of a living creature); II:10 (Passover); II:42
II~~{;c(st); II:425 (Feast of wood-carrying); II:456 (Sabbath);
' J Sabbath); IV:100 (Sabbath); VI:423 (Passover).
4~. VII:268-274,
~- III:70-1 09 , See Chapter VI,
5~. VI:201-213,
2
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d sanctuary, a cow's birth of a lamb in the Temple,
al tar an
ontaneous opening of the bronze gate in the inner court,
th e sp
chariots, and a voice in the inner court of the
ce1estia 1
1 To this collection, Josephus adds another episode
Temple.
of the ominous cries made by a certain Jesus against Jerusalem
2

ars before the War .
four Ye
The purpose of inserting an episode or a collection of
episodes is to elucidate the main subject effectively.

A

story of a woman who devoured her child serves to explain how

severe the famine in Jerusalem was during the time of Roman
siege,

Similarly, a collection of episodes about portents

serve to explain that defeat was inevitable for the Judaeans .

Josephus' insertion of many digressions in the course of
his narrative is presumably based on his understanding of
Greek and Hellenistic historiography in which digressions were
an important literary device.

Concerning the effect of di-

gressions, Polybius says that our "sense of hearing" cannot
stand the same strain in a narrative but i t is "touched by a

diversified style and by everything that is disconnected and
marked by abrupt and frequent transitions ... J

In another place,

Polybius re fers to the traditional habit of inserting digressions.

He says:

And this, I think , is why the most thoughtful
of ancient writers wer e in the habit of givi ng
their readers a rest in the way I say, some of

1

2]., VI: 288-299.

3].: VI:Joo-309.
fu_st ories XXXVIII , 5 , 5-6 ,

- 13 them employing digressions dealing with myth
or story and others digressions on matters of
fact; so that not only do they shift the scene
from one part of Greece to another, but include
doings abroad,

1

As Polybius' expression - our "sense of hearing" indicates, people in the Greek and Hellenistic periods heard
a story recited by a professional storyteller who possessed
a book,

It was extremely rare for ordinary people to possess

a book and enjoy it in their leisure time as we do today. 2
People sough t entertainment and authors therefore developed
digressions to please them .

They were made not only for the

sake of entertainment but also for the sake of instruction or

enlightenment.

Polybius who inserted many digressions giving

geographical details says:
But les t owing to ignorance of the localities
my narrative tend to become vague and meaningless, I must describe their natural features
and relative positions, as indeed I attempt to
do throughout my whole work, by bringing any
Places with which my readers are unacquainted
into connexion and relation with those familiar
to them from personal knowledge or reading ... 3

lH'
_!stori es XXXVIII.6,1.
2G.
Fress ~l~ert Murray , Greek Studies (Oxford: At the Clarendon
j _9 8), pp. 22-24.
I , 4 1 , 6 ~ V,21.J-5 , Similar ideas are expressed in
xvr .29'1 1 4•14. J; III.J6.l-5; IV.JB.11;40,1-3; v.21 .4-10; x .9.8;
· -1 • See also III,58,1-9,
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3 . Inclusion of speeches in B.
Josephus inserted more than forty speeches -long or
short - in B,
Like the use o f digressions, the insertion of speeches
in the course of a narrative was an important literary device.
Hero dotus employed speeches,

Thucydides inserted as many as

~rty speec hes and wrote of his own technique of speech
writing,

In the extant books and fragments of Polybius,

thirty-seven speeches can be found,

He too described his

concept of speeches as effective in the writing of history.
Josephus and his use of orations or speeches will be discussed
in detail in Chapter IV.

4. Elements of entertainment in Books I and II
We disc ern pure entertainment more in the first two books

than in the rest.

This may be due to Josephus' effort to

maintain the interest of his readers as far as the end of

Book II, after which the narrative of the Jewish War starts.

The intrigues a t the court of Herod the Great who executed

his favorite wife Mariamme I, her two s ons, and his eldes t
son are drama tically described . 1

1

Four predictions, which

The dramatic elements which mark the narrative are as
i~~l?ws: (1) In B. I:488 ; 535 , because of its magnitude, the
"t rigue, from which none is escaped, is likened to the
empest"; (2) In B. I:531;582, the "Goddess of Vengeance"
!~Pea:s.as if she were the agent of intrigues, She is depicted
in ~~is~ng ?Ut of the spirits of the people who were involved
the ie intrigues and killed in them ; (3) In~- I:599;607;628,
murde~age of "Ghosts" is used to depict the spirits of the
confes e~; ( 4) In B. I: 596, "Avenging Spirit" appears in the
an int s~on of Pheroras' wife whose husband was murdered in
is likrigue; and (5) In B. I:543, the progress of intrigue
charac~ned ~o the progress of "drama" leading the major
er, i.e., Herod the Great, t o his final catastrophe.
f
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d out to be true are narrated without examining their

iness, 1 Herod's narrow escape at Jericho is narrated
truth f u
.
1 2
l·f it were a mirac e.

as

As far as the dramatic composition of the narrative of
·gues which befell Herod and his family is concerned, it
intri
S Possible to speculate that it was originally in Nicolaus

seem

of Damascus' Universal History.

Nicolaus is known to us not

onlY as a historian of Herod's court but also as an author
of tragedies and comedies.

5. Inclusion of a lengthy preface in~Josephus wrote a lengthy preface in~- I:1-JO.

The pur-

pose of this preface is to capture the attention and interest

of his readers.

First of all, he affirms that the War of the

Jews against the Romans was the "greatest" of all wars man

had experience d.

He then gives: (1) the reasons for the

composition of the work; (2) his criticism of contemporary
historians who failed to write an ob jective history of the
Jewish War and the failure of contemporary Greek historians

who had little interest in these contemporary events; and (3)
the outline of his work .
Many historians had written prefaces before -Herodotus,

Thucydides, Polybius, Diodorus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus.
Concerning the inclusion of preface, Polybius says:

1
nus abThe four predictions are: the prediction of John Hyrcation 0 ~ut the f~ture of his elder sons in~- I:68; the predicgonus i a certa in Judas the Essene about the future of Anti by soot~~- I:78-80; Archelaus' dream, and its interpretation

~. II:ll~:Yers, Chaldeans, and a cer~ain Simon the Essene in
llJ; and Glaphyra's dream in B. II:116.
2
~. l:JJl;J4o.

- 16 1 indeed regard a prologue as a useful kind
of thing, since it fixes the attention of those
who wish to read the work and stimulates and
encourages readers in their task, besides which
by this means any matter that we are in search

of can be easily found, . , 1
Concerning Josephus' emphasis on the greatness in size
of the War he is about to describe, a similarity in diction
between Thucydides' preface and Josephus' has been pointed
out by Thackeray, 2

Josephus' criticism of Greek historians

for their lack of interest in contemporary events is very
vague since he failed to specify the names of historians he

had in mind nor did he actually assail them in B.

His

remarks about them are found in Al2..

Josephus criticized contemporary Greek historians possibly
because he could thus arouse the interest and attention of

his readers - particularly Greek readers.

Dionysius of Halicar-

nassus states that both Anaximenes and Theopompus assailed

their fellow historians in the prefaces to their histories. 3
Dionysius himself criticized his fellow historians in a preface. 4

Although Polybius did not criticize

his fellow historians

of his own and preceding generations in his preface, he did

make sweeping criticisms of Timaeus, Phylarchus, Theopompus,
and Ephorus in Book XII.

lH.
2.Jstories XI .1.1.
3Thackeray, J., Vol . II, p. xvii .
4R.0 man Antiquities 1.1.1.
fu>mc:m Antiquities r.4.J, 6.1-2.
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In the first part of this chapter, we examined in what
sense

Josephus employed the verb µE~~~aAAW

of the pre f a

C

in the beginning

e to the Greek version of B., and as a result

V e suggested that Josephus used the verb to indicate
we ha

he Greek version is a rewriting of the first version.
tha t t
ec ond pa rt, the Greek version was examined in terms
In the S
ditional and conventional methods of Greek and
of the tra
Hell enistic historical writing.

What does the result of this

examination mean for our discussion of the relationship
between the Greek version and the first version?

In the preface to the Greek version of~ ., Josephus says
that he wrote the first version for his coreligionists to
acqua int them accurately with "the origin of the war, the
wrio us phases of calamity through which it passed and its
conclusion . .,l

This gives an impression that Josephus wrote

the first version simply because he wanted to enlighten his
coreligionists beyond the Euphrates about the War in which
the Judaeans in Palestine had been involved.
concl usion is not tenable.

However, this

On the basis of the epilogue to

the lengthy account of the Roman army in Book III, Thackeray
speculates that the first version was composed soon after the
War as "a warning to the East of the futility of further

oppos ition. 112

The danger of an uprising by the coreligionists

1~. I: 6 .
2

tentio~h~cker~y ! J. , Vol. II, pp: 608-609. Thackeray's conp. Xi, ~s origin~lly expressed in J ., Vol. I, "Introduction,"
0 ~ever, in his later work on Josephus, Thackeray
Write s

Versionas if ~ot only the first version but also the Greek
were intended as "a warning to the East o f the futility
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beyond

the Euphrates to avenge upon the Romans the destruction

city and especially the destruction of the Temple would
of the
b en s trong after the War. They were united with the
have e
sin Palestine not politically but religiously, 1
Judaean
If this was indeed the c a se, writing the first version
woul d have been a matter of great urgency , and it would be
iegi tima t e

for us to suggest that the first version would not

therefore have been written in accordanc e with the methods
which we have styled the traditional and conventional methods
of Greek and Hellenistic historical writing.

In fact, the accounts from B. I:31 to~- II:277 which we

read in the Greek version would not have been included in the

first version ,

Josephus would not have had time to create

the dramatic narra t ive of the intrigues which befell Herod
the Great and his court that he put in the Greek version.
Unl ike Roman and Greek readers, his coreligionists were

naturally famili ar with the beliefs and practices of the
three Jewish religious groups in Palestine.

The backgro und

material on this was thus unnecess ary in the first version.

0 ~ fl;lrther opposition,
and thus they received the imprimatur
~.Tit':1s· Responding to Thackeray's later work, Zeitlin
calntains that although he recognizes propaganda elements he
H ~ot accept Thackeray's contention in i ts entirety.
See
r~pt,J,NThackeray, Josephu s: The Man and t he Historian (1929;
28 'H ew York: Ktav Publishing House, Inc., 1967) , pp. 27"A .Sur ereafter c~ted as Thackeray, JMH.
See also S. Zeitlin,
to thevey of Jewish Historiography: From the Biblical Books
Jewish ~efer Ha-Kabbalah with Special Emphasis on Josephus,
The
Hereaft_uar~erly Review, No . 59 (January 1969), pp. 179-180.
1 er cited as Zeitlin, SJH.
s z ·t .
Vol, II' (Pe~ lin, The Rise and Fall of th e Judaean State,
h 6i la)del phia: The Jewi sh Publication Society of
America 1 9
'
9 , PP• 315-317, Here after cited as Zeitlin , RFJS.
11

11
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TtieY a

knew the meaning of the Sabbath, the Passover , the

150

Feast of
observe

wood-carrying and t he like, f or th ey faithfully

d the Jewish religious rites in accordance with instruc-

m the great Bet Din in Jerusalem. 1
t i ons f ro
were hence

unne cessary in t he firs t version.

These descriptions
Geographical

information is given not only in th e first two books bu t a lso
in the rest,

Since th e c oreligionists were familiar with the

lands of Palestine thro ugh their pilgrimages to Jerusalem,
these geographical details were unnecessary in the first
version ,

Thus, except for the digressi on on the Roman a rmy,

almost all the background informati on which is f ound in the
Greek version would not need to have appeared in the first
version .

The same thing may be true of the speeches.

As we

shall see in Chapter IV, in reporting speeches in t he Greek
version of~- , Josephus created elaborate works t o c onvey his
view of history to his readers.

This kind of work would not

have been possible in th e first version which had t o be done

in haste.

In additio n to th e meaning of the verb µc:-m.[3a.AAW , we
have examined and observe d certain factors which indicate
that Josephus rewrote the first version dra s tically in making
th e Greek version so that it might bec ome more int eresting

and informative for his new a udience - Romans and Gre eks.

lz .

ei tlin, RFJS , Vol. II, p. 316.

CHAPTER II

JOSEPHUS' INTERPRETATION OF THE JEWISH WAR AGAINST
THE ROMANS

INTRODUCTION
This chapter is in three parts.

The first part deals

with Josephus' view of history and the Judaeans' justification

for the war against the Romans.

We shall point out t hat Jose-

phus, the Pharisee, recognized the work of God not only in the
history of the Judaeans but also in that of the Romans.

We

shall also point out that Josephus' view of history would hav e
clashed with the anti-Roman ideology of Judas of Galilee
because the latter encouraged the Judaeans to refuse to acknowledge Caesar as head of the Roman empire.

The second part deals

with the beginning of the War and its causes.

J o sephus regarded

the beginning of June, A .D. 65, as the period in which the War
started.

We shall discuss that the refusal to pay tribute to

Caesar through Florus and the cessation of the imperial sacrifices in the Temple were the major causes for the beginning of
th e War.

We shall also discuss that Josephus found the precip-

itating factors for the War in the events which took place
under the administration of Roman procurators before Florus.
The th ird Part deals with the cause of the defeat and the r ole
of Roman soldiers in the War.

interpreted the

We shall point out that Josephus

cause of the defea t in terms of the Pharisaic

be1·

lef in God's retribution for failure t o observe the Law and
- 20 -

- 21 . g the Law, We shall also point out that Josephus
for defy1n
d the role of the Roman soldiers in the War as agents
interprete
of God,
I, Josephus' View of History and the Judaeans' Justification for the War against the Romans
Josephus saw history as a Pharisee.
In y., Josephus tells how at about sixteen years of age
he compared the beliefs and practices of the Pharisees, the
Sadducees, and the Essenes in order to find what was the "best"
in them, 1

Not content, however, with what he learned from

this comparative study, Jo sephus went into the wilderness to
an ascetic named Bannus, and for three years led a life of
purification with him . 2

At about nineteen, he returned to

Jerusalem, and began to live in accordance with t he rules of
the Pharisees. J

This is the only reference J os ephus makes to

his relationship to Pharisaism.

However, when we c ompare the

Passages in ~- or in A. in which he refers to the views o f
these religious groups on t he concept o f "Providence" 4 with

th e Passages in h_. in which he reveals his own view of "Provi denc e, "5 or when we note in B. Josephus' repeated references

1V, 9-10.

2;,
J;,
4-

11.

12.
5~• II:162-1 65; A. XIII:172 -173; XVIII:lJ-18.
See p.

2 2 I n,2,
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to Go
that

1
d 's retribution (or punishment) of man, we are convinced

J os ephus thought and interpreted the meaning of history

as a Pharisee.

The Pharisees recognized the work of human free will as
that of God's Providence in the causation of events. 2
well as
s human free will is converted into actions on t he
As 1ong a
basis of the Law, the doer can expect rewards from God, but
if what is done is in defiance of or contrary to the Law, he

must expect God's retribution .

Thus, the Pharisaic views of

God's Providence and God' s retribution create the concept that
history is formed and guided by God.

Through His Providence and His retribution God works not
only on the development of the history of the Judaeans but
also on that of the Romans,

God is universal.

Despite their belief in God's Providence and God's

1The idea that because of God's retribution one must pay
the penalty for the wrongs which he has done is clearly expressed in the following passages: B. I:58;72;84;373;378;488;
5Jl;59J;595;6JO; II:455;472; IV:185;254;493; V:398;400;407;
5)7; VII:J2;84;JJ0;450;45J,
2

Josephus refers to the Pharisaic view on the cause of
event in both B. and A. He says: " ... the Pharisees ... ascribe
~~!rything ~o F~te ( =- ELµa.pµlv~ ) and God, and (they assert that)
(t~,)what is right or otherwis e depends mostly upon men but
l6J), .,Fate ( = e:lµa.pµEv~ ) aids in each (action)" (B. II:162of F~t I(~ee~, the Pharisees say that some events are the work
selve e h- E 1.µa.pµtv~ ) and that other ( events) depend upon ourthe s_w et~er they take place or not" (A. XIII:172); "Though
by ia~-Pt~risees) postulate that everything is brought about
of thee p - E l_µa.pµtv ~ ) , still they do not deprive the human will
Pate(= Uf s uit of what is in man's power ... " (A. XVIII:lJ).
dence "iL µa.pµtv~) in these passages is equivalent to "ProviJewish Ph~e Geor 9 e Foot Moore, "Fate and Free Will in the
~ Revie~losophies according to Josephus," The Harvard TheologiVo1.1rr -' No. 22 (1929), p. 379, See also R. Marcus,;[_.,
' P • 311.

- 2.3 and despite their belief in the universality of
•
retribution
1 few Pharisees had carried these beliefs to their logical
God,
usion: that God was also working thro ugh the Roman empire.
cone l
Josephus was one of thes e Pharisees.
Roman world•

He knew Rome and the

In A.D. 61, when Josephus was twenty-six years

of age, certain priest s of his ac quaintance were arrested by
Marcus Antonius Felix, Roman procurator of Judaea, "on a
slight and trifling charge," and sent to Rome to render an
account to Nero.
released. 2

Josephus went to Rome to try to get t hem

Although he do es not say how long he was in Rome,

he does say that it was on the eve of the War against the
Romans that he returned . .3

This means that Josephus was in

Rome and saw the Roman world f or a c onsiderable period perhaps fromA.D. 61 to the spring ofA.D. 65.

Inevitably this

experience exerted a great influence upon him when later he
viewed the history of the Judaeans in relation to that of the
Roman world.

Furthermore, an event occurred during the War

which provided Josephus with a clear realization that through
His Providence God participated in the formation of Roman
histo ry.

Vespasian mounted an imperial throne in the midst of

his War against the Judaeans. 4

Vespasian, ordered by Nero,

began a series of campaigns in Galilee with three Roman legions
and auxiliary forces and thus the war became serious. 5 According

lz .

2 eitlin, RFJS, Vol . I, pp. 269-281.
3y. 13-15.

4y. 17.
Predic¾i III :4o9 • See p. 44 for our discussion of Josephus'
5 on of Vespasian's accession to the throne.
~. III:Jff.

- 24 , logical mind and because of his belief in God's
to Josephus
•
if the Judaeans had been faithful to the obserretribution,
of the Law, and if the Roman cause had been unjust, God

vance
would have punished Vespasian and his army during the

.

in Galilee•

1

campaign

The fact is that far from being punished by God,

Vespasian ascended the imperial throne from being a mere
genera 1

of the army against the Judaeans.

With his experiences

in Rome and in the Roman world, this event added to Josephus'
conviction that God must be working in the formation of the
history of the Roman empire .

Josephus does not discuss the ideologies of the Jewish
generals who waged the War against the Romans while engaging
in civil strife against _one another - the ideologies of John
of Gischala, Eleazar, son of Simon, and Simon, son of Giora.
However, Josephus does mention repeatedly the anti-Roman sentiment originated by Judas of Galilee in the beginning of the

first century A. D.
After Augustus Caesar deposed Archelaus in A.D. 6, he
made Judaea a Roman province, and dispatched P. Sulpicius

Quirinius, the legate of Syria, to Judaea to take a census
for the purpose of levying tribute from the Judaeans.

At this

time, Judas of Galilee urged the inhabitants not to pay tribute
to the Romans . 2

His rationale, which Josephus repeatedly

1

King 0 ~\~· V:407, Josephus emphasizes that when Sennacherib,
because ss:yr~a, "?esieged Jerusalem, God swiftly punished him
See also B 1nJust1ce was clearly on the side of Sennacherib.
2
-· V:J88;404.
~. II:118·,433., VI I:2 5J.

,

- 25 is that since the Judaeans have God as their Lord

lllentions'
theY shoul

d not acknowledge anyone as their Lord other than

1
God •

Josephus does not say that Judas of Galilee refused to
~~owledge Caesar as head of the Roman empire, but Judas'

ac~,.

decision

not to pay tribute to the Romans and his reason for

early indicate that he refused to acknowledge
so doing Cl
2 The anti-Roman activitie s resulting from Judas'
Caesar,
propaganda were suppressed by Roman procurators, but the

sentiment i tself was not rooted out , and new anti-Roman activities came out of it later.

When Marcus A. Felix was in Judaea

as Roman procurator, the followers of Judas of Galilee killed
other fellow Judaeans who were the ruling class of Jerusalem

on the ground that they were pro-Roman.

With sica ( =dagger)

they assassinated many including Jonathan th e high priest. 3
In the words of Josephus, these assassins, whom he styles

"Sicarii," beli eved that such fellow Judaeans who acknowledged
the Roman rule were "no other than aliens, who so ignobly
sacrificed the hard-won liberty of the Jews and admitted their
Preference for the Roman yoke . 114

Anti-Roman sentiment is also

found among the so-called Apocalyptic Pharisees .

They under-

sto0d that the various hardships in their lives were due to the

l

{• II:118;4JJ; VII:253 ;

A.

XVIII:2J,

the ref: s~gges t that Josephus may have omitted reference to
of the R~a of J1;ldas of Galilee to acknowledge Caesar as head
Offended :~n empire because the reference itself would have
18 Roman readers including Vespasian and Titus.
3

4~' II:254-257;425; A. XX:185-188 ; 208-210.

~. VII:255,

- 26 . e rule of the Roman empire, and believed that God would

oppresiv
80 medaY

did not

.

deliver
often

rid them of the Roman yoke.

take part in the War, but their belief in the future
ance by God exerted an influence upon the Judaeans, and

Caused

assails

The Apocalyptic Pharisees

disturbances before and during t he War.
·

Jo sephus

their leaders as false prophets. 1

soon after t he beginning of the War, the Sic a rii captured
)fasada2 and fortified it.

Despite the radical activities

before the beginning of the War, they did not participate in
the war in Jerusalem,

Because there is no significant contact

between the Sicarii and the inhabitants of Jerusalem during
the war , it is hard to gauge how much the anti-Roman ideology

of the Sicarii, derived from the ideology of Jud a s, influenced

tte inhabitants of Jerusalem.

However, the fact that the war

against the Romans started in Jerusalem after the inhabitants
had refused to pay tribute t o Fl orus in the spring of A .D. 65 3

indicates that the na t i onalistic ideas of Judas, if not that of
the Sicarii, still influenced the inha bi tan ts of Jerusalem.

It is noteworthy that whenever Josephus refers to the
teaching of Judas - God alone is the Lord of the Judaeans
he never criticizes it.

This may mean that Josephus as a

harisee accepted his fellow Pharisee's ideology as partially
true.

How ever, when it resulted in the refusal of acknowledging

Caesar as head of the Roman empire and when further anti-Roman
l
2See P. 43.
)~. II:408.
See PP• 28-30.
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activities

were justified by t hese beliefs, Josephus' vi ew of

ld have c lashed with the ideology of Judas. To
historY wou
. e Josephus believed that God forms and guides not
sU]IIJIIB-r 1 z ,
history of the Judaeans but a ls o t hat of the Romans.
onlY the
II, The Beginning o f the War and Its Causes
Concerning the beginning of the War against the Romans,
Josephus says :

... , the war began, in the twelfth year of the
principate of Nero, and the seventeenth of the
reign of Agrippa, in the month o f Artemisius . 1

In the same wording, Josephus refers to this period else• _.
B 2 and in A. 3
where 1n

Thus,
it is clear that Josephus him•

self regards the month of Artemisius in the twelfth year of
the principate of Nero , i.e., the beginning of June, A .D. 65 4,
as the period in which the War started.

Why do es Josephus

regard this period as marking the beginning of the War?
Immediately after the above, Josephus refers t o the events
which took place in the month of Artemisius,
US

He firs t tells

of a serious disturbance which took place in Caesarea

between the Judaeans and Hellenized Syrians.

The Judaeans

had a synagogue in the city and wanted to purchase a plot next
to th e synagogue from a Hellene.

When he refused to sell it

l

2i, II:284,
l, I: 20,
)

l~-·

XX:257.

Zeitlin, RFJS, Vo 1 , II, p. 233,
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to th0ID,

ne of the Judaeans gave eight talents to Florus
0

asking his help in the settlement of the matter.
apparentlY
Florus left Caesarea for Sebaste without solving the
}fowever,
1 on the following day, the Sabbath, when the Judaeans
probl em•
t the synagogue they found a pot, turned b ottom upward.
went 0
ich birds had been s acrificed. They regarded this as
upon wh

an

.

ins

ult to their religio us practices and committed some acts

of reprisal against the Hel lenized Syrians.

The leading Judae-

ans went to Se baste to seek Florus' assistance but they were
apprehended by him . 2

Furthermore, Florus too k action against

the Judaeans of Jerusal em,

He sent to th e t emple treasury and

had seventeen talents taken out by force to "fulfil the requirements of the imperial services."

When the inhabitants of

Jerusalem protes ted , he resorted to military force.

He a rres t ed

them and crucified many of them. 3
Josephus does not explain why he think s these events

started the War against the Romans.

However, s ome portions

of the speech of Agrippa II addressed to the Judaeans help us
understand why Josephus regards the se event s as important .
Josephus has him say at the end of the speech:
But your actions are a lre a dy act s of war
against Rome: you have not paid your tr ibute

to Caesar, and you have cut down the porticoes
communicating with Anto nia. 4

II:28 5-288.
II:289- 292,
II:293-30 6 .
II:403,

See a ls o B. VII:J61-J6J.
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In

Agrippa

Ot

her places of thi s s p eec h, t hro ugh t he mouth of

II,

to caesar

Josephu s repea t s the impo r tance of paying tribu t e

a s a duty of h is subjec t s. 1

ManY Judaeans ha d r e f us ed to pay t ribut e t o Caesar thr o ugh
before the events o f t he mon t h o f Ar temisius.

florus

The

·ngs of Judas of Galilee p rov ided a r at i on a le f o r thi s. 2
teachl
F1orus jus t ified his t aking t he sev ent een t a lent s f r om the

temple t reasury f o r thi s,

Josephus appa rentl y o bserv ed the

significanc e of thi s tax r efusal, f or i t was tan t amount to a
declaration of indep endence fr om Roma n dominio n, i. e., a de c l arati on of war against Ca esar a nd t he Roman emp ire.
Josephus also asc r i bes t he re f usal to a c c e pt a s ac r ific e

from foreigners in the t emple serv ice a s a c a use o f the Wa r
against the Romans . 3 This event, which too k p lace on t he 1 9th
of June, A.D. 65 , 4 wa s a s signific a nt in its effec t s a s t ha t

of the refusa l to pay t ribu t e to Ca es a r.

Thus, Jo sephus s ays :

This ac t i on laid t he fo undat i on f o r t he wa r wi t h
the Romans; for t h e sacrifices o ffered on be half
that nation and th e emperor were in c onseq uence
rejected, 5

1

2~• II:J68 ; J8J;J86 .

See al s o B. V: 4 05 ,

JudaeaThere were objecti v e ec ono mic re a s ons why mo s t of t he
rep0rtnst~ere not able to pa y tribut e to Fl orus. Jo sephus
Cessor 8
a t Luc ceius Al b i nus ( A . D. 62- 64 ) , Fl orus ' prede2~~)dene~ " the whol e natio n wi th extraord inary tax es "
of Albinu · W1 thout doub t , Fl orus too fo ll owed t he p olic y
_. li z2?? 8
See Jos e phu s ' de s crip t i o n o f Fl orus' cup idi ty i n
J - 9; A_ . XX:252 - 258 ,
4~. II:409.

(.~ . u;
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5Zei tlin, RFJS ' Vol . II , p . 2 3 9 ,
~- II:409.

- .30 fusal to pay tribute to Caesar and the cessation
The re
. erial sacrifices in the Temple were th e major causes
of the imP
.
. h precipitated the Roman war. But Jos e phu s does not simply
1fhlC

'be the causes of the war to these two events.

He examines

88cr1

even

t s which led up to them.

Under the administration of

'd'us cumanus ( A.D. 48-52 ), an incident t o ok place at
vent1 1
er when a Roman soldier insulted the people. 1 Owing to

fassov

cumanus ' failure to handle th e event properly, many disturbances
ensued ,2

A band of brigands and Sicarii then appeared in

Jerusalem, together with people whom Josephus styled "false
prophets" or "impostors," who promised Judaeans freedom from

the Roman yoke . .3

Josephus describes in detail the subsequent

administrations of L, Albinus ( A.D. 62-64) and assesses his
r~ponsibility for the conflict; 4 of Ges sius Florus ( A.D. 64-

65} who se cupidi ty disregarded the welfare of th e Judaeans. 5
In!•, Josephus go es back to th e time of the a dmini stration
of Porcius Festus ( A ,D.

60-62 ) when the leaders of the

Hellenized Syrians in Caesarea obtained from Nero a rescript
annuiing the equal rights that had been guaranteed Jewish
inhabitants. 6

Josephus indicates that because of this rescript

a series of inci dents took place and culminated in the events

of th e month of A rtemisius.

II:22.3-227,
II:228-246.
II:252- 265.
II:273- 276,
II:27 7-279;280;.3.3_3. See also A. XX:257,
XX:182-184. See also B. VII:_362-.36.3,

- 31 . clear that Josephus penetrated into the problem of
It is
·nteraction of various occurrences before the month of
the

l

. . sand of the cupidity of Roman procurators as making
1.rtem1s1u
•nst the Romans inevitable, As we sha ll see in the
war aga1
section, despite this understanding, once Josephus begins
next
~ describe the progress of th e War, he repeatedly maintains
that God was on the side of the Romans, and places the onus
~r the capture of the city and for the destruction of the
Templ e upon s ome of the Judaeans whom he styles "revolutionaries."

III, The Cause of the Defeat and the Role of Roman
Soldiers in the War
For, that it owed its ruin to civil strife,
and that it was the Jewish tyrants who drew
upon the holy Temple the unwilling hands of
the Romans and the conflagration, is attested
by

Titus Caesar himself, who sacked the city;

throughout the war he commiserated with the
populace who were at the mercy of the revolutionaries, and often of his own accord deferred
the capture of the city and by protracting the

siege gave the culprits time for repentance. 1
For I maintain that it was sedition that

subdued the city, and the Romans the sedition,
a foe far more stubborn than her walls; and

lB

-· I:10,

- 32 that all the trag edy of i t may properly be
ascribed to her own people, all the justice
to the Romans .

the

1

result o f t his defeat , the Temple was destroyed and
As a
·ty of Jerusalem was taken. Josephus finds the cause of

Cl

eat i n civil strife and places t he responsibil ity firmly
the de f
on their leaders - John of Gischala, Eleazar , son o f Simon, and
simon, son of Giora,

Throughout B., Josephus depicts the progress of civil
strife, and hi s refer ence to it is attested by Tacitus who
says :

All the most ob stinate rebels had esc aped into
the place [i.e., t he Temple), and perpetual
seditions were the consequence.

There were

three generals , and as many armies.

Simon held

the out er and larger circuit of walls.

John,

also called Bargio r as, occupi ed the middle

Eleazar had fortified the Temple. John

city.

and Simon were strong in numbers and equipment ,

Eleazar in posit ion.

There were continual

skirmishes, surprises, and incendiary fires,
and vast quantity of corn was burnt ... 2

As a resul t of these internal dissensions there was no
ited military strength on the side of t he Judaeans. Josephus
herefore ascrib es the cause of the defea t to civil s tr ife,

1
B. V•257
2I

I

~ 5:12.

- 33 no t merel y refer to it as the cause .

He analyzes the

but does

in terms of his own Pharisaic point of view and intercause

prets

of the Romans in the war.
the ro le
ccount of th e de ath o f Ananus, Josephus writes:
In hiS a

But it was, I suppose, because God had, for its

pollutions, condemned the city to destruction
and desir ed to purge the sanctuary by fire ... 1
In referr ing t6 the killing o f sacrificing worshippers

in the Temple by the seditio us, J osephus says:
What misery to equal that, most wretched city,
has thou suffered at th e hands of the Romans,
who entered to purg e with fire thy internal

pollutions? 2
On the occasion of the cessat i on of daily sacrifices in
the Temple, J osephus writes:
Who would not bewail a nd lament

for the city

at this amazing inversi on, when aliens and
enemies rec tify your impie ty, while you, a Jew,
nurtured in her laws, tr eat t hem more harshly
even than your foes? 3
God it is then, God Himself, who with the
Romans is bringing the fire t o purge His
Temple and is exterminating a city s o laden with

Pollutions. 4

l

2'&.
J'&,
4~.

IV: 323.
V•19
. .
VI :10 2.

~- VI:110.
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What

l·s

clear from th ese words is that J o sep hus, the

interpreted the defeat caused by civil strife in
ph8risee'
f God's retribution, and that in doing s o he assigned
0
teflllS
n soldiers the role as an agent of God.
the Roma
The Roman empire had allowed the Judaeans to practice
a religio licita, a lawful religion. 1 Because of
Judaism as
the internal dissensions during the War, however, those who
·nvolved i n them failed to o bserve the Law and made it
were l
impossible for their fellow Judaeans also , and the daily

sacrifices in the Templ e ceased. 2

By his own words 3 and as

quotations from Ananus 4 o r Titus, 5 J o sephus repeatedly r efers
to the Roman policy toward th e practice of Judaism, and oft en

interprets the acts committed by Jewish soldiers as impious
in terms of the Law. 6

Josephus as a Pharisee seems to have tho ught seriously

about failure to observe the Law o r acts in defiance of and
against the Law.

The best proof o f this is in the speech

which he delive red to urge t he Jewish soldiers to surrender
when the Roman army captured the sec ond wall. 7

In the first

half' of the spee ch, Josephus draws less ons fr om the history

of th e deliverance and capture o f the city .

Concerning the

lz .

2 ei tlin, Blli_, Vol . II, p . 316.
1, VI: 94.

J

41• V:J6J;402;406; VI:101.
51• IV:182; 184.

l·

VI: 128 ; 333-335,

71· IV:Jl7; Vcl5;39;395;401 ;403;411 ; VI:102 ; 240 ; 260 ;3 65 ,

1·

V:J 6 J-41 9.

See also p . 78,

r
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riner de

iiverance, Josephus first cites an event in which
iso called Pharaoh, robbed Abraham of his wife Sarah,

,chaos ' a

and

. t

out that because Abraham did not resort to arms to

po1n s

wife, God returned Sarah to him. 1

regain his

Josephus also

other instances in which previous generations
cites four
.
. . 2 an d
o f crisis,
d upon God, not upon arms, in a t ime
d
depen e
dr3WS a less on .
He says:

In short , there is no instance of our forefathers having triumphed by arms or failed of
success without them when they committed their
cause to God: if they sat still they conquered,
as it pleased their Judge, if they fought they
were invari ably defeated. 3
Concerning the previo us captures of the ci ty , Josephus
irst refers to the siege of th e Babylonians.

Because Zede-

ah resorted to arms when the Babylonians came and besieged

e city, the city was tak en and the Temple was levelled to

e ground. 4 Josephus cites three oth er instances 5 and points

1
~. V:38 0-381. In the footnote to his English translation,
~keray po~nts out that this story is derived from "some
nge version" of Jewish legend based on Genesis xii: 10-20.
ee T~ackeray, _.r. , Vol. III, pp. 318-319,

The four other events which Josephus cites are: the
1
~~ko f Egyp t and the Exodus (B. V:382-383); the recovery of
c erib • from the Philistines (B. V:384-386); overthrow of Sennaarmy (12_. V: 387-388) ; and Cyrus and the restoration
J l e (12_. V:389) •
4-B. V•J90

ex\

I

I

l-• V:391-392.

b~h!

t~ree other instances which Josephus cites are: capv,395~j10c hus Epiphanes ( B. V: 394) ; capture by Pompey
97); and capture by Sossius (B. V:398) .

- 36 God delivered the city to foreigners when there was

out that
.

,, or "party strife," or "offences against the Temple

•j,11p1etY ,

·nst the Law" on the side of the forefathers or when
and aga1
to arms, He continues:
resor t e d
th8Y
·nvari ably have arms been refused to our
ThUS l

nation, and warfare has been the sure signal
for defeat.

For it is, I suppose, the duty

of the occupants of holy ground to leave
everything to the arbitrament of God and to

scorn the aid of human hands, can they but
conciliate the Arbiter above . 1

In short, what Josephus has learned from history is that
he Judaeans who live in Jerusalem should obey the Law and act

accordance with the Law in any circumstance and it is only
when they do s o that God delivers them from crisis. 2

As we shall see in the next chapter, Josephus also recogzed the fulfilme nt of Scriptural prophecies in the failure

observe the Law and in acts which pol luted the city and
he Templ e ,3

Josephus' repeated references to the Roman policy toward

e practice of Judaism as a religio lici ta, his interpretation
l
2!• V:)99-400.
aay~~s~ihus expresses a similar idea in Agrippa's speech.
IJlceators f' 0 1:1 the contrary, you transgress the law of your
liti' I f~il to see what further object you will have for
e insti
since your one aim is to preserve inviolate all
I d of the u l~ns of your fathers. How could you invoke the
ice Whi D~i ty, after deliberately omitting to pay Him the
3
c you owe Him?" (B. II:393-394).
!. IV:JS8; VI:109-110;311,

~st.

- 37 commit t ed by Jewi s h s old i e r s a s impi o us in terms of
0

! acts
his serious r e f lec t i on upo n t he his to ry of hi s f o re-

t}le Law '

and his r epeat ed references to t he fulfilme nt of t he
fathers '

. s in t h e Scrip t ures indic at e t hat f a ilure to o bserve

rophec 1e
p
.
f .
nd a c t s 1n d e 1 a nce of a nd a g a inst the Law on th e
the Law a

part of
in

.

h lS

J ewi s h s ol d i e r s were t he cent ral issue f o r J o sephus
i nt erpre tatio n of t he c a use o f t he defea t .

Thus, Jo se-

th e Pharis e e, having seen Go d's re t ribut i o n, pl a ced t he

phUS,

r the de struction o f t he ci t y and t he Temple upo n
blame fo
those who were i nvolve d in interna l s t rife, especia ll y upon

their l eaders - John of Gi schal a , Eleaz a r, s o n of Simon, a nd
simon, s on of Gi ora , and interpre t ed t he ro le o f t he Roma n
soldiers i n the War as t he hand o f Go d.
Ment i on mus t be a lso made o f the wa y J o sephus described

he progress o f th e Wa r.

As we hav e alrea dy seen, J o sephus unders too d t hat t here
existed objectiv e s itu a ti o ns in Judae a which made t he Jewish
War aga ins t the Romans inevi table.

Despite t his unders tanding,

once he ha s begun to d escribe the p r ogress o f t he War , J o se-

phus never again ref e r s to t his.

I t is a s if he h a d n o such

idea . Even before h e beg ins to describe t he ser io us s t rife

in Jerusalem, 1 h e tel ls o f t he progress o f Wa r in Galilee
•i th the impl ication t hat Go d was on t he part o f t he Roma ns,
is true tha t we can s ometimes rec ogni z e Jo sephus' edi to ri a l
elaborations t o pl ea se h i s Roma n re a ders by saying t hat Go d

l
ertou!cc~rding to Jo sephus, interna l dissensi ons bec ame

'tart 8

w en J ohn of Gi schal a c ame to Jerus a lem.
at ~ · I V: 1 21 .

The n a rrat ive

- 38 side of the Romans.

1

However , we suggest that
on the
,as
, belie f that God elevated Vespasian to be Caesar of
Josephus
· re despite his involvement in the campaigns
e Roman empi
. t the Judaeans in Galilee helped Josephus to understand
aga1ns
the side of the Romans fro m the very beginning
at God was on
. t and that because of this belief he never touched
of the con fl ic
. upon the conditions in pre -war Judaea.
again

1

For example, in his description of th e capture of a
in Galil ee, Josephus mentions that many of
ey tr! ~ tants were killed by the Roman army because when
eaca e to rus h out to the sec ond wall from the firs t one
bit~~t th e pursuit of th e Roman soldiers, their fellow
ly as s. shu t them out . The cause of this tragedy can be
bitan~ribed to the misjudgement or fear of th e fellow
as Who 8 ' Josephus, however , says: "God, and no other,
tana 1 it made a present to th e Romans of the wretched Galiexci was He who now caused the popul ation of t he town
to thu~ed by the hands of their own p eople and delivered
I11 129
murderous foes, to be exterminated to a man"

:'1~1~~d Japha ,

j)~

CHAPTER III

JOSE.PRUS AND .PRO:PHECIES IN B.

INTRODUCTION
In three pass ages in B. Josephus refers to the prophecies

concerning the capture of the city and the des t ructi on o f the
empl e, b ut he does not disclose to his readers t he origi n of

urces he used ,
In the fo otnote to his English t ransia tio n of B. , Thackeray
admits his failure to locate the sources, but sugges t s t hat
0

of the three propheci es may hav e been taken from the fourth

book of Orac. Sibyll, 1

Bruce dis agrees with him and speculates

hat the three prophecies were taken fr om the Scriptures. 2
cept Ezek.

9: 6- 7, the passages in the Scriptures Bruce has

icated seem to be accepta ble.

However, his arguments on

e sources J osephus may have used ar e n ot c omple t ely convincing
because he omits the important reference o f Josephus in A. to

~ prophecies c oncerning t he cap t ure o f t he city and the
destruction of the Temple.

In~- Josephus refers to t he dea t h o f Ananus and mo urns
or him .

In Josephus' words, " t he Jews saw the high priest

Protector of their own safe ty sl ai n in the midst o f the
C

•"

Bruce and other scholars see Josephus' a llusio n to

l
Thacke
2F
ray, I,, Vol. III, pp, 114-115 ,406-40 7 ,466.
,F. Brue
o icai I e ~ "J osephus and Daniel," Annua l o f the Swedish
-.Ds titute, No . 4 (1965), pp. 148-162,
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- 40 " who was to "be cut off" in Dan. 9: 26, and thus
·nted
one
,ano1
Pecula t e that Josephus saw the fulfilment of this
eY 6
Although Bruce and other scholars are aware
h8CY i n Dan,
proP
hus' contradictory statements about Ananus in B. and
of JoseP
t hey do not go into a detailed analysis of them. As

! ·,

a result of
given in ~ -

this, they base their arguments on the information
and draw

an erroneous conclusion.

This chapter is in four parts.

In the first part we

hall discuss the Apocalyptic Pharisees and their prophecies,
and Josephus' interest in prognostication.

In the second

part we shall deal with the three prophecies in B. concerning

e capture of the city and the de struction of the Temple.
e shall discus s why Bruce's spec ulation on th e passages in

e Scriptures - Jeremiah ' s oracles and Dani el's prophec i es

are tenable but also why we i'eel his sp e culation on Ezeki el
m acc ep t able.

Unlike Bruce's argument , ours will be based

on ~sephus' r eferences to the prophecie s of the capture of

city and the destruction of the Temple in A.

8

We shall

argue, as did Bruce, that Thackeray ' s speculation concerning
8
8

sources of the prophecies is invalid .

shall deal with the death of Ananus.

In the third part
We take issue with

ce and other scholars who have s uggested that Josephus saw
t fUlf ·

llment of a prophecy in Dan . in the death of Ananus.
IXpla '
in t hat Ananus was not the type of person in whose death
o •Phus would have seen the fulfilment of a prophecy in Dan.
our argument , we shall go into details about Josephus '

- 41 statements about Ananus in B. and in!• We
tradictorY
~p
.
attempt to explain why Josephus in B. painted the
s)18ll a.1S0
Ananus as a national hero. In the fourth part we
picture of
with Josephus' narrative of Dan. 2:31-45 in A.
s)lall deal
In his article, Swain has convincingly pointed
1,206-210.
the prophecy of the four great empires and a more

out that

fifth empire had already been carried to Rome fr om

g1orious
Asia Minor before the book of Daniel was composed and that

e fifth empi re was later thought to mean the Roman empire . 1
the basis of Swain's theory, we shall argue that Josephus

ew not only the reinterpretation of the fourth kingdom of

Dan , as the Roman empire but also the reinterpretation of
e prophecy of the four great empires and a more glorious
i~h empire.

We will suggest that Josephus' evasiveness

as to the meaning of the stone is because he had the prophecy
o the four great empires and a more glorious fifth empire in

and that there was no logical necessity for Josephus to
10 into detail about the meaning of the sto ne.
0

The inclusion

this part in this chapter is justified, for it deals
th the interpretation of the Roman empire in a prophecy.

I. Josephus and Frophec ies in B.
The Passages in Ps . 74:9, I Mace. 4:46 and 14:41 refer
a time when there are no more signs and when there are no

l

.

Swain m t •

. .
the Pro
en ions the name of A emilius Sura who referred
h enipiPhecy of the four great empires and a more glorious
Oppor~ .. See_J.W. Swain, "The Theory of the Four IVIonar8 ~ tion History Under the Roman Empire," Classical
010
' o. 35 (1940), pp. 1-14.
-

- 42 in the land of the Judaeans. With the canonirop he ts
f/Jre P
the Pentateuch in the time of Ezra, prophecy was
gation of
have ceased in Israel. 1 Haggai, Zechariah, and
thOught to

. wer e the last prophets. Despite this, some Judaeans
)la].achl
.
t he second Commonwealth believed that they could still
ur1ng
"divine will" through dreams. According to Zeitlin,
read th e
068 who believed in the revelation of the di vine will
thl'Ough dreams did not belong to the "normative Judaean spirit

of that period (i, e., the Second Commonweal th]" but that they

were the "product of the teachings of the Apocalyptic Pharisees,

.,2

The Apocalyptic Pharisees emerged from the Pharisaic group

during t he reign of Herod in r e sponse to his tyrannical rule
and the subjugation of Judaea to Rome.

They later prophesied

the coming of a Messiah, and attempted to persuade the Judaeans
hat the Messiah would not only end the tyrannical rule but
would al s o del iver them from the Roman yoke. J

Their message

was pol i t ic al as well as theological, and caused a great deal
0

disturbanc e among the Judaeans, particul arly later when

Olan pro curators - e . g . , Cuspius Fadus ( A .D. 45-46 ) and

llarcus A. Felix ( A.D. 52-59/60 )-governed them.
Jo sephus did not believe in the cessation of signs 4 nor

lz .

2 eit1in , RFJS, Vol. I, pp. J0-Jl, 279,
RF
JZeitl
. i n • ___.;m_,
Vol. I, p. 280.
4Zei t lin , B.N§_, Vol. II, pp . 44-45,102,206 , J20-J21 .

ear:~edJ o~e phus' references to the signs which he thought
)lo .
O, Bee

uring the War in B. I:28 ; II:650 ; IV:286 - 287 ; VI :
i n relation to the signs mentioned in B. VI:288 a s o Tacitus , History V:lJ,

- 4J believe in the cessation of prophecy in the land of
dhe
1

However, he was oppo sed to the prophecies of the

8rael •

cslYP

tic Pharisees insofar as they were related to the

t'on of the deliverance of the Judaeans fr om the Roman
,ipecta 1
hough the coming Messiah . This can be proven by the
yoke t r
ract that J osephus severely assailed the activit ies of some
.
2
h
~ ,
o the .A poca 1 y Ptl·c Pharis ees. Josep us cal ls them n~avo~
("
lv&pconoi. (deceivers), J•ana'twve:c;
av 8 pwno~ ) ( seduce rs, dema-

gogues), 4 y6r11;e: c; ( tf v8pwno ~ ) (impostors, swindlers) , 5 <j)e;u6olP

ijtlll. ( fals e

prophets), 6 and ,m'ta<j)e:u66µe:vo

~

'tou 6e:ou ( fals e

witnesses against God) , 7

1rn

A£, I: 41, Josephus states that al though the history

baa been wri tten during the period from Artaxerx e s to his own

, it has not been regarded as worthy of equa l credit with
e earlier history "because the exact succession of prophets
d not take place." Josephus' r e ference to Artaxerxes ( 46525 B,C .) in whose time the Pentateuch was canonized in J erusalem may suggest that Josephus believed in the cessation of
phecy in Israel.
However, in other accounts, Josephus
tates that J ohn Hyrcanus (B. I:68 - 69 / / A. XIII:299-J00 ; cf .
ea/~ent of Levi 8:15), a certain Judas the Essene(~. I:78t A_ . XIII:Jl l-JlJ), Pol lio the Pharisee (A. XV:4), and
oaephus himsel f (B. III:399 -408) were blessed with the gift
o prophecy.
2
Fo r example, in reference to the activities of some of
0 calyptic Pharisees at the time o f the Roman procurator
~/P
8
x,
Jo~~phus says in ~- II: 258: "And besides these (i.e.,
8
:i~ar11) there arose another band of villains, with purer
e ~t more. impious designs , who destroyed the peaceful
the c1 ty no less than did the assassins."
111 = 2 59 (// YOlJ'tEc; in A_. XX:167). See also A. VIII:
2)2 1
:
'
I : 14 5 ; 161 ; 2 J 6 .
4
II:2 59 (// A_. XX:167 ); VI:288.

J°

J•

l··

( 6'tc:~~

~I:2) 61 ( tfv8pwnoc; y611c; ) ; 264. See also~- IV:85
) ; A . XX:97 ;1 60 ;1 67 ;
; V:Jl7 ( -r~c; a.vT)p y611c;
0- ' II:1 4 5 ; 161.
?B~ . VI•· 28 5 ( <j)e:u6onpo~~'tllc; ) . See also A. VIII:406 ; X:1 11,

~Vl'jp

- • VI: 288 .
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JoseP

one

hUS believed in the possibility of predicting events.

account,

"''pCII\I

he speaks of himself: ~v

'xavo~ ouµ~aAEtv

~&

aµ~L~OAWs

OE

vno

xat nspt xptasLs
~OU esCou AEy6µsva

I,

(Jnd cone

erning the interpretation of dreams, he was compepent

. cture ( the meaning) of what was said by the Deity) .1
conJ e
h may have learned the skill of prognostication when

JoseP us
ht was

studying the beliefs and practices of the Essenes at
age of sixteen 2 or when he subjected himself to an

abOUt the

cetic life und er a certain Bannus between the ages of sixteen
or seventeen and nineteen

.3

In his writings, Josephus inserts

everal instances of predictions which were fulfilled: the
prediction of John Hyrcanus about the future of his elder

ns, 4 the

predi ction of a certain Judas the Essene about the

ture of Antigonus; 5 Archelaus' dream, and its interpretation
6
~othsayers, Chaldeans, and a certain Simon the Essene;
laphyra 's dream; 7 and the prediction Josephus himself made to
Yespasian about his succession to the throne. 8

Except for the

iction of John Hyrcanus, 9 all these instances are related

1
~. III:352,
2
y. 10-11.
J
4-V. 11-12 .

5~ • I : 68 ( / / A . XI I I : 3 OO) .

!.

I:78-80 (// A. XIII:Jll-313).

6
!
,
II:112-113
(//
h__, XVII:345 -348),
7
8!, II:116 (// h__. XVII:350 -353) ,

...,,un!.5 : 1~: 399-40~;
9Th '

IV: 622 - 629 . See also Suetonius ., VesRoman History LXVI 1:4.

° Cassius '

1

-

c~o~ower of J. Hyrcanus ' prognostication is ascribed
to
co(nt~ct with
6aLµOVLOV (Deity) in B. I:69 and
ov De1 ty) in A. XIII: JOO.

6Et

~o
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either
t)l0S8

of

•ere ful

. 1 or dreams, and, with the exception of
divination

John Hyrcanus and Josephus, three other predictions
filled within a very short period of time. 2

In two other passages, Josephus refers to his nightly
c1reams ,

J

osephus valued some of the prophecies in the
In ~-, J
. tures not because they contain moral or ethi cal teachings
ScrlP
bUt because they foretold events , and furthermore he thought
Qwere fulfil led in a series of events during the War and
culminated in the capture of the city and the des truction of
e Temple•

Likewise, he valued some of the oracles provided

ey foretold events in th e War.

In the interpretation of some

bases of the events Josephus r efers to both prophecies and
oracles in a cryptic manner .

As we shall see, Josephus never

sclosed to his readers the origin of s ources he used.

II. Propheci es in B. of the Capture of the City and the
struction of the Temple

1

The word 't0 µa.v'te;uµcx. in B. I: 79 suggest s that Judas the

aeni made the prediction through some kind of divination.

:•se,

01

the word 'ta.c; µcx.v'te:Ccx.c; in B. IV:624 suggests that

Phus made the prediction through s ome kind of divination.
~e;ms th~t Josephus practic ed divinat i on because he knew

e:pas1an was intereste d i n divining his future t hrough
See Tacitus,
us
R•l;78;
IV.81-82;
Suetonius,
Vespasian
5,7
; Dio
8
2 '_9man History LXVI 1.4.
r !:ediately after the references to the predictions,
his r~l ts are told. This may suggest that Josephus expecl'lcerningaiers . to react quickly to the stories of predictions.
have f 1 he insertion of thes e predictions in B., Josephus
tantso l owed the editorial advic e offered by his Greek

:to' ~~ams, holoscopes, and or acl es of gods.

3

1·

.

III: 351; 353.

See also V. 208 - 209 .

- 46 l aces Josephus refe r s to the prophecy of the
thre e P
ci ty and th e destructi on of the Temple.
e of the
Cl tur
t re ference i s in the acc o un t in B. IV:J86-J88.
The firs
of the acts comm i tt ed by the Zealots in defiance
he account
of 1 aw precede s thi s. In t he account, Josephus
0 anY kind
t mentions that the Zealot s sc offed at b o th "human ordi-

" and "the oracles o f prophets," and then he says that
nance
w11en the zealots transgressed t he orac les of prophets which
• oretold much concerning virtue and vice," they brought up on

eir country "the fulfilment of the prophecies."

After this,

he refers to one of the prophecies in the f o llowing words:

~v yap 6~ ,;1,c; 1tcx.Acx.1.oc; A6yoc; o:vopwv lvetwv
t6n:

,;~v

1t6Ai. v a.Awoi:;o8cx. 1, xcx. t xcx.,;cx.cpAEZ;c:o 8cx. 1,

to <h 1,Ul'tO:'tOV v6µ<t>
H(tt

1tOAEµou' O'tCXO t.c; la.v XCX.'tCX.0X'f1Q)t;l

XEtpc: c; o txEi:cx. 1, npoµ 1,Cx.vwo 1, 'to ,;ov 8i:;ov

tfµEvoc;· o [c; o~x o:1t1.0't'f10CX.V'tEC ot ~~Aw'tcx.t
£.
C
'
J..
,
uLaxovouc;
o:u,;ouc;
c.1tE6oocx.v
( Fo r ther e was
I

a certain ancient o rac le o f inspired men that

the city would be taken and th e s anc tuary (li t .
the most sacred) burne d to t he gro und, in
ac cordance with the law o f war, at th e time
When a sedi tion shoul d raze i t to the ground
1nd the na tive hands pollut e th e precinc ts o f

God beforehand.

Al tho ugh the Ze alots did not

disbe1·ieve these oracl es, they made themsel v es
th e instruments of their fulfilment) . 1

l~ . IV: 388.

- 47 The secon

JohJl o

d prophecy is in the speech which Josephus made

f Gischala and his party in an att empt to persuade

eJII to su

bmit to the Roman soldiers.

He says:

' 't"WV 1ta.Aa.1.wv 7tpOcpT)'tWV
•de; ovx oioe:v 'ta.c;
cl~ypacpac:; xa.1. 'tOV e:n1,ppE'tov-r;a. ,:fj 'tA'J1µ0V I,
\

\

I

x6XE: 1. xpnaµ~v

riori

,

~

,

EVEO''tOJ'ta. ; 1:01:E ya.p

ci>.woi.v a,u-r;fjc; npoe:tnov, cha.v oµocpuAou.
nc; ~pl;r;J cp6vou (Who does not know the writings of the ancient prophets and the oracle
which is now a bout to be fulfilled upon this
wretched city?

For they foretold that it

would be taken whenever one human being
should start slaughtering his fellow country-

men) . 1
The third prophecy is in~. VI:Jl0-315, which precedes

e acco unt of a series of port ents which appeared in Jeru111.em during the War.

Josephus first mentions that although

God was the guardian o f the people and showed them the way to

aafety, the Jews chose t he way to destruction, and then he
Bays 1

Snou YE , Iouoa.i: 0 I, xa. t 1:0 t e:pov µe;,:cx, 'tT) V
H48a. Cpe:cr 1, v 1:fj c; 'A v1:wv Ca.c; ,: e;,;p&.ywv ov

!not~oa.v, &va.ye:ypa.µµtvov e:v 1:otc; AoyC01.c;
lxov-re:c; CX.A.WO'E08a.1, 'tT)V 1t6A.1, V xa. t
l1tt LOo.v

1

1:0V

't"O LEpov y EVT)'ta. I, ,:e;,;p&.ywvov

l, VI:109-110,

va.6v'
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(For the

Jews, after the destruction of

made the Temple a square (or fourAntonia,
., although they had it recorded in

square..,,
their

Oracles

that the city and the sanctuary

would be taken when once the T-emple should
1
become a square (or four-squareJ).

one thing which makes it difficult for us to locate the

exact source used in each of these three prophecies may be
ascribed to the incorporation of Josephus' own vocabulary in

em.2 In the footnote to his English translation of B.,
ckeray admits his failure to find the sources of these

e prophecies .3

However, he speculates that the first and

e second prophecies belong to the same source and suggests
that it may be the oracles in Orac. Sibyll. IV:115-118, 4 which

refers to the internal dissensions in Jerusalem during the
ege in A.D. 69, and IV:125-126, 5 which refers to the destruc-

on of the Temple in A .D. 70.

Thus, Thackeray says: "The

1
~- VI:311.
2
For example, the use of the phrase TtOAEµou v6µcp ( in
accordance with the law of war) in the first prophecy may be
ri;ed to the vocabulary of Josephus. See pp. 78-79, 87-90.

lhackeray, J., Vol. III, pp. 114-115, 406-407, 466.
0 th;he ?racle in Orac. Sibyll. IV: 115-118 reads: "To Solyma
ruin evn blast of war shall come from Italy, and shall lay
ah:l~od's great temple, whenever, confident in their folly,
bef cast godliness to the winds and commit hateful murCha~re the temple" (trans. H.C.O. Lanchester). See
entlH, ed., The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old
II p 913; rept. Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 196~

5 '

· 373 •

Hereafter cited as Charles, APOT.

The ora 1 .
.
-leader he e in Orac. S1byll. IV:125-126 reads: "And a Roe With 8 ~11 come to Syria, who shall burn down Solyma' s
ll'eat 1 fire, and therewith slay many men, and shall waste
eater/nd of the Jews with its broad way" (trans. H.C.O.
•

See Charles, APOT, Vol, II, p. 373.

- 49 of Si bylline Oracles dates from c. A.D. 80, and
@ ~ok
l
111'
f e c ontemporary with th e Jewish War of Josephus."
there or
. diffi cult to ac cept Thackeray' s sugg es tion o f Jose -

It is

f th e fourth b oo k o f Orac. Sibyll, because t he da te
use O
mposi t i on 2 is a li ttle la t e . f o r Josep hus to have used

itS co
J Another dif ficulty i s in Jo sephus' failure to refer to
•
· A 4
Orac, S'b
th boo k of ~~
- l yll, in - .

.

Josephus' ambiguous sta t ement in B. IV:388 c onc erning the

venance of the first proph ecy and his s ta tement in t he same

sage concerning the Zealot s' att i t ude to ward th e prophecy
impo rtant,

J osephus says t hat t he prop hecy is taken from

1Thackeray, J . , Vol, III, p, 40 7 .
2The oracles in Orac. Sibyll, IV: 115-118 and 125-1 26 give
an impression that t hey we re c ompo sed s oo n a fter th e Jewi sh
when the memory of t he event s during th e years A .D. 69 - 70
still vivid in the mind o f t he a utho r. How ever, other
sages in IV:12 8-129 ;143-144, which refer to an e art hquake
Cyprus in A.D . 76, suggest that t he dat e o f the c omp o si t i on
e fourth book be plac ed s ome t ime aft er A .D. 76 , p r o b a bly
about A.D. 80. See Charl es, AP OT, Vol, II, p, 373, There
ot course a possibility t h at s ome nucleus in t he o r a cles of
115-118 and 125-126 wa s independently ma de s oon after the
and that i t was curre nt at an e a rlier dat e. However, the
ty of oracles in the fourth book is p o inted o u t.
See Charles,
'Vol. II, p . 373,
)

The Greek version o f B. was c ompo sed after t he dedic ation

T~mple of P ax in Rome ( B. VII: 158ff) in A .D. 7 5 ( See
C s1us, Roman History LXVI 15) but before the death in
50Sl)~f Vespasi an who received a c opy o f B. (V. 3 61 ; A:Q,
8

79

4

in A_.

Josephus discusses one o f Daniel's prophecies as
If
Ul.d
book of Orac. Sibyll, had been known to Josephus,
8 re h~ve used it at t he end o f his discussi on a nd discl o sed
t ena ers_ t he name of th e s o urce, f or it is Jos ephus'
n-Je!·Poli? y in !, t o use available s o urces, be t hey Jewish
on th lsh, in paraphrasing t he Scriptural a cc o unt s and to
ourc/ names of the source s. See A. I:118 (Al lusi o n to
II , p. 0 ~ 7g~ac. Sibyll, III:97ff). See al s o Charles, APOT,

ourihto the des t ruction of t he ci ty a nd th e Temple,

- 50 oracle of inspired men" and that the "Zealots did
"in it. If we accept these statement s as true,
t disbelieve
th t the first prophecy was in the Scriptures. The
follow s
a
t believe in any prophecy not in the Scriptures.
ea1ots did no
·se Josephus' statement in B. VI:109a suggests tha t t he
eWl

1

~nd prophecy was ac t ually taken from the Scriptures. Although

s nothing of the provenance of the third prophecy,
osephuS saY
too may be taken from the Scriptures.
Josephus' references in B. to the oracle of Jeremiah1 and
the oracle of the coming disaster foretold by Jesus b. Ana as in A,D. 61 2 indic a te that he was interested in Jeremiah

his oracles.

There are also Josephus' remarks in A. which

cate his interest in Jeremiah's oracles.

After referring

the death of Josiah in battle with Necho and to the great

1When the second wall was taken by the Roman soldiers and
e earthworks opposite Antonia were raised by them, Josephus
commissioned by Titus to make a speech to his fellow countryto persuade them to submit to the Romans. In the speech,
hus recalls the former captures of the city by the Babys, Antiochus Epiphanes, Pompey , Herod and Sossius (B.
l91-J98) • In recalling the capture of the city by the Ba bys, Josephus makes a reference to the oracle of Jeremiah.

~r~ov~o µtv , ~vCxa l3aOt.AEUs Bcx.l3uAwvCwv ETIOAl.OpXEl. ~aU~T)V
LV, ouµ ~aAwv ~E6e:xCas 6 ~µE~EPOs BaOl.AEUs napa
ia:~tov,npo~n~sCas au~6s ~E EaAW xa l ~o ~o~ou µs~a ~OU vaou
v >CCUt~oµe:vov £!6£
l3owv~a youv ~ov ' Ispe;µ Cav, Ws O'..TIEXµh ~~ 8£~ 6 I.a. ~as s ts m~~ov TIAT)µµEAE Cas, CXAWOO 1. v~o 6'
1ta.pa:oo1.£ v ~riv n6A1.v , ... (Thus, at that time when th e

~as

,t°

0

•

•

•

~f Ba?ylon was besieging this country, our king Zedekiah
wagai~st him in defiance of the prophecies of Jeremiah,

er/~

himself t3.ken captive and saw the city, together with
lo/ e, razed to the ground ... For, though Jeremiah cried
t~~ that they were hostile to God bec ause of their sins
d han~m and that they would be taken captive unles•s they
2
over the city ... )(B. V:391-392),
i, VI:Joo-309. See Jer. VII:34,

- 51 Josephus says:
,
mrrou
,
µsxp1,

.. ., 51,aµtv e:1, . olJ'toc; o npo<pl7'tT)c; xcx,1,
vv"
µt~),ov1:a ,:~ n6AE 1, OE 1, vex. 1tposx11pul;sv
ypa.µµaOI,

}(.(X.'t(X./\.1,1tWV

' '

){(X.l,

ytvoµtvnv aA.WCHV 'tllV

'tE

'tT)V

-

vuv

,:-_ex,

lv

JJt

E<p

-

T)µwv

Bcx.l3uA.wvoc; cx.tpe:01,v

(And the prophet Jeremiah composed a dirge
for his funeral, which also remains until
now,

This prophet also announced beforehand

the terrible things which were to befall the
city, and left behind in (his) writings ( the
oracles concerning) the capture which recently
befell our (c ity) as well as the capture of
Babylon) . 1

These things lead us to think i t possible that the pro-

ecies under discussion were taken from Jeremiah's oracles ,
ough they were recorded some seven hundred years before

were directed against th e city and the first Temple, not

second Temple,
In~. Josephus does not make any reference to Daniel and
Prophecies, but references in A. X:186-281 indicate that

was also inte rested in Daniel and his prophecies.

l

!,

X:78-7 9,

He
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,.prdS

Daniel as " one o f the greatest prophets. 111 Towa rd t he
•

of h1 5

narra tive of t he life of Daniel and his prophecies,

summarizes t he account of Daniel's vision in Da n.

osephus

-XI, and says:
tOV

av-rov 6E

-rp6nov ~avCT)AOc; xat ltEpt 't~c;

•pwµcx. Cwv flYEµovCac; &.vtypacpe:: xa t 3'tL im'

cx~tWV at pe:0nOe::'taL 'ta 'Ie::poo6Auµa xaL

o

vcxoc; l; pn µw0nOE'ta L ( In the same manner,
Daniel als o wrot e about the empire of the
Romans and (predicted) that Jerusalem would
be taken and the Temple would be laid waste).

2

The above pass a ge may indicate another possibility that
eprophecies under discussion were taken from Dan.

1!. X:266. Besides Josephus and Matthew, Ginzberg enutes Palestini a n sources which regard Daniel as one of the
FOPhets . See L. Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, Vol. VI
(Philadel phia: The Jewish Publication Society of America,
939), p. 413. See a lso S. Zeitlin, "The Cryptic Number in
el," The Jewish Quarterly Review, No . .39 (January,1949),
)21. Josephus also says in A. X:267:
yap f3t.f3ACa , ooa

'ta.

avyy pcx"""µe:vo
'"~
'\ , '\
,
,
, ,,
c; xa'ta~e::~01,ne::v
, avay
1,vwOXE'tat.
nap , 11µ1,v
e:'tt.
\IUb xa.l 1te:1t LO'te::uxaµe::v l:."E,, aU'tWV O't l, ~av LT)AOc; wµ CAE l, 'tW
~ ~ Ycx.p -ra. µEAAOV'ta µ6vov npo<pT)'te:: uwv 5 1, E'tEAE 1, , xa0&.ne:p
OL ~AAOI, 1tpo<p~'tat., CX.AAa xat xat.p o v wp1,,e::v , e::tc; ov 'taU'ta

1°ttcx.1, (For the books, which he wrote and left behind, are
~ead by us even n ow, and we believe from them that Dani y ~f
con:'"erse with God. Fo r he kept prophesying no t
~so he things t o come, as did other prophets also, but
) , set ( the time) a t which these things would come to

US

io

u!;osttextX: after
276 •

Our reading in this passage is based on R.
a study of the expository works of St . John
4
us ~m, th century Patriarch of Constantinople. See R.
P6~ 0- '' Vol. VI, p. .311. Niese' s text reads: ,:-ov atnov
gtL ~ ~ Cl<;v ~T)A~c; xa 1, ne::p l 'tfjc; 'Pwµa (wv -fiye::µov t ac; <ivtypa(j)e: ,
lrro~n cx.u,:-wv EpT)µW8T)OE'ta L ( In the same manner, Daniel
(==illlpe e about the empire of the Romans and (predicted) t hat
rsonal) would be laid waste).
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In his

speculation o n the sources of these pro phecies,

'fied their locatio ns.

e speci
88

The first and second pro ph-

sugges ted to be Jeremiah's oracles in Jer, 7:14 and

are

the vision of Lord's judgment in Ezek. 9:6-7 o r Dan.

6 or
and 12 , which refer to the struggle between those who

1

the holy covenant" (11:30) and those who "know their

• orsake
• (ll :J2), the profanation of the Temple as a result of

dissension (11:31) and the "breaking into pieces of

ernal
8 holy people" (12:7),

As to the source of the third pro ph-

y, he suggests Dan. 9: 26, which refers to the coming destrucon of the city a nd the sanctuary by the "people o f the prince
come, ,,l

Concerning Josephus' reference to the Temple being

e ie:tpa.ywv ov ( a square or four-square) , he thinks that

o ephus may have misinterpreted Dan. 9: 25, which refers t o
e future rec onstruction o f Jerusalem with "a square" and
IDI • 2

Except for the vision of the Lord's judgment in Ezek.

6 7, Bruce's location of the sources seems to be acceptable,
CCOrding to

A•,

Josephus was interested in Ezekiel and his

Phecies , 3 but he does not specifically say that Ezekiel

cted the capture of the city and the destruction of the
nd) Temple.

III. Concerning the Dea th of Ananus during the War

In~. Josephus talks o f Ananus' death in the f oll owing

~ruc e, .QJ?.,cit., PP• 155-156.
ruce, ib' d

-b·

l, X~79;98;106;141.
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'(0\1

,.
(X, V

I

an'

'A &vou e&va.-rov, xa.t
V

iifpcx.t;
'(U

, µcx.p't"O 1, µ 1, 6' s btwv a.p2;a. 1, -r;rj 1t0/\.E 1,

ex.

lxsCvns 't"T)G

a vcx.-rpa.nnva.1, -r;o 't"ELXOG xa.t 61,a.~ea.pf)va.1,

np&yµcx.-rcx.

,

>.

f

Iouua.~01,s,

,

'r

~

EV~ 't"OV

,I

,

a.px1,spsa.

_t Tiyc:µ6v cx. 't"T)G t6Ca.s OW'tT)pCa.s a.u-rwv lnt
tant; tT)t; n6AEWG sI6ov anso~a.yµlvov ( I
woul d not be mistaken if I said that the

capture of the city started with the de ath of
Ananus; a nd that the wall(sJ fell and Jewish
corporate life was destroyed from the very
day in which the Jews saw the high priest
and protector of their own safety slain in

the midst of the city). 1

In this passage where we read "the Jews saw the high
of their own safety slain in the midst
and others 3 see Josephus' allusion to
one" who wa s to "be cut off" in Dan. 9:26, and
Josephus thought that the prophecy of Daniel

the passage cited above, Josephus regards
of Ananus a s one of the most important events of

to B., soon after the War against the Romans

'Ananus, with Josephus, son of Gorion, was elected

Provisional government of Jerusalem to take care of the

• IV:Jl8,
l'Uce, .2.Q, cit., P. 194.
ee, for
New y
example, James A. Montgomery, Daniel, ICC ( 1927;

ork: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1964), pp. 382-383,

- 55 the city, 1

He was in charge of raising the height

etY of

2

th8 wallS

e seditious

and accumulation of arms,

but he hoped to pacify

and the so-called Zealots by "gradually aban-

113 He delivered a speech
these warlike preparations,
rdn8
4
the zealots and assailed them, 5 When the Idumean

against

1diers

came to Jerusalem to assist the Zealots in the Temple,

ates to prevent them from entering. 6 After his
shut the g
th at the hands of some Idumean soldiers, Josephus delivers
dt8
. 7
Ill encomium about him,
Throughout B,, however, Josephus does not touch upon the
nowing points which are covered in A. or in V.
8

: ( 1) Ananus

Sadducee; 8 (2) Ananus was appointed high priest by Agrip-

ll in A.D. 62, 9 but he was dismissed by t he same Agrippa II

e months la ter because he summoned a synedrion of judges
thout the consent of the Roman procurator Al binus, who was
the way to Judaea from Alexandria; 10 (3) Ananus was a man
o harsh character in judging offenders ;1 1 and ( 4) Ananus once
ted to remove Josephus from Galil ee when Josephus was

l
!, II:563.
2
II:56J; 648.
II: 651.
!, IV:16 2-192.

This speech will be examined in Chapter

5
l·
IV: 193- 207.
l-• IV: 2J6- 2J8.
l· IV:319- 322.

See also B. IV:151,

?·

l··

l·

lo!•

11'·•

!,

XX:199.
XX: 199.
XX: 2 00-20J.
xx :199.

See also Zeitlin, RFJS, Vol. II, p. 226.

- 56 g eneral to execute the missions assigned to him by

as a

pro

1
visional government of Jerusalem.

irst point suggests that Ananus th e Sadducee stood
The f
•tion to Josephus the Pharisee.

The second point

oppO Sl

ca t eS
rhe

that Ananus was not a high priest during the War.

Was s tripped of his high priesthood, Ananus had no

wear the high pri estly vestment which the Judaeans
rfght to
ieved had atoning power . 2 Thus, Ananus had no authority
Iba soever during the War to make atonement for the sins of

p~ple,

The third point suggests the recurrence of a

truggl e between the Sadducees and the Pharisees over political

ers,J And the fourth point _indicates that Ananus and
ephus were opposed to each other over the handling of the
tuations in Galilee.

The four points which Josephus d o es not touch upon in B.
the things i nferred from them lead us to a conclusion that

us was not necessarily th e type of person in whose de ath
atter how tragic it may have been - Josephus would have
the fulfilme nt of Daniel's prophecy.
There rema ins the question a s to why Josephus did not
ff

ini. to the above-cite d four points but painted a pieof Ananus as if he were a national hero.

Although there

ny Possibl e explanations for this, we believe that JoseWas influenced by his Greek editorial assistants who,

ly

2-· 1 93-204; 216 .

Joachi J
•
&nd c m eremias, Jerusalem in th e Times of Jesus, tr .

r.

3

,H · Cave ( P hilad elphia: Fortress P ress, 1969) , pp.

See Zei tl.in, RFJS, Vol, II, p, 226 ,
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consciously, suggested that to balance the two Roman

as ian and Titus, a Jewish national hero was desires, vesP
d even neces sary. Stripped of certain damaging detail,
e an
rged as just that.
us eme

IV, Josephus' Narrative of Dan. 2:Jl-45 in A. X:206-210
Dan • 2:31-45 speaks of a dream King Nebuchadnezzar had
of its interpretation by Daniel,

In his dream, Nebuchad-

sl&l' saw an image, of which the head was of fine gold, the

st and arms of silver, the belly and thighs of brass, the

of iron, the feet part of iron and part of clay. 1

The

also saw a stone being quarried without human hands. 2

r breaking the image into pieces, 3 this stone "became a

t mountain and filled the whole earth ... 4
to Daniel, the head of gold signifies Nebuchadafter Nebuchadnezzar there ari ses another king inferior
then there occurs another third kingdom of brass, which
over all the earth; 7 and the fourth kingdom is strong a s

and just as iron breaks all things into pieces, this kingcrushes all things into pieces . 8
The names of these four kingdoms are not specified by

1
Dan . 2: 32- 33 •

~n . 2:J4.

4. n· 2 : 34-3 5a •
Dan . 2: 35b.

5nan. 2: 38b.

~n . 2:J9a.
~n . 2:J9b,

an.

2 :4o.

- 58 With few exceptions, 1 modern scholars agree that the

el·
. n

.,1on1a. '

Median, P ersian, and Greek empires are indicated

first , sec ond, third, and fourth kingdoms . 2
·velY
by
the
8ct1

In re

telling the story in Dan. 2:31-45, Josephus omits
details and adds some unscriptura l ones.

Thus,

1'
IL
,,
'Ts::..
~ , ,,
tb µtv ouv
uvcx.p, onEp El.uEc;, -,;ou-,; E01;1,v,
' ,,
'
,
~ bl: xp Co 1.c; cx.u-i;ou -,;ou-,;ov EXE 1, -,;ov -,;ponov

.

~

µe:v

xpuof) XE<pCX./1.T) OE 'l;E tol)/1.0U xcx.t -,;ouc;

Q '\
,
,r
'
xpO OOU !3cx.O I./\ECX.c; .DU.1-1U/\WV
1,ouc; OV'J;cx.<;
'\ ,

'

t

TI ~

,

,

t

"

~ ,

Xf;°Lpe:c; xcx.1. 01, wµo1, oriµcx.1,vouo1,v uno uuo

JCBfa.A.u6n<J E08cx.1, !3cx.OI.AEWV -,;~v ~yEµovCcx.v uµwv·
t~v

6£ l xE Cvwv E-i;Ep6c; T 1.c;

&.no -,;f)c; ouoEwc;

X<18a.~pnOEI. xcx.11.xov ~µ<pl.EOµsvoc;, xcx. t 'J;CX.UTT)V
().AT) Ttrt\JOEI. -,;~v toxuv oµoCcx. 01,ofipcp xcx.l

xpa.t110E1. 6£ E Le; &:ncx.v-,;cx. 6 1,a. -,;~v -rou a 1.011pou

,~o~v (This, then, is the dream which you
saw, that is, its interpretation goes as

fullows: The gol den head indicates you and

l

Eerdmans, for instance, thinks that the f our kingdoms
ate the last four Babylonian kings. See Bernardus D.
~ llll!entns,
Religion of Isra el (L eiden: Universitaire P ers
2' l9 7 , pp. 222 -227.
S~m~el R: Driver , The Book of Daniel, Camb.-B (Cambridge:
James A.
11 nivers1ty Press, 19l~p. xi, pp. 28-29.
~ry, Q:Q.. cit., pp. 59-63. Harold H. Rowley, Darius the
~t.:llig Four World Empires in the Bo ok of Daniel (Cardiff:
tld/ of Wales Pre ss Board,19~ , ~ b?-160. Ot to
ork.'H~ .219: Testament , tr. P eter R. Ackroyd (1965; rept.
· arper and Row, Publishers, 1966) , pp. 519 -520.

i~f
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th8 Ba
Th8 ha

byl onian kings who were before you.
nds and the shoulders signify that

your kingdom will be destroyed by two kings.
other king (lit. s ome other) from the
But an
cl ad in bronze, will take down their
wes t ,
. dom and another (power), like iron,
klng
'
will bring this power to an end and r ule

with regards to everything on account of its
1

iron nature ) •

As the passage:; cited above show, Jos ephus mentioned two

when he referred to the sec ond kingdom in Dan. whereas
el mentions "another kingdom inferior to him" indicating

one kingdom or one king.

This enables his Roman readers

f ourth kingdom in Dan. to t he fifth kingdom. It
to note here that altho ugh Jo sephus menti one d two
, he referre d to the i r kingdom not in t he plural but in

This may be his deliberate intention t o show

is not adding one more kingdom to th e four kingdoms
• It is als o important to note that Josephus identified

third kingdom in Dan. with Al exander's empire by inserting
Phrase

&no

~~c OUOEWC (from th e West) . 2

This identifica-

reveals that Josephus reint erpre ted the f ourth kingdo m
• as the Roman empire and at the same time i t enables
understand that their empire is now the

l-•
X: 208- 209.
l s·

ta:s suggested by Bruce, the phras e &nb T~C 660EWC
C en from Daniel's vision of the he-goat in Dan. 8:5 ,
o-n
e' .::...t:.•

• t. ,
~

p . 14
9.
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kingdom·
interpreting the "fourth kingdom of iron," Daniel

After
rets
bUJll8n

the me aning of the stone which was quarried withhands.

kingdoms,

8

11

According to him this stone will "consume
and be established as an everlasting kingdom. 1

interpretation of Daniel is very important.

However,

to go into det ails a bout Daniel's interpreta-

•

He says:

t6~Awac;

6s

xa.t nc:pL -rou AC8ou L:;a,v(T)A.oc; 't<¼l

j3a0LAE;L, O'.A.A.' sµo t µ£v oux ~ool;E

'tOU'tO

ta-ropc;'i:v -rcx. na.pc:A86v-ra. xa.l ,;a, yc:yc:vT)µEva.
auyypa:cpc; L v ov
n<; 'trjc;

,;a

µEA.Aov-ra. ocpc: CA.ov-r L, c: t

ot

&.xp1,~c:Ca.c; yA1,x6µc:voc; ou nc:pt.Co-ra.-ra.t.

OAV1tpo:yµo vc:i:v,

we;

xa.l nc:pt

Y£V~OE;'tO:L ~06A.c:08a,1, µa,Bc:tv,

'tWV

&.017/1..wv ,;(

onouoaoa,;w

t~

~L~Atov &.vayvwva.1, -ro L:;a,v1,17Aou · c:up11oc:1,

6!

tOV'tO

EV 'toi:c; Lc:po'i:c; ypaµµa.01, v (And

Daniel also revealed to the king ( the meaning

of) the stone, but I have not thought it good

to relate this, since I am under an obligation
to write of the things which have passed by
Ind the things which have happened and not of

th e things which are to come.

is

80

But if anyone

desirous for precise information as not

to wave suc h points of curiosity and wishes to
earn What will happen concerning the unknown
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.
iet him take the trouble to read the
thlng,
f Daniel. He will find it in the sacred
i,ook o
1

writ ings ) ·

concer

ning Josephus' evasiveness in his reference to the

f the s tone in Dan., Marcus says in the footnote to
~o
ing1ish translation of Jewish Antiquities: "The Jewish

rpretation of it current in his day took it as a symbol
the Messiah or messianic kingdom which would make an end
.

the Roman empire.

,,2

In :Palestine of the first century A .D., some portions of

were being reinterpreted,

In 2 Bar., for instance, the

in the vision of Baruch is apparently made
the Roman empire, and the coming "principate 113
is referred to . 4

The date of this book is

-~-cu.ly placed between A .D. 50 and A .D. 100. 5

In 4 Ez.,

is made identical with the "eagle" symempire~ and the app e arance of the Messiah
This book is dated after the destruction of

1

! • X: 210.

2-arcus, ~-, Vol. VI, p. 275. For general discussion on
:attgory of the interpretation of the meaning of the stone,
3n omery, QQ, cit., pp. 185-192, esp, pp. 190 -1 92,
Concerning this translation , see Charles, APOT, Vol. II,
1.

4

/Bar. 39 :J-7.
APOT
4 77. Zeitlin, however, dates
coCharles
O • • ' _ , Vol. II , p.
~ ~lt~on within the reign of Hadrian (A.D . 117-138).
(eitlin, "The Apocrypha " The Jewish Quarterly Review,
4 January,1947), pp. 245~24-;r,? Ez, 12:11.
4 Ez. 12:J2 -J6.
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t tell exactly wh en the reinterpretation of some
we canno
f Dan. started in Palestine. However, it may well

1ons

that

0

·twas encouraged by the Apocalyptic Pharisees who
l

1eved

that the Messiah would free the Judaeans from the

ke of the
1

Roman empire, and Josephus probably came to learn

an ear1 Y time about the reinterpretation of the fourth

kiJ!gdom through his contacts with some of t he Apocalyptic

wisees •

In his important articl es, Swain points out that the
81

that the four great empires would be followed by a more

orious fifth empire had been known to Rome before Dan. was

COIJJOSed2 and that when that idea reappeared later in Rome

historians used it to hail the Roman rule or to refer
the Roman rule .3

One of the historians whom Swain cites

Dionysius of Halicarn!3-ssus who lived and taught in Rome
uny years from JO B.C.

In his Roman Antiquities,

sius lis ts the names of the Assyrian, Median, Persian,

Mac edonian empires as the four great empires and extols
Roman empire as the more glorious fifth empire. 4

lE.18

places the date of the composition under
nin (feldt
A.D. 81-96) or soon after his death. See Eissfeldt,
ti

nt ·' P • 26 •

Zeitlin, who views this book as one of the
,ts of the propaganda made by the Sicarii and the ApocaD
1dat)es its composition within the reign of Trajan
Clliz- l7 • See Zeitlin, QQ• cit., pp. 239-246. G.H. Box
i~s th~ composite nature of this book and contends that
A Ds fdi tor or redactor published it in its present form
1es• AP0 20 or in the early part of Hadrian's reign. See
2 ' ~ ' Vol. II, p. 542.
;: ~is contention, Swain stands on the assumption that
c Sompose d after the persecution of Antiochus IV in
·
3 · ee Swain,
QQ. cit . , pp . 1- 5 .
Swain .b.
-4
' .L 1 d · , PP , 1 J -14 .
~ A_ntiquities i.2.2-4.

98 •
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was without doubt familiar with the reinterpre-

f ourth kingdom in Palestine by the time the War
of the
Romans started in A.D. 65 . However, the fact

t the
JoseP

hUS placed two kings in his reference to the second

·n Dan, in order to make it easy for his Roman readers

om 1
ft the four th kingdom in Dan. to the fifth one suggests

familiar with th e interpretation of
empires and a more glorious fifth empire.

Our

Josephus' familiarity with this idea is strengthf oll owing two facts: (1) Although we don't know
long Josephus had been in Rome at the time he was
tenth book of A., it may well be that by then he
Rome more than ten years. 1

This means t ha t Jose-

to get acquainted with this idea and
Although Josephus does not
n in any place his dependence on Dionysius of Halicar• some scholars have pointed out his indebtedness t o

ius' Roman Antiquiti es in writing A. 2

Therefore, if

be accepted, Josephus could have known about this inter-

tion at least through the works of Dionysius.

As we have already seen in Chapter II, Josephus, the
work of God not only in the history
Judaeans but also in that of the Romans, and especially

According
t o _.
A XX: 2 6 7, Josephus completed A_. in the
enth
Year Year. of the reign of Domitian and in the fiftyof his own life, i.e., A.D. 93-94,
Thackeray
J
.
?J, S , _.,
Vol, IV, pp. 1x-x.
Thackeray, JMH, pp .
• 196 ee) also R.J.H. Shutt, Studies in Josephus (London:
'
l , pp. 92-101.

- 64 work in the event in which Vespasian became
of the Roman empire from being a mere general in the

ar

cl'Pter,

es

of

the Judaeans.

In t he firs t section of th is

we have also se en t ha t Josephus assailed t he activithe Apoc alyptic Pharisees because they caused dis-

be,nces among the Judaeans with their promise of deliverance

the Roman yoke thro ugh the coming Messiah.

Thus, it

to speculate that a s long a s the reinterpremeaning of t he stone as the Messiah refused to
divine role o f the Roman empire (represented by
history, it was embarrassing to Josephus
that because of this embarrassment he did not go into

the meaning o f the stone.

Ye t , as our argument

als o seems possible to posit t hat if Jos ephus
been narrat ing th e f our kingdoms in Dan. wi t h the idea
the four great empires and a more gl orious fifth empire

not have been any r oom to go into detail
the stone.

CHAFTER IV

JOSEPHUS AND SPEECHES

INTRODUCTI ON

resuma bly learned the use o f direct quo t at i ons
Josep hus P
figures from his Greek and Roman predecessors.
lesson was well learned and thus we find forty-six direct

Greek version of The Jewish War. 1
~irteen are found in I:31-II:277 where events o f the
B.C. to A.D. 65 are sketched, and thirtyoccur in the body of the narrative of the progress o f

of the thirty-three speeches in the
unt of the War serves a different purpose fr om t hat of
thirteen spee ches in the pre-war accounts.
his chapter is in three pa rts.
hes and His tor ic al Writings."

The first de a ls with
The use earlier historians

quot ations and their concept of the proper use
demonstrat ed in their historic a l writings will
ined.

l

We then deal with the "Speeches in the Narrative

t~eeches, orations, conversations - long and short - are

;5§73-379;388-390 ;391-392;458-465;500-501+50 3;545-546;
-84 ; 59 5-597; 622-628 ; 630-635; 637;
-92;30 2-304;345-401+403 -405 ;41 2-416;605-607 ;
1465448;356-359;362 -382;388-389;400-402;405;406;494-496;
71)68 ;93-96; 99-102 ; 163-192; 216-223 ; 238-269; 272-282;
121 -376; 592-600; 637-638;
134- 12 5;362-419;535-537;
-Jo ~33 ;56-57;95-110;124-128;205-207+210-211;301+304+
I
• 28-350 ·
132 3-336+34i-388.

1

9
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- 66 es s of the War•" We shal l try to clarify Josephus'
• rrogr
·n i ns erting speeches in the mouths of maj or characters.
se 1
. t this we shall compare the contents of Josephus'
e1uc1da e
'th those of oth ers . The third part c oncerns "Joseb8S

I

Wl

Here certain specific i de a s and
speeC hes and Folybius,"
Josephus may have borrowed from Fo lybius will be

1• Speec hes and Historical Writings
The inserti on of speeche s was one of th e most important

devic es used by historians in the Greek and Hellenistic
Roman writers also used this device.
In The Per s i an Wars, Hero dotu s makes his na rrat ive vivid

by the use of s hort conv ersations a nd even long

In The Pel oponnesian War, Thucydides reports a bou t forty

ct quo t at i ons, some long a nd others short.

Thucydides

ed speec hes in his narrative not because he was blindly

owing a t r aditional method of historical wri ting but because
d definit e purposes.

He used them both to express his

opinions through the mou t hs of histori cal characters and
•scribe t he "workings of men's mind,"

While most of the

hes Thucydides reports as spoken by historical figures
his own i· nvention, t his do es not mean t hat they were purely
t ive. If we take his words at t heir f ace value a s to
ttho d 0 f inventing
·
.
speeches, we can say that among other

Thucyd ides tho ught t he speech must be a pprop riate both

- 67 .

rand to the occasion.
spea k e

1

Hellenistic period, some historians believed that
Jn the
t 0 provide their re a ders with entertaining stories

,ere

than

with material based on documenta ry evidence or what

r heard, Thus, speeches offered them an opporen seen o
to displ ay their rhetorical and literary abilities. The
their works would be judged by the quality of the
in the orations, addresses, or encomiums.

As

t, the reporting of facts and the interpretation thereof

The importance of a speech's appropri and person to which Thucydides attached
h importance was disregarded.

This literary tendency,

was especially strong among hismilitary or political experience. 2 Accordingly,

later writers discussed historiography, some questioned
of speeches.
Polybius (c. 200-118 B.C.), who inserted many speeches
orations in his Histories, repeatedly pointed out the

pay to their use.

Phylarchus,

an historian of the third century B.C., wrote the account

hucydides says: "As to the speeches that were made by
nt men, either when they were about to begin war or
w~re already engaged therein , it has been difficult
a with strict accuracy the words actually spoken, both
r! regards that which I myself heard, and for those who
1
Therefore
8 ~us other sources have brought me reports.
es are given in the language in which, as it seemed
one _sever~l speakers would express, on the subjects
atstgeration, the sentiments most befitting the occasion,
gen e same time I have adhered as closely as possible
era1 sense of what was actually said"(I,22,1).
ee th e article on "Greek Historiography" in OCD, p. 522.

ei

t:
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• wa r •

c1eomen1c

Polybius accused him of having described

invented speeches in the fashion of Duris of Samos
B,C,), the tragic poet. 1
88ntia

Polybius emphasized

1 difference between the purpose of the historian
the tragic poet.

The tragic poet entertains his

is therefore allowed to exaggerate when he deand is also allowed to put imagined speeches
of characters,
"facts,"

The historian, however, is bound

Just as when describing events he
facts, so also in reporting discourse

t simply record "what was really said. 112

Similarly,

ius considered that Timaeus of Tauromenium ( c. 356-c.
his oratorical gift instead of setting down the
spoken" when he reported public speeches, harangues to

ers, or the discourses of ambassadors. 3

Folybius says:

function of history is to discover,
in the firs t place, the words actually spoken,

whatever they were, and next to ascertain the
reason why what was done or spoken led to fail-

ure or succ ess ... 4

lhat is clear from his criticisms of Phylarchus and Timaeus
t al though :F- olybius acknowledges the importance of the
iona1 method of inserting speeches he thinks that the

II.56.1-63.6.
II.56.10-11.
XII.25a,l-28a,10,
XII,25b,l.

- 69 ·storian should faithfully reproduce what was actually said . 1

hl

since it is impossible for the historian to witness all
events he reports nor is it possible for him to recall
the
Fec isel Y what he actually heard even if he happened to be

on the scene, Thucydides attempted to construct speeches in a
manner appropriate to the speaker and the occasion, that is,
psychologically 'true."

Although Polybius acknowledges this

Thucydidian invention as a last resort, he believes that
because the task of the historian is to be accurate and precise,
the "most diligent inquiry" into what was actually said is
require d of him. 2
The proper use of speeches by historians is als o considered
by Diodorus Siculus of Agyrium, contemporary of Dionysius of
Halicarnassus.

He criticized his contemporaries who, to display

their literary abilities, inserted long speeches and orations
irrelevant to the main theme .

He says:

One might justly censure those who in their
histories insert over-long orations or employ
frequent speeches; for not only do they rend
asunder the continuity of the narrative by the
ill-timed insertion of speeches, but also they
interrupt the interest of those who are eagerly
pressing on toward a full knowledge of the
events .-3

1 see Histories XII,25i-~-9; XXIX.12,9,
2Histories XXXVI,1-7, See also Histories III,20,1-5,
3Bibliotheca xx.1.1.

- 70 pol ybius emphasized the impor tance of accurate reporting
the historia n and thus deprecated any rhetorical display.
for
. ctorus, however , affirmed t he use of rhetorical style if

pJ.O

~ e spee ches or orat ions were relevant to the main theme . He
saY 6 :

Accordingly. whenever the situation requi r es
ei ther a public a ddress from an ambassador or
a statesman, or s ome such t hing from the other
characters, whoever doe s not bol dly enter the
contest of words would himself be blameworthy. 1
Many Ro man historians employed speeches, and s ome used
iliem effect ively in depicting t he speaker's pers onali ty and

psychology .

Livy ( 59 B.C.-A.D. 17 ), who wrot e the history

of Rome in one hundred and forty- two books, is said to have

inserted more than two thousand speeches in them, 2 and there
are many speeches in t he th irty -five boo ks and s ome fragments
still extant . Livy portrayed t he personalities and minds of
speakers "with the sharpness o f a good etching . .,J

Tacitus

( c. A .D. 56 -c. 120 ) is a ls o said to have made powerful
4
~ychological a nalysis o f the speakers.
Finally , le t us note the words of Lucian ( c. A.D. 120c. 180 ) from his brief treatise "How to Write History ." After

1 Bibliotheca xx.2.1.
2Marc us F. Quintilian ( c. A.D. J0-c.100) praised Livy
Who is supposed to have used more than two thousand speeches.
~e e Henry J. Cadbury, The Making of Luk e-Acts ( 1927; rept.
0 ndon: S.P.C.K., 1961J,p. 184.
3M.L.W . Laistner, The Greater Roman Historians (1947;
rep t. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971), pp .
95-9 7.
4 I bid,, p. 128.

- 71 ,,iewing the methods of writing history as practiced by Hero-

rev
~tus, Thucydides, and Polybius, Lucian writes:

If a person has to be induced to make a speech,
above all let his language suit his person and
his subject, and next let these also be as
clear as possible.

It is only then, however,

that you can play the orator and show your eloquence. 1

II. Speeches in the Narrative of the Progress of the War
The first thirteen speeches inserted in B. I:Jl-II:277
are all related to accounts of the life of Herod, and most

ue found in the dramatic accounts of intrigues against him
in his later years.

As earlier historians employed direct

~otations to depict the personalities and psychologtes of
lliose speaking , Josephus used them to portray vividly the
major and the minor characters in th e drama at the court of
Herod the Great.

When the speeches as delivered by Herod

are read, 2 one sees what sort of man Herod was.

His person-

tlity and his character are clearly depicted - though perhaps
distorted by Josephus' lens.

One can also learn how Herod's

mind worked at the time he spoke.

Similarly, when we read

Antipater's speech, 3 we can learn what type of person he was.
In some of these speeches the powers which helped the progress
of the drama in the court of Herod - evil genius and avenging

1 How to Write History 58 .
2 B. I07J-J79 ;J88-J90;458 -465 ;556-558;622-628.

3B. I:6J0-6J5.

- 72 ~irits -are referred to.

1

Most of the thirteen speeches are presumably based on
~ose in the Universal History of Nicolaus of Damascus.

2

Josephus' major purpose in the use of direct discourse
~

the narrative of the progress of the War is distinctively

different from that of the thirteen speeches in the preliminary
~ckground.

This will become clear when we compare the ideas

and expressions in Josephus' own speeches with the direct
quotations from the mouths of some important historical
rtgures,
In eight different places, Josephus puts in his own mouth
~eeches, orations, harangues -long and short. 3 The most
important of all these are the oration he made at the command
of Titus urging his fellow Judaeans to surrender to the Roman
army after the Romans had captured the second wall (B. V:362-

419; hereafter this speech will be cited as J-1) and the
speech he made to John and his party to convince them to
surrender to the Roman army when Antonia was razed to the
ground (B. VI:95-110; hereafter cited as J-2). These two are
compared with the oration Agrippa II made in an

attempt to

dissuade the Judaeans from waging war against the Romans at
the beginning of the War (B. II:345-401+403-405), the oration
Ananus made to his fellow Judaeans in the General Assembly in
Jerusalem when the so-called Zealots occupied the Temple (B.
IV:163-192), the speech Titus made to the inhabitants of

1 Seep. 14.
2
Seep. 15,
3 B. II:605-607; III:J54;J62-382;J88-J89;400-402;406;
V:J62-419; VI:95-110,
.

-73 . chal a (B. IV:93-96; hereafter cited as T-1), the speech

GJ.S

-

Titus made to Jo hn and his party a bou t t he Romans' concern
e preservat i on of the Temple ( B. VI:124-128; hereafter
~r th
·ted as T-2) , and the speech Titus made to the so-called

cJ.

~wish tyrants to ward the end o f the War (B. VI:328-350;
hereafte r cited as T-3) .
A, Similari t ies in ideas and expressions between th e
speeches Jos ephus put in his own mou t h and the speeches pur~ rted to come from the mouths o f s ome historical figures
1. Conc erning Roman policy toward the practice o f Judaism
In J-1 , Josephus emphasizes that:
(1 ) the Romans revere the "holy things" o f the J udaeans; 1
(2) th e Romans used to worship ( npoOEHUVGUV ) the divine
precinct from afar ( n6ppw8e;v ) ; 2 and
(3) the Romans gave up many of their own customs in
~ference to the Law of the Judaeans . 3
In J -2, J osephus emphasize s that:
( 1) the Roma ns are concerned f or the laws of the Judaeans;
(2) the Romans are t rying to restore the s ac rifices to
~ d which the Judaeans have themselves interrupt ed. 5
In his speech, Ananus emphasizes that:
(1) the Romans have not at any time ( µ~otno~e; ) ov erstepped the limit fixed f or the pro fane, i.e., the stone

l E· V:J6J .
2B. V:402 ,
Ji. V:402,
4B. VI:101.
5B. VI :101 .

4
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bB.

1
l ustra de separating the outer court from the inner temple;

(2) the Romans have not violated any of the Jewish sacred
usages;

2

(J) the Romans behold from afar ( n6ppw8Ev ) the walls
that

enclose the sanctuary; 3 and

(4) the Romans have been the upholders ( ~E~~Lw~as ) of
the

1aws,

4

In T-2, Titus emphasizes that:
(1) if the Judaeans surrender to the Roman army, the
~mans will not approach the holy places nor will they desecrate them; 5 and
(2) if th e Judaeans surrender to the Roman army, he will
Feserve the Temple even against the will of the Judaeans. 6
In T-3, Titus emphasizes that:
(1) the Romans have permitted the Judaeans to live in
Jerusal em; 7
(2) the Romans have permitted the Judaeans to have their
8
.
own k ings;

(J) the Romans have kept the traditional Jewish laws; 9 and

(4) the Romans have permitted the Judaeans to exact tribute for God . 10

lB.
2B.
3B.
4B.

5B.
6-

B.

?i.

8-

~-

9B.
lOi.

IV:182.
IV:182,
IV:182,
IV:184.
VI:128,
VI:128.
VI:JJJ.
VI:JJJ.
VI:JJJ.
VI:335,

- 75 In these speeches, with the exception of T-3, when emphais laid upon the general Roman policy toward the practice
siS
of Judai sm, the attitude of the Judaeans is referred t o as
~pious, 1 and in J-1, J-2, and in the speech of Ananus,

it

. unde rs t ood that the Judaeans have been brough t up near the

1s

~lY places, under the influence of the Law, and in the tradi tions of their forefathers.

Thus, in each of these three

speeches we find:

(1) The very men who had been brought

Q.12. (

lv~pa~sv~a~ )

in them (i.e., th e holy places) ... were bent on their destruc.

t1on;

2

(2) Yo u, a Jew, nurtured ( lv~pa~g(~ ) in her laws, treat

~ur fellows more harshly even than your foes do; 3 and
(3) Pers ons born in this very c ountry, nurtured ( ~pa~sv-

m~ ) under our institutions and calling th emselves Jews,
heel ymove about in our holy places, with hands still hot with
the bl ood of their countrymen. 4
2. Concerning the timing of the War against the Romans
In J-1 , Josephus emphasizes that the timing of the War
against th e Romans is not propitious .5

In doing this, he does

oot deny th e justification o f the war for independence, but he
says that th e proper time was in the past and that "after
~ving once ( &na~ ) succumbed and submi tted for so long, to

1 B. V:403 for J-1; VI:102 for J-2; IV:183 for Ananus'
speech; VI: 126 for T-2.
2 B. V:J6J.
3
VI:102,
4B. IV:18J.
5B. V:J65.

i.

- 86 putably the masters,.,). 1
When we compare the passage in J-1 with the above passage
can immediately recognize the similarities between them.
we
~e ide a of · the rule of the stronger is found in them and a
similar expression - in souls and in bodies ( J-1) // in
bodilY strength and in courage (Polybius) - is found.
In his commentary on the passage of Polybius, Walbank
~ ints out that Polybius' comparison with animals to justify
the

rule by the stronger is found in the works of Plato. 2

~ r example, the following is in Gorgias:

It is obvious in many cases that this is s o,
not only in th e animal world, but in the states
and races , collectively, of men -that right
has been decided to consist in the sway and
advantage of the stronger over the weaker. 3
In addition to sources in the works of Plato, the idea
of the rule of the stronger was later used by Dionysius of
~licarnassus, 4 though he did not make a comparison with
animals.
Polybius employed the expression "in bodily strength and
in courage" not only in the passage under discussion but also
in another place. 5

Walbank points out that Cicero employed

1 Histories VI,5,7-8,
A • 2Gorgias 48JE;484C; Laws III.680E;690E,
See F.W. Walbank,
.!iis
torical
Commentary
on
Polybius,
Vol,
I
(1957;
rept.
0Xford: At the ClarendonPress, 1970), p. 652.
3Gorgias 48JD-E,
4 Roman Antiquities I,5,2,
5Histories VI,52,10,

- 77 ~eech of Ananus, 1 mention is made that Fortune is on the side

of the Ro mans.

In his speech, Agrippa emphasizes that the

~man empire was built with God's aid. 2

4. Concerning the nature of the Romans
It is emphasized that the Romans are humane and generous
wt that they can be vindictive once they undertake war against
their enemies.
In J-1, Josephus emphasizes that:
(1) the Romans will not bear malice ( ou5E µvT)PLxax~OEL~
~r their past behavior if the Judaeans are not obstinate

(µn, .•&.nau8a5 toa Lv't"o

) ; 3 and

. v1c
. t ory. 4
( 2 ) th e Romans are b y na t ure generous in
In J-2, Josephus emphasizes that the Romans will not sack
the city nor will they touch the holy things if the Jud-aeans
~y

the customary tribute to them,5
In his speech, Agrippa assumes that the Romans are humane

(cpL Aa.v8pwno L

) , 6 but he emphasizes that once they undertake

the conflict they will burn the holy city and exterminate the
Jewish race. 7
In T-1, Titus emphasizes that the Romans are humane
~LAa.v8pwnoL ) because he has made a proposal for surrender
by bear ing no malice ( µT)OEV µvT)O Lxaxwv ) for the obstinacy

IV:179, See P· 99,
II:390,
V:372,
V:372, See pp. 81-82,
V:406.
II:399,
II:397-399,
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(o:vecx.oe: ,1.a.c;

) of the Judaeans. 1 However, in the same speech,

titus says that if the Judaeans do not accept the proposal,
2
the Romans will become relentless.
5. Concerning the lessons of history

In J-1, Josephus emphasizes that the War against the
Mmans is not right, and in so doing he discusses the history
of his forefathers and points out a unifying concept. 3 Concerning previous deliverances, Josephus discusses the instances
of Pharaoh

Necho and Sarah, the plagues of Egypt and the

~odus, the recovery of the ark from the Philistines, the
overthrow of Sennacherib's army, and Cyrus and the restoration
from exile, and finds common features in them.

Concerning

~e earlier captures of the city, he mentions the captures by
the Babylonians, Antiochus Epiphanes, Pompey, Herod and Sossius,
and concludes the common elements in them.

In his speech, Agrippa emphasizes that many nations have
surrendered to Roman rule, and he describes historical episodes

in some detai1. 4

He refers to Athens, Gaul, Spain, Germany,

Britain, Parthia, Carthage, Cyrene, and Egypt, and points out
that despite each group's passion for liberty each surrendered
to the Romans .
6. Concerning the "law of war"
In J-J, Josephus refers to the "law of war, 115

1 B. IV:94-96.
2 B. IV:96,
3B. V:J76-4oo. See also pp. J4-J6.
4B. II:J58-J6l+J65-J87,
5B. III:J6J.

References

- 79 to this are also found in the speech of the Jewish deputies

~~re Caesar after the death of Herod t he Gre at , 1 the speech
of

Jesus, 2 and t he speech of Titus. 3

7. Conc erning the reference to th e bea uty of the Temple
~d

t o the families of the s ol diers
In J-1 , Jo sephus makes a reference to the be a uty of the

Temple which his fellow Judaeans are "betraying", 4 and urges
them to have pity at least for their families - children,
wives, and parents. 5

In his speech, Agrippa refers to the

beautiful Temple which is destined to be burned in case of
or and refers also to the l o t t he wives and children of

J~ish sol diers may suffer.

6

B, Similarities in ideas between the speeches Josephus
put in the mouths of s ome (historical) figures
1, Agrippa 's speech and Titus' speech (T-3)
As we have already seen, in his speech, Agrippa referred
to many nati ons which have surrendered t o the Roma n rule, four
of whom were Germany, Britain, Parthia, and Carthage. 7

In T-3,

Titus emphasizes that Germans, Britons, and Carthaginians hav e
surrend ered t o t he Roman rule. 8

Between these two s pe eches,

simil ariti es are f ound not only in the order o f reference -

lB. II:90.
2B. IV:260 .
Ji. VI: J46.
4B. V: 417.
V:419,
6B. II:395.
II: J7 6- J80.
BB. VI:JJl.

5i.

?i.
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anY // Germans, Britain// Bri to ns, Parthia// (Parthians?),
Gerrn
thage / / Carthaginians - but also in the content. In the

car
spe

ech of Agr ippa , ment i on is ma de that the Germans are

-~~ving ( oouAEVOUOLV ) the Romans. 1 In the speech o f Titus,
~
mention is a ls o made of the Ge rmans serving ( OOUAEUOV'ta.<; )
~e Romans , 2

In the speech of Agrippa , t he wall which encom-

~sses Britain, i.e., the se a , is c ompared wi t h the wall which
encompasses the city of Jerusalem, and the emphasis is ma de
~at the Romans broke even the wall surrounding Britain. 3

In

~e spee ch of Titus, when he refers to the strength of the wall
in Jerusalem, he emphasizes t hat nothing is stronger t han the
e ll of Brita in enc ompassed by t he Ocean and t ha t even t he

Britons who have such a wall do homage to the Roman army.

4

2, Titus' speech (T-2) and the speech which Josephus'
wmpanions made to him at Jotapata when he was about to
surrender to the Roman a rmy
In T-2, Titus mourns with his t r oo ps a fter their defe at
fue to a J ewish ruse.

One o f the passages goes a s follows:

Deeply indeed( ~ µEyaAa.
~ v6µoU<; )

) may the laws

o f the service mourn ( O'tEVa~ELV ),

deeply too my father when he hears o f this
rebuff; ... 5

lB. II:377,
2B. VI:331,
JB. II:378,
4B. VI:JJl,
5B. V:123,
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When Josephus was to surrender to the Romans at Jotapata,
niS

companions thr eatened to kill him, shouting:
Q_eeply indeed ( ~ µEyaAa ) migh t the laws
( v6µo 1,

)

of our fathers groa n ,( O't'Eva l;E 1,av )

al oud and Go d Himself hide His face for
gr1.. e f ,. , 1

J. Agrippa 's speech and Ananus' speech
In his s p eech, Agripp a c ompares the might o f the Judaeans
with that of the Romans.

Agrippa a sks: "Do you really suppose

that you are going to war with Egyp tians or Arabs? 112

What is

~0ied in thi s question is that although the Jews c ould win
a victory over the Egyptians or the Arabs, the might o f the

Romans is beyo nd c omparison. On the other hand, in t he speech
Ananus made to encoura ge the inhabitants of Jerusalem to resist
the so- calle d Zealots who o ccupied the Temple, the victory
over Egypt and the victory over Media a re remembered. J

The existence o f simil a rities in ideas and expressi ons
~tween the speeches which Josephus put in his own mouth and
The spe eches which he put in the mouths o f Agrippa, Ananus,
Titus,and others reveals the maj or purpose of Josephus in his
~e of spe eches in the narrative o f the progress of the War.
Josephus used the speeches t o express his own view repeatedly

and thoroughly,

As we have seen, Josephus, among other th ings,

emphasi zed t hat t he Roman policy toward th e practice o f Judaism

1 B. I II:J5 6 ,
2B. II :J62 ,
3B. IV: 176 ,
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ias

g enerous.

~

The Roman rulers acknowledged Judaism as a

1icita before the War and thus the Judaeans could

lY practice Judaism. Some of the Roman procurators were
ope n
on the Judaeans in Palestine economically as well as
hard
~litically.
Judaism.

Yet, the Judaeans could theoretically practice

The Roman rulers also guaranteed the Judaeans this

religious right even after the destruction of the Temple.
Johanan ben Zaccai thus could establish his religious commu~ty at Jabneh and study and practice Judaism. 1

Josephus,

~e Pharisee, apparently recognized the significance of this

~man policy for the survival of Judaism, that is, the survival of his people, and despite his personal involvement in the
hr in its beginning he judged that the War against the Romans

us wrong.

The Roman policy of continued acknowledgement of

rudaism as a religio licita

even after the War may have

strongly influenced the opinion of Josephus at the time he
was writing the Greek version.

Anyway, it is because of this

point of view that Josephus repeatedly emphasized his opposition to the War through speeches reported as from his own
mouth and from the mouths of the important characters in his
narrative.
The existence of similar ideas and expressions also
betrays the manner in which Josephus was writing these speeches.
Some of the speeches which he had already finished were before
him as if they were now a source and he constantly checked
~em.

The best proof of this is in the speech of Agrippa and

1 zei· tlin,
.
SJH , p. 208 •
__

- 83 . the speech of Titus (T- 3).

].fl

Agrippa referred to Germany,

Britain, Parthia, and Carthage a s great nations surrendered

W the Roman rule.

In the speech of Titus, however, Jos ephus

replac ed th e names of these nations by their p eople, i.e.,
Germans, Britons, and Carthaginians in the same order ~ough he did not refer to Parthians.

This replacement 1

clearly indic a tes that when Jo sephus was writing th e speech
of Ti tus, he was consulting the speech of Agrippa which he
had already finished writing.

Likewise, when he was writing

a speec h for his own mouth (especially J-1), the speeches of
Agrippa, Ananus, and Titus were before him.
Mention must be made that Josephus dared to contradict
himself for the sake of emphasis.

For example, in the speech

of Ananus, Josephus has him say t hat the Romans have never at
any time overstepped the limit fixed for the profane.

This

is contrary to his own report, for in another place Josephus
says that Pompey penetrated into the sanctuary, together with
his staff, when he captured the Temple. 2

III. Josephus' Speeches and Polybius
Some of t he idea s and expressions Josephus employed in
writing thes e s p eeches seem to be derived from Polyb ius.
1. On the idea o f the "rule of the stronger" and t he

1 concerning the way J osephus handled I Macca bees in A.,
Cadbury says: "His process ... is usually to subs titute for
ea?h word a synonym, a s t hough hi s main object was to avo id
~sing the words o f his s ource." Cadbury' s statement seems
orne out by our study. See Cadbury, 2..12.· cit., p. 171,
2
~. I:152 , See also B. VI: 260 ; M.• II:82,

- 84 eJCPressi·on "in souls and in bodies"
In J-1, Josephus attempts to urge his fellow Judaeans to
He first mentions that both

surrender to the Roman army.

fortune and God are on the side of the Romans, and then he
saY 5 :

,

,

-.....,_e,

,,

loxupo,;a,;ov xa1, napa ~v pwno1.t;, s1.xs1.v
~ot<; 6uva,;w,;fpo1.s xat

,;o

6 1,a
\ 'tOU'tO
'
xa 'I, 'tOU<;

.1.
'
,, '\
u.XµT]
'tWV
OTTA.WV
EI,'r va I,.
,

,_

...

xpa,;Etv nap' olt;

-

-

\c

-

npoyovovs av,;wv xa1, ,;a1.s ~vxa1.s xa1, 'tOLs
owµaa1,v E'tl,

OE

xa~ 'tat<; ~AAaLt; a~opµatc;
tp
, Ls ( The most
. wµa 1,0

powerful law existing both among animal (s)
and among men is: "Yield to the stronger ones"
and "The Mastery is for those pre-eminent in
arms. 111 For this re a s on, their forefathers
also who were superior to (them) in souls
and in bodies and furthermore in other resources, surrendered to the Romans) , •.. 2
In the preceding part, we have already shown that t he
overall tone of this speech is similar to that of the speech
Agrippa made in dissuading his people from waging war against
the Romans, and we have also suggested that Agrippa too made

11 owe the translation
.
of this line to Thackeray, J.'

Vol, III, p . .315.
2

B. V:_367-.368.

- 85 a reference t o the Jewish forefathers who were superior

to

resent Judaeans "in wealth, and in bodies and in souls."
tne P
In one part of Book VI, which has survived only in frag!llentary form, Polybius mentions his own opinions on the forms
of state, 1 and therein he explains the theory of the natural
transformation of the constitutional form. 2

In this expla-

~tion , Polybius first refers to the origin of monarcy.

He

pys that men herded together because they were weak against

~tural disasters such as floods, famines, failure of crops. 3
~ en, Folybius makes the following remarks:

xpa~Etv , xae&nsp xa~ En~ ~WV aAAWV YEVWV
d6o~onoL~~wv ,~wv 8swpouµsvov ~ou~o XP~
~UOEWs lpyov ~A~8Lvw~a~ov voµt,E LV, nap '

OCs oµoAoyouµEVWs ~OUs toxupo~a~OUs opwµEv
~youµtvous, ••· (It is a necessary consequence
that the man who excels in bodily strength and
in courage will lead and rule over the rest.
We observe and should regard as a most genuine
work of nature this very phenomenon in the case
of the other animals which act purely by instinct
and among whom the strongest are always indis-

1 Histories VI,J.1,-10,14,
2i.e., the idea that the constitutional form undergoes
a Process of monarchy, kingship, tyranny, aristocracy, democracy,
anct ochlocracy {=mob-rule).
3Histories VI.5.5-6.

- 86 putably the masters ... ).

1

When we compare the passage in J-1 with the above passage
an immediately recognize the similarities between them.

we C
The idea of the rule of the stronger is found in them and a

similar expression - in souls and in bodies ( J-1) // in
bodilY strength and in courage (Polybius) - is found.
In his commentary on the passage of Polybius, Walbank
~ ints out that Polybius' comparison with animals to justify
the rule by the stronger is found in the works of Plato. 2

~r example, the following is in Gorgias:
It is obvious in many cases that this is s o,
not only in the animal world, but in the states
and races, collectively, of men -that right
has been decided to consist in the sway and
advantage of the stronger over the weaker. 3
In addition to sources in the works o f Plato, the idea
of the rule of the stronger was later used by Dionysius of
~licarnassus, 4 though he did not make a comparison with
animals.
Polybius employed the expression "in bodily strength and
in courage" not only in the passage under discussion but also
in another place.5

Walbank points out that Cicero employed

1 Histories VI,5,7-8,
. 2Gorgias 48JE;484C; Laws III.680E;690E. See F.W. Walbank,
~H_istorical Commentary on Polybius, Vol. I (1957; rept.
Xford: At the Clarendon Press, 1970), p. 652.
3Gorgias 48JD-E,
4 Roman Antiquities 1.5.2.
5Histories vr.52.10.
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expressio n when he refe r red t o t he powe r of Romul us and
tile
tnat Livy too used it . 1
Conc erning Jo sephus' use o f the idea o f t he r ul e of t he
stronger, besides the possibili t y t ha t J o sephus borrow ed it
ttom Folybius, wha t we ha ve observ ed sugges t s t hat Jo sep hus
~ t i t from Pla to or from Dionysius.

Similarly, c onc ern ing

Josephus' use o f t he expression "in s ouls and in bodies,"
~sides the po ssibilit y t ha t Jo sephus had in mind Fo l ybius'
use of the expression "in bodily s t reng t h and in coura ge,"

we may specula t e t ha t J osephus learned i t from Cicero or f r om
Livy.

Howev er, since t he idea a nd t he expression a re empl oye d

~gethe r by J osephus a nd t he y a re also used to ge t her by Po l y hlus, it s eems po ssible t hat J osephus borrowed them fr om Po l ybius.
2, On t he expression the "law o f wa r"

We have already po in t ed out in the preceding se ctio n
that Josep hus empl oyed the expression 1toA€:µou v6µCf> ( i n ac c ordance with t he l aw of war) in s ome o f his speeches. 2

Jo s ep hus

~ed this expressi on f our t imes in explanator y sent ence s. 3

He als o employed i t five t imes in A. 4 Excep t t he usage i n t he
speec h of Titus, 5 the "l aw " in t he expression al ways appe a r s
~ t he singular t hroughou t B. and !•

1 cic ero , De Re Public a ii.4 and Livy , Roman History
I.4 ,9, Se e Walbank, Q.£• cit . , p. 652.
2E. II :90; I II : J 6J; IV:260 ; VI:J46 .
See p p . 78- 79.
3 B. I V:J88; V:JJ2 ; VI:2J9 ; J 5J,
4
A. I: Jl 5 ; VI:69; I X:58; XI I :27 J; XIV: J 04.
5-!?_. VI : J 4 6 .
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Neither in B. no r i n A., do es Jo sephus expla i n the s ubee of t his "la w o f war."

sta. n

However, when we examine t he

ing of t he expression in t he c ontext , we le a r n that Jo se -

111ea. n

phUS implie s a l aw by which one is justified to do anything

harmful to a n enemy in wa r. 1 J osephus uses this

expression

in~· when he refers to the genera l attitude of the Romans

to the Juda e ans or when he justifies t he a ctions o f the Ro ma n
armY against t he Juda ea ns.

For ins t ance, in one acc ount ,

Josephus as cribes t he cause o f t he failure o f t he Roma n army
to cap ture t he third wall af t er t he sec ond wall t o Titus'
desire to preserv e the city f or himself and t he Temple fo r
the ci· t y . 2 J osep h us says:

Now, ha d he ( =Titus) ei t her at once broken
down more o f t he wall, or in a cc ordance wi t h
t he law o f wa r, f oll owed up his entry by
s acking wha t he c ap t ured, no loss, I imagine,
woul d have a ttended his triumph. 3
I n another speech which J osephus a scribes to Ti t us, he
has him say:

On app r oa ching t he Temple, a gain in delibe rate
f orgetful ness o f t he l aws o f war I besoug ht
you to s pare your own shrines and to pres erve
4
the Temple fo r yo ursel v es.

1

IX:58.

See especi ally B. I V:260; V:332 ; VI: 346 ;353; A. VI:69;

2B . V: 334,
3B . V: 332 ,
4B. VI :346 .

- 89 on the other hand, when Jos ephus r efers to the Jewish
~Nsal to acc ept Titus' proposal for surrender, he says that
~l the actions Titus tak es will be ma de "in accordance with
the

1aw of war , "1 and t hen he says that Ti t us ha s given his

aflllY permission to burn and sack the city. 2

Another good example is in Josephus' reference to the
counc il Titus convened to discuss t he fa t e o f the Temple with
~s staff.

According to Josephus, some staff o fficers were

of the opinion that th e "law of war" should be enforced, 3

i,e,, the Temple should be burned down.
In an a cc ount in Boo k V, where he t ells o f the Socia l
hr

be tween th e Aetolians, t heir allies, and P hilip V of

~ cedon and his Hellenic League, Polybius empl oys th e expre ssion
the "l aws of war" and expl a ins what they are in t he following
words,

For it is one t hing to lay seige on and to
destroy the enemy's f orts, harbors, citi es,
men, ships, crop s, and other things of t ha t
nature, by depriving him o f which we weaken
him, while strengthening our own res ources
and furthering our plans: all these indeed
are measures f orced on us by the usages and
the laws o f war . 4

1 B. VI :353,
2
VI:353,
3~- VI:239,
4Histories v.11 .3 .

i.

- 90 In the passage following t his, Folybius mentions that
·ng wanton damage to temples and statues sho uld be regarded

dOl

e work of a frenzied mind at the height of its fury . 111
••as th
In addition to this, Folybius employs the expression the
"laws of war" in two other places .

2

What Polybius means by

the "l aws of war" is the same as what Josephus implies by the
"law o f war. "

This fact may indicate that Josephus borrowed

the expression from Polybius and that he changed it fr om the
~ural to the singular.

It is important to note that Folybius

refuses to a cknowledge wanton acts in the name of the "laws
of war, ,,J especially wanton acts against the inviolability
of th e temples.

4

On the other hand, as we have seen, in s ome

cases Josephus used the "law of war" to justify the acts of
ilie Romans against the inviolability of the city and the
Temple.

1 H'is t ories
.
V,11, 4 .
2Histories v.9.1; VII,14,J .
3see Histories XXIII ,1 5,1-3 for specific cases.
4see Histories IV,67,J-4; V,11,lff,; VII,14,J ; IX.JJ.4;
34
,8; XI,7,2 ; XXXII,15,7,

CHAPTER V

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE USE OF THE WORD "TYCHE" IN B.

INTRODUCTION
In the Greek version of The Jewish War, Josephus used
certain specific Greek words whose basic concepts are essentiall y non-Jewish, for example,

"Ananke,

11

and

11

Daimon.

11

11

Tyche,

11

11

Heimarmene,

11

11

Chreon,

Did Josephus use these words because

he believed in what they connote?

Or, did he employ them

because they were conveninet means of conveying his ideas
to Greeks and Romans?

When we examine how Josephus used these

wrds in the narrative of the War, we may find answers.
The word

11

Tyche

11

signifying something akin to Providence

or Fate was an important concept for Polybius when he urged
acceptance of Roman supremacy over Greece.

It was to

11

Tyche

11

that Polybius ascribed the cause of Rome's spectacular success
in world dominion.

other senses.

Polybius also used the word

11

Tyche" in

Like Polybius, Josephus used the word

11

Tyche

11

in a sense akin to Providence and Fate, and it was to this

"Tyche

11

that Josephus attributed the cause of Roman military

supremacy over the Judaeans.
wo rd "Tyche

11

Like Polybius, Josephus used the

in several senses.

In this chapter, we shall compare the way Polybius used
"T Yche 11 in his Histories with the way Josephus used it in the

Greek version of his Jewish War.

This comparison may help us

understand any influence Polybius may have exerted upon Jose-
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our study may also hel p us un de r stand why J osephus

l oye d words whose ba sic c oncep t s a re not J ewi sh .
I, Some Observat i ons on t he Use o f t he Word 11 Tyc he " in

folybius ' Histo ries
In the prefa ce to his His to ries, Po lybius s a ys t hat t he
~story of Roman dominion from t he Sec ond Punic Wa r in 220
B, C• t o the Ro man conques t of Ma cedoni a in 168 B. C. is th e

~st s triking and grea tes t spec tacle t he his to ry of empire s
has eve r s een.

1

Wi t hin t he pa ss age o f only fifty- t hree years,

~me came to possess nea rl y t he whole of the then- known wo r l d ,
md

her fut ure l oo ked s ta ble and a uspicious.

In t his Roman

success, Polybius recognizes t he work of "Tyche, 11 a nd s a ys :
"Fort une ( =Tyche) has guided almos t all a ffa irs o f t he worl d
in one dir ect i on a nd ha s f o rced t hem to incline towards one
and t he same end. 11 2

He s a ys fur t her t hat t he his tori a n's ta sk

is t o expl ain to his readers

II

t he operat i ons by whi ch sh e

(=Tyche) ha s a ccomplished her general purpose, 113 and for t his
reason the his to rian mus t wri t e 11 a universa l his to r y . 11 11 Tyc he 11
is here co nceived a s s ome t hing like Pr ovidence or Fat e.

Its

determining power has ena bled t he Romans to a chi ev e world
dominion .

However, Po lybi us' later a tt empt to f i nd th e r at i o -

~l caus e of an event a ffec t ed his belief in th e ro le o f
"Tyche 11 in Rome's success.
act i on of 11 Tyche

II

He does not see any l onger t he

in t his success and ma i nta i n s t hat the

1 H·is t ories
.
1.1. 5 - 2 .1.
2H i· s t ories
.
I.4.1 . See also His tor ies I I ,37, 6 ; VIII.2,3-4,
3Hi s to ri es I .4. 2 . See als o Hi s to ri es II ,3 5 , 5 ; VIII, 2 ,1-11,

- 93 ns were successful only because o f their rigorous training

Roma
~d disc ipline. 1

As a re sul t, in Book VI, Polybius analyz es

in detail the ro les which t he Roman c onstitution, the Roman
aflllY, and the early devel opment of Rome played in later Roman

affairs.
folybius believed in "Tyche" as
~pricious power.

Fortune endowed with a

He asc ribes t he cause o f the downfall of

~cedon 2 and that of t he sudden fall o f Eumenes, King of Pergamum3 to the work of "Tyche."

In his description of the

first, Folyb ius inserts the words of Deme tr ius o f Fhalerum
(b, 350 B. C.) who f oretold the downfall of Macedon:

.. . , Fortune ( =Tyche), who never compacts with
li fe, who always defeats our reckoning by s ome
novel stroke; she who ever demons t r at es her
power by f o iling our expectat i ons, now als o,
as it seems to me, makes it clear to all men,
by endowing the Macedonians with the whole wealth
of P ersia , t ha t she has but lent them t hese
bless ings unt il she decides to de al differe ntly
with th em. 4

1 Histories I.63.9 re a ds: "This confirms the a ssert i on I
~ntured to make at t he out set t hat the progress of the Romans
~snot due to chance ( =TycheJ and was not involuntary, a s s ome
among the Greeks choo se to t hink, but that by schooling t hemSflves in such vast and perilous enterprises it was perfectly
~tural that they not only gained t he courage to a im at universal dominion, but executed t heir purpose."
2Histories XXIx.21.1-9.
JHisto ries XXIX,22.1-4,
4Histories XXIX.22.2 reads: "For Fortune ( =Tyche) is quite
capabl e of da shing re a s onable exp ecta tions by unexp ec t ed blows;
~nd, if she ever helps anyone and throws her weight into the
alance, she will again, as if she repented of it, t urn the
8CU e against him, and in a moment mar all he has achieved,"
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rn

the descrip t ion of the sec ond ins tance, we can discern

folybius ' concept o f the nature o f this capricious "Tyche . ,.l
polybius a lso ascribes t he cause of an event to the
work

of "Tyche" when i t s na t ure seems to him sens at i onal or

coincidental.

For example, th e crucifixion of Hannibal on

~every cros s on which Spendius wa s put is attributed to the
work of "Tyche. " 2 A co incidental happening in which the portraits of Callicrat es were carried in da rkness while th e portraits of Lycortas were brought ou t into t he light to o ccupy
their original position is a scribed to "the peculi a r func tion
of Tyche. ,.J

In some pass ages, Polybius censures "Tyche"

~cause of th e results of what she has done.

The deteriora tion

of the Lacedaemonians' government, 4 the destruction o f t he
Abydene s, 5 and the life o f Lyciscus 6 a re examples.

The Lacedae-

monians' government went from t he best to t he worst bec ause
"Tyche" turned aga ins t t hem.

The A bydenes were destroye d in

~ite of the ir righteousness.

Lyciscus c ould enjoy his life

in spi te of his being a ba d man.

Polybius also believed in "Tyche" a s Fortune endowed
rlth a punit ive power.

When he describes the murder of the

Spartan ephors by Cheil on , he sees "Tyche" exacting a "fitt ing
Penal ty" on t hem bec a use t hey had selected Lycurgus a s king

1H·is t ories
.
2H·is t ories
.
3Histories
4H·is t ories
.
5Histories
6H·is t ories
.

XXIX ,21,5-6.
I.86.6-7,
xxxv1.1.3.2.
IV.81.12-1.3,
xv1 . .32 .1-6.
XXXII.4.J.

- 95 ~ re t urn for a bribe, 1 while, in hi s op ini on , Cheil on was
tne

1awful heir to t he t hrone.
polybius als o t ells o f the a tt emp t o f Phil ip a nd Ant i o-

chUS

to po ssess t he king dom o f the infant Pto lemy by so me

~ot agains t him.

The i r pl ot failed bec a use o f t he i nter -

vent i. on o f t he Romans. 2 In t his c onnection, "Tyche " is depicted as having worked to inflic t a pena lty on them t hro ug h
the agency o f the Romans.

This s ame "Tyche" is la t er refe rr ed

to as re-establishing the kingdom o f Ptolemy. 3 Simil a rly, the

cause of the misfor t unes which befell King Philip and Ma cedon
is asc ribe d to t he work o f "Tyche. 114
Polybius' belief in "Tyche" undergo es a gra dua l cha nge
as he grows old.

In one p a ss age, he discusses in deta il when

the hi stori an should a scribe an event to "Tyche."

He s a ys :

Now indeed as r egards t hings the causes o f which
i t is impossible or difficul t f or a mere man to
unde rstand, we may perhaps be justified in
gett ing ou t o f t he difficul t y by sett ing t hem
down to t he a ction o f a god or o f chance ( =Tyche) . 5
Such t hings are: except i onally he avy and continuous r a i n

or snow , severe drough t or fr ost destroying crop s , pl a gue, and

1 H·is t ories
.
IV. 81.1- 5 .

2Histories xv.2 0 . 5-7.
3His to ries xv.20. 8 .
4Hi stories XXIII.10,2-3, The c a us e of de at h Antio chus
EXpiphanes me t is ascribed to "divin e dis plea sure" ( Histor ies
XXI. 9 , 4 ) and t he dise a se Prusia s suffere d to " t he vengea nce
of heaven " ( His to ries XXXII, 1 5 . 14) .
5Hi s to ries XXXVI.17. 2 .

- 96 otner natural disasters . 1 A little later, he further dwells
·
on thlS.

The cause of the contemporary depopulation in Greece

ld not be attributed to the work of

11

U
5110

can
11a

be

Tyche

because it

II

found in the low birth-rate of Greeks. 2

On the other

nd ' the rise of the Macedonians under the false Philip can

be

ascribed to the work of

11

Tyche

11

because rational analysis

~ils to detect its cause. 3 In another passage, Polybius refers
~ain to the rational analysis of the cause of an event and
says: "Every event whether probable or improbable must have
some cause.
the

114

Thus, he criticizes those who have ascribed

rise of the Achaean League to the favor of

11

Tyche.

11

According to his analysis, its success can be ascribed to its
~mocratic institutions, that is, freedom of speech and equality.5

The use of

poor explanation.

11

11

Tyche" in this instance is therefore

11

a

When Polybius refers to Roman successes

on the battlefield , .he emphasizes that we should search for
the

"true cause,

work of

11

11

for only

II

foolish men

II

ascribe them to the

Tyche . 6
11

Polybius' attempt to find the cause of an event rationally
is also recognizabl e in his evaluation of the achievements of

some historical figures.

Mo s t people attribute the cause of

~e elder Scipio's success to the favor of the gods and to

1H·is t ories
.
xxxv1 .17.2.
2H·is t ories
.
XXXVI .17,5-11.

3Histories XXXVI .17.13-1 5 .

.
.4H.istories
11.38.5.
5Histories II.J8.6 and 9.
6H.istories
.
XVIII,28.5.
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,,rych e, ,.l but Polyb ius maintains that it should be ascribed
is shrewdness, calculation, and foresight." 2 Similarly,
to h
the success of King Eumenes in enlarging his territories should
fl

be attribute d not to t he favor of "Tyche" but to his "acute. d us t ry, an d energy . ,,J
~ss, in

I n his preface, Polybius s tat es that one of the purposes
in wri ting history is to t each the readers "how to bear bravely
th e vicissitudes of fortune

( =Tyche)" by reminding them of the

ctlamities which befell oth ers. 4
belief in the role of "Tyche,

fl

Despite the change of his

Polybius constantly refers to

the instabil i ty of "Tyche" 5 in human affairs - be th ey in war

or in an individual's life.

After victory c omes defeat and

after prosperi ty th e reverse. 6 Advice is given "not to discuss
ilie fu ture as if i t were t he present,"? and the need for

1H·is t or1es
.
X .5.8.
2Histo ries x.5.8. See also Histories X,7,J; 9,2 ; 37,4,
3Histories XXXII,8.4. See also Polybius on Hi ero in
Histories VII. 8. 1.

4Histories 1.1 . 2. Histories 1.35.7-8 read: " ... there are
~o ways by which a ll men can refo rm themselves, th e one through
Thei r own mischances, the o ther t hrough those of others , and
of these the former is t he mo re impressive, but the latter the
less hurtful. Therefore we should never choose the first method
i! we can help it, but ever pursue the other, since by it we can
discern what is best without suffering hurt."
5 Histories 11.4.J; vr.2.6; 4J.J; IX.21; xr . 19.5 ; xv.6.8;
8,J; xxx. 10.1; xxxv.2.14.
6rn Histories XXXIX.8, Polybius says that "Tyche" envies
us especially when "our life has been most blessed and mo s t
su?cessful." On Phil o poemen' s de ath , Polybius expresses his
~P inion using a proverb: "It is po ssi bl e for a human being to
(e. fortunate, but impo ssible f o r him to be constantly so
½_torie s XXI II.12.4-7),
fl

7Histories II.4.5.

- 98 deration is repeatedly emphasized, sometimes through the
of Polybius 1 and sometimes through th e mo_ uths of histo 111o ut h

1110

~cal figure s. 2

A man who has behaved with mo deration in the

time of pros perity or success and behaved high-mi ndedly in
the time of the reversal is considered "a perfect man" 3 and
depicted as such. 4

On t he oth er hand, the Lacedaemonians

after the Pel oponnesian War are depicted a s failing to be
~ des t, 5

They l ost the hegemony of Greece because they made

an 0 ppresive use of the power t hat "Tyche" had pl a ced in their
hands,

II, Some Observat i ons on t he Use of t he Word "Tyche" in
Josephus' B.
Throughout B., the word "Tyche" is empl oyed repe at edly.

6

1 Histories I,35,2; VI,4J.J ; IX,21; XVIII,JJ.4.
2Histori es XXI.16.8; XXIX,2O,J-4 ; 21,J-6.
3Histories VI,2,5-6, Histories XXXVIII,21,3 reads: "For
at the mo ment o f our great tr iumph and of disas ter to our
enemi es to reflect on our own si t ua t i on and on the possible
~vers al of circumstances, and generally to bear in mind at
the s eason o f success t he mutabili t y o f Fortune ( =Tyche), is
like a great and perfec t man, a man in short worthy to be
remembere d."
4 see f or instance Scipio in His tor ies X. 4O. 6 ; Hannibal
.
in XV.8.3,15 . 5-6,16 . 6 ; King Philip in XVI , 28,1-9 and xxv .3.9,
5Histories XXXVIII.2,7 ,
6
B. I:28;45 ; 68 ;J41;353;J74;J9O;4J O;4Jl;6O2;622;665 ;
II: 184;207;213;250;360;373;387;494;
III:9 ; 24;71 ;1 OO;1O6;2O2 ;327;354 ;3 59;389;391;396;438;
IV:4O ;1 55 ;1 79 ;2J8;24J;J 65 ;4J8; 591;6O7;622 ; 626 ;
V:46 ; 78 ; 88;12O ; 121 ;1 22 ;367 ;465;474;486;548;
VI: 14;44;57;6J; 66 ;173;28O;352;399;4OO;41J ;416 ;
VI I:7;115;2O3;231,

- 99 In t hree passages in which Josephus refers to the realitY of Ro man power during the War , "Tyche" is empl oye d to
~~te something akin to

Providence

or

Fate .

In Agrippa's speech attempting to diss uade his people

aom waging war against the Romans, J osephus has him refer
to the Romans rrp oc; ouc; µE'ta.(3€:(3l)XEV ~ 'tUXl) ( t o whom Tyche has
~ ss ed over). 1

Similar expr essions are found in the prayer

~ ic h Josephus made when he was going to surrender to Vespasi an
at Jotapata ,

2

a nd in the speech ma de by Josephus when sent by

Ti t us to his fellow countrymen t o encourage th em t o surrender

~ the Ro man army . 3

In these instances, J osephus gives the

nature o f mutability or mobility to this "Tyche , 114 and
~nsciously attempt s to s ubstantiate its work in the name of
~d

or Deity . 5

Two more exampl e s are f ound .

The first occurs

in the description of the manner in which Ve s pa s i a n accepted

1~. II:36O .
2~. III:354 reads: µE'tE(3l) OE rrp oc; ' Pwµa. Couc; ~ 'tUXl) rraoa.
(... , Tyche has wholly passed over to Romans) .
3 B. V:367 reads: µE'ta.f3~va. L ya p rrp oc; a.U'tOU s rr&v,;o0EV 't~V
tux11v-( Tyche has wholly passed over t o Romans) .
4 se e also the usage of the verb µg,;a.f3a.(vw in B. I:488;
582 ; V:JOO . Altho ugh the verb in these three passages suggests
the mu ta bility or mobil ity of "Tyche," the La t in word "Fortuna" (< ferre), a lso suggests this nature. See the article
on "Fort una" in OCD, p . 44 5 .
. 5Thus, in Agrippa 's speech , Josephus has him say: "For ,
wi thout God, it is imposs i bl e to build up such a va st empire"
(~. II:39O) . J o sephus' prayer starts with: "Since you, the
~reator, seem to break the Jewish nation, ... "(~. III:354) . And
in the speech of Josephus , he says that: "And God, who brings
ro und his rule from nation to nation, now rests over Italy"
(~. V:367. See also B. IV:622); " .. . , had t hey (i.e., the
Jewish f orefa t hers) no t known that God was wi t h them ( i.e.,
Romans) ( B. V: 368) ; "As a re sult I think that the Deity has
n ed from the holy places and that He stands on the side of
those aga ins t whom you are now figh t ing" ( B. V: 412) .
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nomina t i on by his a rmy's men a s emperor .

JoS ep
011 c;

According t o

hus , Ve spa sian accep t ed the nomination bec aus e ITpoxwpou-

6£ navTaxov MaT~ vouv Tns TUXTls (Tyche was ev erywhere

proceeding t o his satisfaction) •.. , he was led t o think that
~~ 6aLµ6vLOs np6voLa (divine providence) and 5Lxata TLO
dµC(.p µtvri

( just destiny) had assisted him . 1

The sec ond

example is in t he acc ount Jo sephus gives o f Claudius when he
05

nomina ted t o be emperor by the pra etorian guard in Rome. 2

Tbe use o f "Tyche" in t he a ccount o f Vespasian's nomina ti on,
together with "divine providence" and "just destiny," ma y be
~cribe d to J o sephus' editorial el a bora tion t o plea se Vesp a sia n
and hi s Roman re a ders . .3 Mention must a lso be made of t he use

of the words ElµapµEVTl and XPEWV in B. In some instances in
~ich r eferences to the unfavorable situations of the J ewish
amy ar e ma de, these words to o are empl oyed a s having a

determi ning power in t he development of the war situat i on. 4

1 B. IV: 622.
2 B. II:207,
3in B. V: 2 , J osephus says t hat it was Go d who co mmit t ed
the empire to Vespa sian. In B. VI:.311-.315, he refers t o the
oracl e that one fr om Jewish so il will bec ome ruler o f t he
~ rld, and says tha t i t was no t possible f or Ves pa sian to
escap e th e decree o f his Fa te ( =xpE wv ) .
4 In referring to the very day when t he Temple wa s set on
tire, Jo sephus employs the expression ~ Elµapµlvri • .. ~µipa
(the fat ed .. ,da y)(B. VI : 250). In preceding a cc ount, Jo sephus
~ys that Nebuchadre z za r, King o f Babyl on, se t fi r e to t he
Firs t Temple on the very same day a nd on the v ery s ame month.
~ one c an escape from t he f orce o f Fa te ( =gfµapµlvri ) who
causes things t o happen a t her appo inted t ime. The c onno tation
Of th is Fate( = Etµapµevri ) is f ound in t he wo rd gtµapµtvri used
as an att ributive pa r t iciple qualifying the noun 1)µspa. Aga in
Jo sephus refers t o this very da y a litt le l ater and refers t o
~e work o f this Fate(~ . VI:268). In on e a cc ount , J osephus

- 101 vriJ.ike "Tye he," however, the fore e of

E

t µa.pµEvT) or that of

'v could determine the outcome of an event before it took
XPf;W
~ace, and its connotation was that because the Jewish army
could not escape the outcome thus determined they were destined
1
to be d efeated by the Roman army.

These words are used als o

to impress upon his readers the idea that the victory of the
~man army over the Jewish soldiers was inevitable,
In some passages, we find "Tyche" conceived as Fortune
endowed with a capricious,

jealous, or punitive nature.

Be-

cause t h is "Tyche" presides over every affair - be it in war

or in an individual's life - it is subject to a perpetual
change.

In the description of his own surrender to the Roman

army at Jotapata, Josephus has Titus refer to this very "Tyche," 2
~ en Titus saw the change in Josephus from the fighter of
~sterday to a prisoner in his army, he was led to think of
the force of "Tyche," which can quickly turn the tide of war.
On the basis of the understanding of the nature of this "Tyche,"
fur example, the happy life John Hyrcanus led is ascribed to

says th a t the Jewish soldiers kept fighting despite the large
number of casualities, and adds that the Jewish soldiers had
been blinded by Fate ( =xpe:wv )(B. V:572). Similarly, in the
account of Jewish soldiers' failure to stop fighting despite
a great loss in battles or from starvation and despite a
tempora ry lull in the Romans' assaults, Josephus states that
F~te ( ==--x,pEwv ) was prevailing that the innocent perish together
with the guilty and the city together with the seditious (B.

V:355) ,
1 s ee Josephus' understanding of the relationship between
( =stµa.pµEVT) , xpe:wv ) and man in B. VI:84;314; A. VIII:
4Fate
19.
2 B. III:396,
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tile

f avor o f "Tyche" who did not censure his own activities. 1

r are s t umbling of Herod in batt le 2 and his rise from being
Tile
a mere commo ner to being King 3 are attributed to OEl;t.a ~VXD
(good 1 uck) , bu t t he cause o f the t ragedies which befell Hero d
and his fami ly is a scribed to t he revenge of "Tyche" for his

public pro sperity. 4

Mariamme whom Hero d l oved and who caused

troubles one a fter another in the c ourt o f Hero d is thus depicted a s an agent o f Tyche' s revenge. 5

The same "Tyche" is

employed purposefully in some edi to rial elaborat i on a s to the
causes of some a ccidents which happened to some Roman heroe s.
The cause of Sabinus' death in his attempt to attack the Jewish
~ldie rs within the wa11 6 and the c a use o f Pudens' death in
his re sponse t o the duel proposed by a Jewish s oldier are
ascribed to the work o f "Tyche,"

In t he first, "Tyche" is

depic ted as ~eovgpav tn t ~at ½ a.pE~at½ ~~v ~UXDV xat XWAUOU00'.V

a.£ t

~& napa.o ol;a ~wv xa~op6wµa.~wv

( envious o f virtuous

acts and always hindering the performance of wonderful act s), 7
and Sabinus· as &.v~p &;; 1.os µEv a.µE t vov 1, xpfio0a 1, 6 1,' &.vo p £ 1.a v

mt

~6x~

(a man worthy o f having a better Tyche on his side

~caus e of his courageous act) . 8

In the sec ond , th e death

I:68.
I:4JO. See also A. XVII:191,
I:665.
I:431,
I:4Jlff,
VI:6J.
VI:173,
VI :66 .
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Jewish soldier met a f ter his . victory over the Roman soldier

iS a1s0 mentioned and i ts c ause is a scribed to the work of
vtµe:o 1,<; (goddess o f revenge).

1

In pl a ce of th e word "Tyche"

i;tµcx.pµEVT) as signifying "des tiny " is also used to explain

~e de a th of a heroic Roman s oldier.

Even a heroic Roman

rtghte r cannot escape th e pursuit of EfµapµivT) . 2

On the other

~nd, the cause of t he death o f certain heroic Jewish soldiers
is not ascr ibed to the work of "Tyche" or o f E LµapµEVT)

.3

These

~ings indicate that Josephus had an editorial premise that
ilie cause of Roman mili ta ry accidents had to be explained in
~ch a way t ha t his Roman re a ders would be convinced.

The

cause of the Jewish ela t i on a fter their victory over Cestius
is referr ed to in t erms of the capricious force of "Tyche" with

a modi fier W01tEp ( as though) . 4

Similarly, in the speech de-

livere d by Jesus aga inst the Idumean s oldiers who came to
Jerus alem to assist the Zealots, their motive in wishing to
help the Zealots is ridiculed a s having been derived from the
capri cio us work o f "Tyche. 11 5

In these two instances we may

see some editorial elabora t i on in the use of t he word "Tyche ."
In describing the s tat e of s ome one who has failed to
behave moderately during prosperity or success, Josephus uses
the expre ssion EZ;ul3p Cl;;E 1,v E Le; -r-i)v 'rUXT)V ( to become insolent

1 rn B. VI:176, Josephus says: "The victim, writhing in
~gony, fell upon the body o f his f o e, illus trating how swift
in war i s th e nemesis that overtakes irrational success."
2
See the account of deat h one Julianus in B. VI:84.
3 For ins tance, see t he acco unt in B. III:229-233,
4B. III:9,
5B. IV:238;243,
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in defi ance of Tyche),
now

For example, when Josephus describes

Gaius Cal i gula began to consider himself a god and even

ll'ished to be called one, he s ays that the emperor "became

insolent in defiance of Tyche, 111

Two other examples are found

in the brief account o f the atrocities Nero commit ted 2 and in
~e pas sage condemning the . ex cessive j oy o f the Jewish sol~ers who , having caught s ome o f Ti t us' soldiers by a r use,
~used the Roman army to retreat a s far as Helena. 3

Behind

the express i on "to become insolent in defiance of Tyche" lies

Josephus ' understanding of the Greek attitude toward "Tyche"
~ich we have al re a dy discussed in relation to Po lybius' use
of "Tyche . "
~

Only once, in t he speech delivered by Vespasian

his sol diers, does Josephus have him point out how a man

~ould behave in success and in failure. 4
"Tyche" can manifest itself in the (simultaneous) o ccurrence of two events of a similar nature.

Josephus, however,

attempts to explain the nexus of the two events by as cribing
them to th e work not o f "Tyche" but o f 6a. 1. µ6 v 1. oc:; np 6 vo1.a.
(heavenly Providence), s ome t imes with a modifier w<JnEp ( as if)

1 B. II:184.
2 B. II:250,
3B. V:120,
412_. IV:42 reads: "As it is a mark of vulgarity to be
over- elat ed by success, s o is it unmanly to be downcast in
a~ersity ; f or the transition (of TycheJ from one to the
0ther is rapid, and t he bes t s ol dier is he who meets good
fu rtune with sobriety, to the end that he may still rema in
cheerful when contending wi t h reverses."
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be

sometimes without it. 1

tw een

There is no essential difference

"Tyche" and this "heavenly Providence."

When the outcome of the war became uncertain, the feeling
for

"Tyche" - Fortune endowed with a power which brings about

yictorY - became strong.
of

The soldiers believed in the favor

this "Tyche," and their general knew when he should invoke

~r special favor.

In one passage, Josephus refers to this

~Tyche" as ocx ( µwv (Deity) to whom Vespasian urged his soldiers

w make a generous contribution since they had failed to win
over the Jewish soldiers at Gamala . 2

Some of Josephus' refer-

ences t o this "Tyche" echo the usual thought in the Hellenistic
wtld,

In the speech of Agrippa, Josephus has him refer t o

tDV -ruxT)v ••• f,,; 1,c; cxinoi:c; xcx,;op8o i:
who

11:A. £

Cova ,;wv 011:Awv ( Tyche

brings them (i.e., Romans) more victories than their arms) , 3

and in the speech of Ananus, Josephus has him refer to "tT)V

foo:~ T}"tT{iacxacxv "tVXT)V ( Tyche who has once for all overcome (us}. 4

1 In his account of the massacre of the Jewish inhabitants at Caesarea by the Syrians which took place on the same
by when the massacre of the Romans by Eleaz ar's party occured
in Jerusalem, Josephus refers to the simultaneous occurrence
of these two events in terms of the work of "heavenly Providence" with a modifier "as if" ( B. II: 457). According to Josephus, wh en a large number of Germans conspired to revolt, Ves~sian sent letters to Petilius Cerealius with instructions
Jf ho w t o govern Britain.
Because of these letters, received
on his way to Britain, P. Cerealius heard of the German revolt
anct thus could crush it. The timing of Vespasian's dispatch
of these letters is referred to in terms of the work of "heavenly Providence" with a modifier "as if" (~. VII:82).
One day,
~cording to Josephus, Aristobulus vomited blood, One of the
rttenda nts who was removing the blood slipped on the very
ijace where the bloodstains of Antigonus whom Aristobulus had
~rde red were still visible, Josephus ascribes this accident
10
1 the work of "heavenly Providence" without a modifier (B.
:82).

2 B. IV:41,
3B. II:373,
4B. IV:179,

-
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AS
gbO

10 ng as thi s "Tyche" is regarded as a po w!r w-hich brings

ut victory in war, she is taken to be an illy in time of

wa.f• ,,{cx.V c:Lc; ltO/\./\.a. 'rl.VEc; 'tT}V 'tlJXT)V EUpWV'tCX.I. OUVC:X.YWVl. /'. : OµEVT)V
(~wever oft en s ome of their f o es might have found a n ally

in Tyche) is an example,

1

Two mol,:'e ·example s are

found in the

~eech of Herod 2 and t h a t of Vespasian. 3
When the strength o f the Roman army is nent :ioned, how~er , ther e are s ome edito ri a l qualificat iom.
account of the Roman army,

4

In his lengthy

Josephus says r epeat;edly t hat the

strength o f the Roman army comes from the ri~o r o,us training
and discipline and not fr om the favo r of "Ty~he, 115

The same

editori al elaborations are made in the speemes o f Titus. In
one s pee ch in which Titus reprimands his soliiers who had
been defeated by a Jewish ruse, Josephus re po rt s; him as
referr ing to the Jewish soldiers whom f::rcc:,;cx., o'
I I ._
£VEupcx.1,c;

'

)(.(X,I,

I
S:.
'
,
'tUXT)V
ul,CX.
'tO' TCEl.8T)V1,0V

£vvo1,a.v 'tE Kat nCo,;1,v

"

}1.CX,I,

, ~

~

CX. U'tWV 'tCX. I, c;

'
J
I
'tT)V
npo" ,c; CX./\.f\.T)Aouc;

(even Tyche favors becauern of their

obedience and t heir mutual loyalty and confjden~ e), 6 a nd the
Roman soldiers whom OI, J E'lJ'tCX.2; Ccx.v xcx. t 'tO rcpo; ,;01uc; riye:µ6uxc;
£UJt£

L8e:c; a.st oouAsus L

,mt.

'tUXT)

( even Tyche a l ways serves

1 B. VII: 7. The use of the verb ouvcx.ywv:z:.:oµm 1, ( contend
al ong with, share in c ontest) may be a remiriscent o f "Tyche"
invoke d in athletic c ontests. See the article on "Tyche" in
QQQ, p . 1100.
2

B. I:374,
JB. IV:40.
4 B. III:70-109,
in Chapter VI,

See also our discussicn om this account

SB, III:71;100;106.

6B. V:121.
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becau se of their good discipline and obedience to command) .
us e of th e verb 6ouAE uw (s erve) suggests that any victory

TJ1e

due

to the favor of "Tyche" is regarded a s sec ondary by the

~man a rmy.

In another speech of Titus, Josephus has him say

tnat any vi ctory by the favor o f "Tyche" is secondary to th e
Roman army .

2

The expression 6E~L &

~ux~

is employed as signifying good

iuck or goo d fortune. Behind thi s expression stands "Tych e"

~ich we have seen.

This expression is first used in reference

to the Syrian King's army which was victorious over Judah's

army.J

It a lso is found in the a cc ount o f a series o f vic-

~ries which Placidus won over the Jewish army. 4
succes s is a scribed to 6c:"E,. LO'..

~ux~

Placidus'

which was on his side.

Similarly, in describing t he difficulty of Roman s oldiers '
attack upon Jewish s oldiers, 5 or in the narrative of t he successful attack of Jewish s oldiers upon Ti t us and his legions
at Mt. Scopus a nd at Mt . Olive, 6 Josephus says that t he Jewish
soldiers had 6E~ LCX.

~ux~ on

their side.

In these two instances,

e see some editor ial inclinations to ascribe subtly the s trength

of the Jewish soldiers to s omething a ccidental.
The word "Tyche" can a lso signify the vicissitudes one
mee ts in the course of everyday life or t he unpredic table
changes one experiences in th e c ourse of war.

lB.
2B.
3B.
4B.
5B.

V:122,
VI:44.
I:45,
IV:438,
VI:14.
6B. V:78,

The first usage
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iS f ound in the account of Ant ipater, who came t o Rome t o get
e s cribe s to forge letters in his pl ot against his father,
so m
tterod. Josephus used the wo rd 11 Tyche when he refers t o t he
II

changes occurring in J udaea while he was in Rome . 1

Ano th er

~ampl e is found in the descripti on of how the Jewish citizens
wried t heir mo s t valuable po ssessio ns during the War.

Here

the expressio n ex. t cx.6-f)Ao 1, 'tOU TIOAEµou 'tUXCX. ( ( the uncert ain odds
of war ) is used, 2

In t hese two ins t ances, the word 11 Tyche 11 is

empl oyed in the plura l.
The wo rd "Tyche" is also used to denote fate - a specific
situati on which is decreed for one by "Tyche."
"my Tyche" 3 and

II

his Tyche 114 are found.

of a captured man,

115

11

Phrases such a s 11 Tych e

Tyche o f a pris o ner, 116 11 Tyche of those

who ar e besieged, 7 and
11

The e xpressions

11

Anothe r usage o f t he word

Tyche o f captured men 118 als o o ccur.
11

Tyche,

11

close to the meaning in

lliese examples, but slightly different, is found in the preface
ro B. Th ere Josephus gives us an outline of the topics to be
covered,

One of t hem is: e:Lc; ~v sxcx.O'tOI, 'tUXT)V 61,e:ve:µfi0T)acx.v

(fyche to which all and each severally were alloted)? This
subject is treated in B. VI:414-419, in which he summar izes

lB. I:606.
2;_ VII:11 5 ,
JB. I:622,
4B. VII: 231,

5B. III:4J8.
6B. IV:626.
7B. V:486.
8B. VI:352,
9B. I:29,
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di fferent ways Jewish soldiers, the seditious, brigands,
noncombatants were treated by Titus after his victori o us

an d
entrY into Jerusalem.

Here the e x pression ~ &~Ca lxaoT~ TUX~

.
f
1
(Tye he appropriate to e ac h) is o und.

The word "Tyc he" is employed to denote ill fortune which
is dec reed for one by "Tyche."

Three examples are foun d: in

~e de script i on o f the people of Jotapata who were to be forsaken by Jo sephus; 2 in the descriptio n of Meius, s on of Belgas,

and Josephus, s on o f Da laeus, who plunged into the fire when
~e Temple was burned; 3 and in th e description of a certain
. 1 defect. 4 ·
Adiaben1. t e, wh o h a d a p h ys1ca
The word "Tyche" is used to denote fortune whic h the
ruler enjoys (or used to enjoy).
thought to be special.

The "Tyche" o f rulers was

We find phra ses such as "his Tyche,"

i.e., Antony's fortune, 5 "Tyche concerning him," i.e., Titus'
special fort une, 6 "Tyche of Alexander, .. ? "your Tyche ," i.e.,
Titus ' f o rtune, 8 "his Tyche," i.e., Titus' fortune. 9

The

ruler' s Tyche was worshipped o r invo ked by his subjects,
wmetimes o ut of flattery a nd sometimes serio usly,

Some of

Jo sep hus' references to this "Tyche" echo this dichotomy.

lB. VI:416.
2B. III:201,
3B. VI:280.
4B. V:474,

Si.

I:390,
6B. V:88.
7B. V:465.
BB. VI:57,
9B. VI:413,

In

- 110 ~nec t i o n wi t h the confusion regarding the confirmatio n o f

co"

oaudius' accession to the imperial throne in Rome after the
assass ina tion of Gaius in A .D. 41, Josephus describes the
soldiers supporting Claudius as "the most hot-headed flatterers of his Tyche. ,,l

A bodyguard calling themselves "Mace-

doni ans" worshipped Alexander's "Tyche" 2 and Sabinus invo ked
Ti tus' "Tyche" before he assailed the Jewish soldiers. 3

In

one account, Josephus reports that when Titus destroyed the

citY of Jerusalem, he left the two towers as "a memorial of
4
his Tyche."
Similarly, the word "Tyche" is used to denote the g o od
furtune which the Romans were enjoying.

• •p

The phrase n

,

wµa Lwv

'tVXTJ ( Tyche of Romans) is found four times. 5 In two ins t ances
of the f our, the phrase T) -rou 8e:ou 6uvaµ Le; ( the power of God) 6

or the phrase

ii

'Pwµa Cwv toxuc; ( the might of Romans) 7 precedes

the phrase "Tyche of Romans."

This connection is apparently

made to strengthen the meaning of "Tyche."
People in the Hellenistic world attributed the change in
natural phenomena and the disasters caused by them to the
force of "Tyche" or to some other metaphysical forces.
referring to the uncertainties of the sea voyage between

II:213,
V:465.
VI:57,
VI:413,
II:J87;III:359;VI:399;VII:204.
VI:399,
VII:203,

In
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cae S

are a and Rome 1 and in referring to the difficul t y o f
2

access to t he Alexandrian harbor when the sea is r ough, the
"Tyche" is empl oyed t o denote this power. In referring
wor d
to the calamity caused by an earthquake during the reign o f
~~d, Josephus talks of it as auµ~op& 6aLµ6LOC (heavensent dis a ster) 3 and has Herod refer to it in his speech to
•
s:.
6 VLOL n:~~ya
'I.
t (h eaven-sen t visi
. ·t a t·ions ) 4
~s soldiers
a s aL' uaLµ

in contra distinction to av6pwn: LV11 ( human) , or

6a Lµ6v LOC ( heaven-

sent) 5 in contra distinc t i on to cx,v6pwn:Ea6c ( human) .

w the

In referring

pestilence and famine the Judaeans suffered during the

hr, J osephus talks of them as 6aLµ6vLOL (divine) calamities 6

in contradistinction to cx,v8pwn:L va C ( human) ones.

The word "Tyche" is employed to denote Fortune - the
goddess o f chance.

In a long speech Josephus delivered at

Jotapa ta in response to the arguments of his comrades who
threatened him with the sword to prevent his surrender to
Vespasian and also proposed to destroy themselves rather than
surrender, 7 we find that the order in which they were to kill
themselves was to be decided by lot because thus "Tyche" would
work impartially.

This same "Tyche" is used again when Josephus refers t o the result of casting lots. 8 He wonders if

lB.
2B.
JB.
4B.

5B.

6B.
7B.
8B.

IV:591.
IV:607.
I:J?O.
I:J?J.
I:J76.
VI:429. See also B. IV:J62.
III:J89.
III:391.

- 112 shoul d ascribe his survival to "Tyche" or to the Provine
dence of God,
The word "Tyche," with a preposition, forms various idiomatic expressions,

The expression

&no ~uxns

(by chance) is

~ed in reference to the result of the casting of l ots with

~ich the so-called Zeal ot s themselves selected the high
pries t . 1

The expression xa.~a.

iliree times . 2

~uxns (by

chance) is employed

Another idiomatic expression 6La.

~uxnv

(by

c~nce) is f ound once. 3

III, Polybius and Josephus: Similarities and Differences
As we have seen, both Polybius and Josephus employed the
concepts of "Tyche" repeatedly in their writings.
Let us first compare the way Po lybius employed the word
"Tyche" in his interpretation of the success of Roman dominion
with the way Josephus used it in his statement that "Tyche"

~s moved to the side of Romans.
When Polybius disclosed that within only fifty-three
years a city on the Tiber became the center of most powerful
empire in history having supremacy over nearly the whole of

the lands and seas of the then-known world, Roman success
looked like a miracle,

In terms of the size of the territories

Rome came to possess and in terms of the time Rome spent for

the acquisition of these territories, there was no precedent
in history comparable to this Roman success.

1 B. IV:155,
2 B. I:341; II:494; III:327,

JB. IV: J6 5 ,

Only the force

- 113 of "Tyche" co ul d work such a mira cle.

I t was b e cause of t his

belie f that Po l ybius intro duced t he c onep t of "Tyche " in his
~terpretat i on o f Ro ma n success.

In his belief, the force of

"Tyche" wa s a n objec t ively working f o rce in his to r y .
Thro ugh t he mou t h of Agrippa and t hrough his own , Jo se phus refe rred t o t he a c t i on o f "Tyche" t o express hi s own
opinion that t he mili ta ry situatio n wa s decisively f a vora bl e
to the Ro man army, a nd not t o t he Jewish a rmy .

This judgment

of J osephus came from his o bjec t ive o bservation of t he s t r engt h
of th e Ro man army and tha t o f t he Jewish a rmy during th e War ,

and not f r om a belief in t he f orce o f "Tyche."

Josephus employ the wo rd "Tyche"?

Why t hen di d

Why t hen did he use i t a s

if i t we re s ome t hing a kin to Providence or Fate?

ulat i ons a re po ssible.

Va ri ous sp ec -

Zeitlin t hinks t ha t J o sephus us e d t he

conc ept of ~r ovidence " to demonstra te the power o f t he Roman
Empire a nd Ro me wa s destined by Providence t o rule t he world ,
thus to de t er any na t ion or group from revolt a g a ins t Rome. ,.l
Josephus may have ha d such a serious mot ive, f or his c oreligioni st s were still rebelling against t he Romans at the time
he was rewri t ing t he first v ersion in Greek. 2

Howeve r , we

suggest t hat t he primary mot ive behind the use of t he word
"Tyche " is to please his Roman readers including Vespa sia n

and Titus and t o justify his own actions dur ing t he War.
By his references t o the movement o f "Tyc he " to t he side o f

Romans , J o sephus co uld assure his Roman re a ders o f the

l Zel· tlln,
.
SJ , p. 182 .
_Ji
2

See pp. 130-131.

See a lso p. 1 81.
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of the Roman empire and at the same time he could

explain implicitly why he left his own army, surrendere d to
~spasian and his army at J otapata, and worked for the Roman
armY l ater .
~

Throughout B. and V., Josephus always refers

the assi s t ance o f some higher power for his benefi t when-

~er he justifies his own a ctions or events in which he was
involved, 1

The use o f "Tyche" is therefore in line with his

policy - an editori a l justification.
Both Polybius a nd Josephus referred to "Tyche" as Fortune
mdowe d with a capricious, jeal ous, and punitive nature,

In

~e ea rly period of his writing, Polybius believed in t he work
of this Fortune and in explaining t he cause of some ev ents

he employed it.

As we have already seen, in some instances,

~sephus too ascribed t he cause o f an event to the work o f
this Fortune.

Unlike Polybius, however, J osephus did so not

because he believed in the force o f Fortune but because he
~d s ome editorial motive.

For example, when J osephus de-

scribed t he death heroic Roman soldiers met in their figh t ing
against Jewish soldiers, he ascribed it to the work of a

1 Jos ephus' successful escape to a cave when Jotapata was
~betaken by the Roman s oldiers is ascribed to ''some divine
cooperatio n" (B. III:341); J osephus' escape from death at JotaPata is ascribed to either to Tyche ( =Fortune) or to t he "Providence of God" (B. III:391); t he cause of the death o f Catullus,
Roman governor in Libya, is attributed to "God 's punishment" on
behal f of Josephus, Catullus was accusing Josephus and othe r
Jews in Alexandria and in Rome o f pas t sedi tions (B. VII:453);
the safety Josephus had when his ship f oundered in-the middle
Of the Adriatic Sea on his way to Rome is a scribed to "God's
~rovidence" (V. 15); Josephus' successful esc ap e fr om Jonathan
; 8 attributed-to the work of "God's Providence" with a mo difier
bPerhaps " (V. 301); and Josephus' survival of many accusations
Y his fellow countrymen when he was in Rome a fter the War is
ascribe d to the work o f "God's Providence" (V. 42 5) .
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,

capric ious "Tyche" or to the work of e:1,µo:pµe:vT) or of xpe:wv .
rn this way, Josephus could with subtlety indic at e to his
Roman readers that some of their heroes met death in the War
not because of their inferiority to the Jewish soldiers but
because of some irrational force which worked against th em.
rn one instance already referred to, the death of a Jewish
soldier is attributed to t he work of
vengeance).

vtµe;oi.c; (goddess of

He was in t urn killed by Roman soldiers because

he had killed a heroic Roman!

The cause of the Jewish ela-

tion aft er their victory over Cestius, the cause o f t he
difficul ty of Roman s oldiers' attack upon Jewish soldiers in
one phas e of the War, and the cause of the successful attack
of Jewi sh soldiers upon Titus and his legions at Mt. Scopus
and at Mt . Olive are attributed to the work of Fortune or
of 6e:~1,a TUXT) (good luck).

Josephus thus could reassure his

Roman readers that the strength of the Jewish army or Jewish
soldiers showed in some phases of the War was something
accident al.

On the other hand, in his own account of Roman

mili tary organizati on and discipline or in his reports of the
speec he s o f Titus, Josephus emphasized that the s t rength o f
the Roman army had no t hing to do with the work of Fort une.
Thus, he could infer to his Roman readers that the strength
of their army was not accidental.
As he grew older, Polybius came to have a different
Viewpo int as to the applicability of "Tyche" in historical
Writings.

Despite the apparent change in his idea of the

rol e of "Tyche," Polybius pointed out the instability of
"Tyche" in human affairs to draw lessons for his readers.

- 11 6 Be repeatedly emphasized the necessity f or moderation in time
of success and a ssessed the meri t of s ome historical fig ures
as to their modera tion in th eir pro speri ty o r success and
their courag e in adversity.

Josephus too referred to some

historical figures who failed to behave with modesty during
prosperity and used th e expression "to become ins olent in
defi ance of Tyche."

However, except in the speech of Vespasian

to his soldiers, Josephus do es not draw a positive lesson on
the basis of the nature of "Tyche. 111
The difference between the way Po lybius used the concepts
of "Tyche" and the way Josephus did may be due to the fact
that Polyb ius wa s a product o f Grecian soil and Josephus a
product o f Palestinian s o il,

Although he became a disbeliever

of the force of "Tyche" toward t he end o f his life and rewrote
some of th e earlier parts o f his Histories, Po lybius firs t
accepted t he force o f "Tyche" - be it Providence, Fat e, or
Fortune - , and t hen, to s ome degree, rejec t ed i t .

However,

Josephus wo uld not hav e believed in "Tyche" a s Polybius did.
The basic c oncep t s which th e word "Tyche" c an connote were
Greek and Hellenistic, and not Jewish,

Despite his disbelief

in the force of "Tyche," Josephus empl oyed the word repeatedly.
This is proba bly because he was familiar with the effective
use of thi s wor d in Greek and Hellenistic historical writings.
It is difficult to as s ay how much Polybius' Histories
infl uenc ed the use of "Tyche" in Josephus' Jewish War.

1 rn A,, however, the necessity of moderation is often
emphasize d. See th e articles in A. IV:49;264; XVII:15-16;
155-156 ; 292-296.
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we have seen, in many instances Josephus' use of the

concepts which the word "Tyche" connotes reflects nothing
more than the current colloquial usage of the word in the
Hellenistic world

and the differences between Polybius'

use and Josephus'are very significant.
fiably conclude that Polybius' Histories

Thus, we may justiexerted no dis-

cernible influence upon Josephus in rewriting the first version
in the Greek langauge.

On the other hand, the fact that, like

polybius, Josephus used the concepts of "Tyche" profusedly in
his writing may indicate that the latter has learned from the
former the use of "Tyche" in historical writing.

As for Jose-

phus' use of "Tyche" in his references to war situations
favorable to the Roman army, despite a great difference
between the way Polybius used the cone ept of "Tye he" as
signifying Providence or Fate and the way Josephus did, we
may point out that Josephus learned from Polybius the use of
"Tye he" so that he could expand the working area of "Tye he"
onto the spacious stage of the Roman world,

- 118 Excursus I: On the Use of the Word "Tyche" in Josephus'

Thro ughout A., the word "Tyche" is employed fifty-eight
t imes.

1

In several passages, "Tyche" is used to denote some-

~ing ak in to

Providence

or

Fate.

In one passage, Josephus

compares "Tyche" in Hellenistic usage with that "Fate" in
Jewish fatalis m.

After an account of th e execution of Alexan-

der and Aristobulus by Herod, Josephus ponders upon the cause

of this tragedy,

Should the blame be laid upon his s o ns or

upon He rod himself or upon:
Tyc he ( =Fortune) who has a power greater than
al l prudent reflection.

For which reason we

ar e persuaded that human actions are dedicated
by her beforehand to the necessity of taking
place inevitably, and we call her Fate ( =gtµo:.pµEv~ ) on the ground that there is nothing

that is not brought about by her.

2

According to this, the course of man's actions is always
predetermined by Tyche (or Fate).

This idea reflects the

Pharisaic notion on Divine P rovidence,

1

A·

The expressio ns

I:6;8;1_3;
II:.39;
IV:241;266;
XI:56 ;_341;
XIV:9 ;97;140;266;_354 ;_381;451 ;481;
XV:17 ;1 65;179 ;191;246;_374;
XVI:7 ;188;_300;_344;.397;
XVII:1_3 ;24;94;109;122;148;191;(19 2);
XVIII:46 ;54;142;178;197;200;2.39 ;2 54;267;282;
XIX:28 ;77;177;19.3;214;2.3.3;29.3;294;.31 7;_318 ;
XX:57 ; 60 ; 61 ;70,
2A_. XVI:.397 ,

- 119 ••to be subject to Tyche, ,.l "to yield to Tyche, 112 "to ascribe
something to Tyche, ,.J "to make way for Tyche 114 and "Tyche' s
0

115 are f oun d .
.
verru1 ing
The word "Tyche" is employed to denote Fortune endowed

wi th a capricious nature.

ni us speak of a
"Tye h e •

II

In one passage, Josephus has P etro-

Hellenistic understanding of this capricious

He says:

... , in human affairs Tyche, moreover, is wont
to veer now toward one side, now toward the other. 6
In other passages, "Tyche" is employed to explain a
hypot het ical cause o f what has happened or a cause of a sudden
change in human life.

Ten examples are found . 7

In two in-

stances, "Tyche" is also used to explain a hypothetical cause
of

what will happen . 8

The phrase "the caprice of Tyche" is

found once . 9
I n one passage, "Tyche" is. used to denote good luck or
.
10
success as a resu lt o f h appening.
The same "Tyche" is used
to denote ill fortune .

The expression "the frowns of Tyche"

1 A. XIV:381.
2 A. XV:165 ,
JA. XV:246.
4 A. XVIII:46.
5A. XIX: 77.
6~. XVIII:267,
7A. XVIII:54; XIV:9 ; XV:17;191;374; XVI:188;300; XVII:122;
191; XVIII:239,
8
A_. XI:56;341.
9A. XX:57 ,
lOA. XVIII:178,

- 120 iS f ound o nce,
is als o found.

1

and the expression "a reminder o f one's Tyche"

2

Besides these, the expressions " to meet such

Tyche, ,.J "to pity them because of their Tyche, ,, 4 " to info rm
him o f his bro ther's Tyche," 5 "to put up magnanimously with
their Tyche with a spirit of disdain," 6 and "Tyche which has
occurred to him" 7 are found.
of t he ill fortune
is specified,

In these instances, the c a use

capture, flight, death, and the like

The plural f o rm of the word "Tyche" is also

used t o denote ill fortunes,

The causes of the ill fortunes

are l ess specific in the seven examples.

8

The word "Tyche" is also employed as signifying the
vicissitudes one meets in life o r the unpredictable changes
one e xperiences in war.

With two exceptions, 9 an intero gative

prono un, an adjective o r adjectives, or a pro n ominal adjective
is/a re attached to the plural f o rm of "Tyche."

Thus, we

find the expressions "what sort o f Tychai, ,.lO "varying Tychai, ,,ll

1 A. XIX:Jl8,

2A. XIX:294,
JA. XIV:97,
4 A. XIV:J54,
5 A. XIV:451,

6-

A. XIX:177,

7A. XX:60.
8 A. IV:266; XVII:94;109;148; XVIII:200;254; XIX:28.

9A. XVIII:267; XIX:214,
lOA. I:6.
11 A. I:8.

- 121 ••manY Tyc hai o f wa r, ,,l "diverse a nd v a rying Tyc hai i n one's

life , 112 "wh a tev er Tyc hai, .. 3 a nd "better Tychai . .. 4

To th ese

maY be a dded t he expressi on "every Tyche. ,,5

Th e wo rd "Tyche" is used to deno te fate - a speci fi c
si tuati on which is decreed f o r one by "Tyche."

The expressio ns

are "Tyche o f his f a ther, 11 6 a nd "Tyche of his s o ns." 7

"Tyc he"

in the expression "Tyche of a sl a ve 118 is also of this s a me
"Tyc h e."

The wo rd "Tyche" is also used t o denote a less

speci f ic si t u a tio n in life.

Three examples a re f o und. 9

The wo rd "Tyche" is employed t wice to deno te the goo d
for tune the Romans are enj o ying: "Tyche of Romans 1110 and "the
mi ght and Tyche o f Romans . ,,ll
The wo rd "Tyche" used t o deno te a faculty f o r go o d f o r t une
is f ound t hree times: "as they were ado rned with the greatness
of the ir Tyche, 1112 "my b o dy and my Tyche, 1113 a nd "And b o th
hope a nd Tyche

were their large a sset. 1114 In one insta nce,

l A. I: 8.
2A . XV:179•
3A . XVIII: 142 •·
4A. XIX:293.
5A. XIX:317,

6-

A • XIV:140.

7 A. XVII:13.
8 A. II:39•
9 A . XIV:481 ; XVIII:197; XX : 61.
1 0 A. XIX:193·
l l A . XX:70.
12A. XVI:7,
1 3A. XVIII:282.
1 4A. XIX:233-
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caesar' s "Tyche" is invoked by peo ple . 1
As f o r t he us a ge o f "Tyche" as cha nce - imperson a l cause there i s one exa mple in t he idiomatic expressio n "by cha nce."

2

Excursus II: On the Use o f the Word "Tyche" in Jo sephus'

v.

and

AP·

The wo rd "Tyche" is used once t o denote an agent or c a use
beyond huma n cont rol,
Tye he " in

This is in t he expression "Changes o f

AP, 3

The word "Tyche" is used t o denot e the vicissitudes met
in the course o f life o r the unpredic t able changes experienced
in the c o urse of wa r.

The expression "Tychai o f war 114 is

foun d once in V. and the expressions "neither Tychai o f
Ath enians n o r (Tychai) o f Lacedaemo nians 115 and "countless
Tyc ha i 116 a re found in

All•

In t wo instances, "Tyche" is used

t o den ot e fate - a specific situat i on which is decreed f o r
one by "Tyche. " 7

1 A. XVI:J44.
2
A. XVII:24.
JAJ2. II:227,
4
v. 417.

SAJ2.
AJ2.

6

II:lJO.
II: 228 .

7v. 142 ;149.

CHAPTER VI

JOSEPHUS' DESCRIPTI ON OF THE ROMAN ARMY, I N CAMP
AND IN ACTION IN ~ . III :70-109

INTRODUCTION
Po lybius described in de ta il t he Roman a rmy in his Histori es VI,19,1-42.6.

J osephus too described t he Roman a rmy

in the Gr e ek version 0£ his Jewish Wa r III: ? 0-109.

Some

scholars have a ssumed t hat J osephus ha d consul t ed Polybius'
desc ript ion befo re he wrot e his own. 1
I n t his chapt er, we compa re J o sephus' descript i on o f t he
Roman a rmy wit h Po lybius' to det ermi ne whether or not J osephus
did rea d Polybius.

We als o examine whe t her or n ot J osephus

employe d s ome writ t en rec o rds and speculat e on t he int ent i on
Jos ephus ma y have ha d when he insert ed t he descript i on o f t he
Roman a rmy.

I. Simila ri t ies and Differences Be t ween J osephus' Descript i on of t he Roman Army a nd Polybius'
When J osephus' descrip t i on o f t he Roman a rmy i s c ompared
with Po lybius', s ome simila ri t ies and di£ferences can be easily
detect ed.
Two points a re simil a r :
(1) J os ephus a nd Polybius insert t he descript i on of t he
Roman army a s int ent i onal digressions in t heir account s; and

1 Tha ckeray , J., Vol, II, p. 597 ,
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- 124 (2) Josephus a nd Polybius use practically identical
outlines in their descrip tions.

After brief introductions

(]· III :70-76 , Histories vr . 26.10-12), they give descriptions
of the way in which the Roman soldiers f orm their camp (B.
III: 76-84, Histories VI,27,1,-32,8 + 41,1-42, 5) , life in camp
(], III:85 -88 + 102-104, His tories VI,33,1 -39,1 5), t he way
in whi ch camp is broken up (B. III . 88-92, Histories VI,40 ,3-

14 ) and , of c ourse, both accounts draw to a close (B. III:105109, Hi stories vr.42 .1- 6).

Fo ur points appear to differ:
(1 ) The length of Josephus' description is about onefif th Po lybius' ;
(2) Josephus lacks completely the description of the
organization of Roman legions and allies, which constitutes
one-th ird o f the ent ire description in Polybius; 1
(3) Polybius' description is well-organized and detailed
while J osephus' is rambling and less sys tematic; and
(4) In s ome respects, th e informati on J o sephus gives is
di ffer ent from what Polybius gives. 2

1 Histories VI,19.1- 26 .9.
2The following discrepancies be tw een the informa tio n in
Polyb ius and that in Josephus may be pointed out: (1) According
to Polybius, a unit o f four legions had two consuls a s their
lead ers and the following words are used to designate them:
the plural form of ~na~os (Histories VI,19,1; 26 .6;28.4;31,3;
32. 6 ,8;37,8); the plural form of o~pa~~Y6s (Histories VI,35,
2,4;39,2,6,9;40,3;41,2); and o l ~CXG umx~OUG EXOV~Es apxa.s
(Histor ies VI,19,5;21,4). Acc ording to JoseJhus, a unit of
l egions had one leader. The plural form of una~os is not used
~tall, Except TTOAEµapxos (B. III:92;3 50) and xup~Os ~WV
0 11.wv (B. IV:366 ; V:248), ei t her ,iyEµwv or o~pa~rn6s is used
not only in t he description o f th e Roman camp but also t hroughout B,; (2) According to Po lybius, when the camp was to be

- 1~5 Upon examination, the similarities turn out to be insignificant, but the differences are substantial,

Therefore,

the reson for such differences between the two must be
explored here.

made, t he soldiers were mobilized for its building (Histories
vr,2 6.10 ). According to Josephus, a number of artisans, mechanics and carpenters, who accompanied the Roman army, became its
builders (B. III:78, See also B. II:544; III:505). A quarter
in the camp was offered to them (B. III:83); (3) Concerning
the circulation of orders in the camp, Polybius reports that
"every day at dawn, the cavalry officers and centurions go to
the tent s of their tribunes, and there they wait for the orders
of the day from the tribunes who alone receive them from the
consul" (Histories VI,34,5-6). However, the passage in B.
III:87 uno 6E ~DV EW TO OTpaTLWTLXOV µEv ETIL TOUs EXa~ovT&px~s EXaOTOL~ TIPOs 6E TOUs XLAL&pxous OtiTOL ouvCaOLV aonao6µ~voL, µE8 ' wv npos Tov DYEµ6va Twv ot Ta~ t apxoL n&vTEs seems
to report that not only the tribunes but also the centurions
could go to the tent of the consul; (4) Every Roman camp had
its own mili t ary court. According to Polybius, the tribunes
were the major members of the court, though the centurions
could participate in it (Histories VI,24.2;37,l), but the
passage in B. III:83 8wxoC TE AoxayOLs xa~ ~a~L&pxoLs , 3nD
OLx&,oLEV, EL ~LVEs OLa~EpOLV~O suggests that both tribunes
and centurions were given the seats in it; (5) Concerning the
way in which they break their camp, Polybius reports that
when they decided to break up their camp, they gave signals
three times in the camp. At the first signal, the soldiers
broke up the tent of the consul and tribunes, and at the
second signal they put t heir baggage upon mules, and at t he
third signal they immediately started marching (Histories
VI.40,1-3). According to Josephus, at the first sound o f
trumpet they broke up their tents, and at the second s ound
they put their baggage upon mules and other beasts of burden
and they set fire to the site of the camp "to prevent th e
enemy from making use of the pl a ce of the encampment,'' and
at th e third sound the herald who stood at the right side of
the consul asked the soldiers three times whether they were
ready for march, and if by that time they were ready they had
to answer to that effect in a loud voice, and after that they
start ed marching (B. III:89-92); (6) Concerning the way in
which they marched, Polybius reports that each o f the two
legio ns and wings took the front or rear position in the
column on alternate days (Histories VI,40,9), but Josephus
reports that the legions which preceded the column were always
de te rmined by lots (B. III:97).

- 126 The informati on Po lybius gives c oncerns the Roman army
during the period from th e First Punic War (264-241 B.C.) to
the Third Macedonian War (171-168 B.C.).

That army played

maj or ro les in acquiring Sicily (241 B.C.), Sardinia (2 J8 B.C.),
Spain (2 01 B.C.), and Africa (141 B.C.) a s Rome's oversea s
provinc es.

On the other hand, t he information Josephus gives

is about conditions in t he latter part of the first century

A,D.

Between the writing o f Polybius and that of J osephus

there is a pa ss a ge o f a bout two hundred years.

During t his

time, t he Roman politic al system changed from a Republic to
a Principate, important s ocial and economic changes took place
and, a s jus t mentioned, t erritories greatly expanded.

As a

result o f these and o ther fact ors, various changes were
introduced in the Roman army i t self. 1

For example, under

Gaius Marius and C. Octavius Augustus several maj or alterations
were introduced and under L. Cornellius Sulla and G. Pompeius
several minor ones.

When G. Marius came to power, he changed

drasti cally the method of recruiting soldiers described by
Polybius in the first pa rt o f the section where the Roman

1 For our secondary source of information, see : D. Breeze,
"The Organization of the Legions: The First Cohort and the
Equit es Legion," Jo urnal of Roman St udies, No . 59 (1969); G.L.
Cheesman, The Auxilia of the Roman Imperial Army (Oxford: At
th e Clar endon Press, 1914J;R.O. Fink, Roman Military Records
Qr! Papyrus (Cleveland: Case Western Reserve University, 1971);
M. Hammond, The Augus tan Principate (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 19JJ); H.P. Judson, Caesar's Army: A s t udy of
ihe military art of the Romans in the las t days of the Republic
(Boston: Ginn & Company, Publishers, 1902); M.P. Nilsson,
Imper ial Rome (New York : Schocken Books, 1962); H.M.D. Parker,
%he Roman.Legions (Oxford: At the Clarendon Pre ss, 1928); R.E.
Smith , Service in the post-Marian Roman Army (Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 1958); G.V. Sumner, "The Legion
and th e Centuriate Organization ," Journal of Roman Studies, No .
60 (1970) ; G.R. Watson , The Roman Soldier (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1969),

- 127 iegions and their allies are the subject. 1

The recruitment

was based on property ownership as determined by an annual
census.

The minimum amount of property had been four hundred

ctrachmae, but Marius lowered this amount.

Thus, almost the

entire citizen body became eligible for service and volunteers
were also accepted from all classes.

Furthermore, in the days

of Polybius , the Roman legions had three lines, that is "hastati,

princeps, and triarii, 112 but Marius simplified them.

Under

Pompeius, the art of the campaign saw a great progress. Under
Augustus, soldiers had to take oaths of service for sixteen
years but the application for service in the legions became
voluntary.
The Roman army, with these and other reform~,had become
a thoroughly professional army by the time of Josephus and
was totally different from the days of Polybius.

Thus, even

if Josephus had read Polybius' description of the Roman legions

and their allies, he would have found it incomprehensible, and
there would have been two ways for Josephus to deal with this:
he could rewrite it or he could discard it.

Josephus seems

to have chosen the latter since information about Roman legions
and their allies was well known to his Roman readers.
Similarly, Polybius' description of the Roman camp itself
was anachronistic to Josephus.

The way the Roman soldiers

built their camp had changed in many respects during the two
hundred years intervening.

1 Histories VI.19.1-9.
2 Histories v1.21.6ff.

Thus, Josephus could not have used
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pol ybius' descript ion a s i t wa s, even in his f a vori t e me t ho d
of s imply exchanging words a nd phra ses in t he or i g i nal wi t h ·
synonyms. 1

That t here a re quite a few discrepancies between

pol ybi us and J osephus suggests the way t he Roman camp changed,
and th e paucit y o f similari t ies sugges t s t hat J osephus ha d
diffi cul t y in using Polybius' description.

Therefore, judging

from t he nature of t he similarities and differences, t he mo s t

we can say about t he relationship be t ween J osephus' descripti on
of th e Roman camp and Polybius' is t hat although J osephus
may have t aken from Polybius the outline o f the descripti on o f
the Ro man camp, he had difficulty in using Polybius' desc r ipti on without change.

I I. Purpo se o f Josephus' Insertion of the Description
of th e Roman Army in B.
We have already stated t ha t both Josephus and Polybius
insert ed t he descrip t i on o f the Roman army as int entional
digre ssions in t heir account s.
As a lit erary device, the Greek writers invent ed t he
inse rt i on o f digressi ons in the course o f t he development
of t heir narra t ive.

The purpose o f t his digressi on wa s t o

give contra st a nd varie ty .

They c ould thus hope t o maintain

th e interest and a ttention o f t heir readers who expected
entertainment.

The digressions are s ome t imes indir ec t l y

relat ed t o t he subject a nd some t imes have a ppa ren tly no thing
t o do with the subject.

1 Cadbury,

QJ2.•

Many Hellenis t ic wri t ers used this

cit., p. 171.

- 129 literary device,
Josephus, 1

Polybius learned it and used it, and so did

However, it must be noted here that Polybius

inserted the account of the Roman army (camp) not because he
wanted to give some change or variation in the flow of his
narrative but rather because he wanted to explain to his
readers that Roman successes during the period from the Second
punic War in 220 B.C. to the Roman conquest of Macedonia in

168 B.C. were partly due to her army.

Like Polybius, Josephus

seems to have some purpose other than simply giving some change
or variation to his narrative.

For our speculation, the words

which conclude the description of the Roman army are highly
important.

Josephus says:

Tau~a µEv o~v 6LE~~A8ov ou 'PwµaCous lnaLvtcraL
npoaLpouµEVOs ~ocrou~ov, ooov ELs

~E

napaµu8 Cav

~WV XEXELpwµtvwv xaL Ets ano~pon~v ~WV VEW~EpL,ov~wv (I went through these things in detail
not so much with the intention of eulogizing
the Romans as of consoling those who have been
subdued (by them) and of deterring those who are
making revolutionary movements) . 2
The motive here stated is significant for our speculation.
Josephus does not specify .who are ot vsw~EpL,ov~Es .

In the

footnote to this in his English translation of B., Thackeray
says:
The danger of a rising of the Parthians or of

1 see pp. 12-lJ.
2
B. III:108.

- 130 the Jews o f Babyl on ( ii.388f,) wa s a cons tant
menace, 1
Tha ckera y seems to ha ve inferred t his fr om a port i on of
a spee ch J osephus repor t s a s given by Agrippa II in B. II : 345 401 ( + 403-404) . 2

That Jo sephus had in mind a possible rising

of th e Parthians a ga inst t he Romans is unlikel y , 3 but i t is
poss ible for us to infer fr om the s ame speech of Agrippa 4 and
other references 5 that Josephus had in mind s ome c oreligionists
beyond t he Euphrat es.

They might have been Jews in Pa r t hia or

in Babyl on 6 or f ormer Gent iles in Adia bene who ha d bec ome
convert s t o Judaism during the reign of Claudius. 7
The use o f the present part iciple in t he expression ol
vEw~spL,ov~Es sugges t s t hat these c oreligionists were s t ill

1 Thackeray, J., Vol, II, p. 609.
2 c oncerning t he nature of t hi s speech , see Zeit lin, RFJS,
Vol, II, pp. 236- 237. See als o Chap t er IV .
3 B. II:38 9 reads: np6voLa yap
~~~ npo~ CPwµa ( ous
l xsxsLp (a 1 , xaL napa~a t vsLv ot ~crs~aL i~~ crnov6a~ , ~v ~ L ~
~WV un ' au~ov Ent CPwµa(ou~ LD (For i t is his, l,e., the
Parthian's, concern t o maint ain the t ruce with t he Romans,
and if a ny of his t ributaries wer e t o march aga ins t t he Romans
he will regard it as a violation o f the t re a ty). See als o
~- II: 379 and Tacit us, Annals XV,29f,
4 Acc ording to B. II:388, in t he beginning o f t he Wa r,
some Judaeans we re expect i ng a ssis tance from beyond t he
Euphr at es and fr om coreligionis t s in Adiabene. Se e also B.
I: 5 - 6 ,

~u~w

5

Dio Ca ssius s t a t es that during th e Wa r J ud a eans were
as si s t ed ''by many who professed t he same relig i on, not only
fr om t he Roman empire but als o from beyond t he Euphrat es."
Se e Dio Cassius, Roman His to ry LXVI 4.3.
6 B. II:520 and III:11 refer to t he part icipat ion of
Sila s the Babylonian in t he Wa r.
7 c on c erning the c onversion o f some members of the r oya l
f amily in Adia bene, see A. XX : 17ff, Concerning t he participa t i on in the Wa r o f t he f a mily o f King Monoba zu a nd his sub j ects, see B. II: 52 0; V: 474; VI : 356, See also B. IV : 567;
V:1 47; 252,
-

- 131 rebelling against t he Romans at the time Josephus was rewri ting
the fir s t version o f his Jewish War in Greek, probably a bout
A,D , 75 ,

Jo sephus would naturally have considered wha t he c ould
do to prevent his coreligionists from colliding with t he Roman
1egions s tat ioned in Syria or in Judaea after the War.

He

presumably would have wanted to let them know the strength of
the Ro man army.

For this purpose, he seems t o have insert ed

the ac c ount o f t he Roman army in the Greek version o f his
Jewish War, which may have had a chance to be read by his
corel igionists beyond t he Euphrates.

Throughou t the desc rip-

tion o f th e Roman a rmy, he repea t edly emphasized that the
strength of t he Roman army was not accidental bu t due to daily
.
. .
1 Thus, we may safely say that t he t rue
rigoro
us t raining.
purpo se of Josephus' insert ion of the description of the Roman
army was propaganda for the Romans, not to supply information
about the Roman army per se, 2

III. Sources
When Polybius described th e organization o f the Roman

1 B. III:70-72 ; 100-101;105 ;107, See also pp. 106-107,
2 That J os ephus did not intend to offer detailed infor mation about t he Roman army may be substant ia te d by the
f ollowing: (1) In this specific description Josephus did not
refer to the ensign of the Roman army. I t wa s a symbol o f
the Roman empire and indispensable to t he Roman army. He
referred to it in another place (B. III:123); (2) In this
part icular description J os ephus did not refer in detail to
the march o f the Roman soldiers a fter they break up their
camp. He do es mention it in o ther pl a ces (B. III:116-126 ;
y. 47-50;130); and (3) In another place Josephus stat es that
the s t rengt h o f the Roman army is due to its discipline and
training and that they in turn ar e due to th e number of
officers (B. II:577), but in this part icular description
Josephus do es not ment i on it.

- 1 32 army, he used not onl y his personal exper iences i n i t and
inf orma tion he had gained during his sixt een-y e a r s tay in
Rome , but he also used offici al and his to ric a l rec ords f r om
.
1
Like Polybius, Josephus had a ccess to t he
Roman a rc h ives.
library o f the Flavians and the Roman a rchives, which ha d
a number of milita ry rec ords. 2

This suggests tha t Josephus

use d so me records when he wro te the a cc ount of the Roma n
army .

Indeed, when he was wri t ing the account of the a dvance

of Vespasia n and his a rmy from Pto lemais t o Ga lilee, in which
th e descrip t i on o f the Roman army is insert ed, t he "memo irs"
of Vespasian 3 and probably s ome other o ffici a l rec ords
concerning t he daily movement s of the Fift h, Tent h, and
Fi ft eenth Legions and their auxiliary contingents were empl oyed.
However, when we speculate on Josephus' purpose, i t seems
pl ausible f or us to assume t hat J osephus used only his personal knowledge of the Roman army he had gained before and
during the Wa r,
According to Josephus, a fter the Judaeans defeated t he
army o f Ces t ius in A.D. 65, he was dispatched t o Galilee a s
a general by the provisional government of Jerus a lem. 4

He

there empl oyed Roman mili tary discipline in tra ining the indig geno us population who had t he "ha bi t ua l malpra c t ice s: t heft ,

1 c oncerning the s ources Polybius used in wri t ing his
Histo ries, see Walbank, QJ2.• cit., pp. 26-J4.
2 zei t lin , SJH, p. 194.
3 v. 342 ;358; AJ)_. I: 56 , Concerning t he na t ure of the
"memoirs" J osephus used, see Thackera y, J ., Vol, II, pp. xxixxii, JMH, pp. 36-40, and Zei t lin, RFJ S, Vo l. II, p. 185 ,
4B. II:56 6-568.
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1
d
rob b e ry ' a n rapine,"

If this is true, it may well be that

Josephus gained s ome knowledge as to th e organization of the
Roman army when he went to Rome to o btai n the release of the
certain priests of his a cquaintance in A.D.

61. 2

However,

even if we do ub t th e veracity of th ese reports, we learn that
after th e fall of t he town of Jotapata to Vespasian and h is
army, Jo sephus was with the Roman army.

He wa s a pris oner

for a while and th en was given his freedom thanks to th e
ful fil ment o f his prophecy as to the a ccessio n of Vespa sia n.
While he was a prisoner o f Vespasian, i t would have been
diffic ult f o r him to o bserve th e Roman army a nd its c a mp
be ca use of his l a ck o f mo bility, but when he was given his
freed om he c o uld o bserve activities of t he Roman a rmy and its
proce dures.

In A_Q., Josephus says:

During t ha t t ime (i.e., during t he period
be tw een his liberation by Vespasian and unt il
the siege o f Jerusalem) t here were no incident s
which escaped my knowledge.

For I wrote down

carefully when I watche d t he things in the
Ro ma n camp a nd I myself wa s the only pers on
to underst a nd the information bro ught by
deserters. 3
Altho ugh there is s ome exagg erat i on about his posi tio n
in t he Roman c a mp,

4

it would n ot be a mistake to think that

1 B. II:577-582,
2-

v. 13.
3A.Q. I:49,

4 Tiberius Alexander, who ac compa nied Ti t us from Alexandria ,
co uld certainly have unders too d the information brough t by
deserters. See B. V:45;205;510; VI:237;242.

- 134 once he was given his freedom he could observe everything
in the Roman camp.

This fact alone would suggest that

Josephus had sufficient knowledge to describe the Roman
army in the way he did,
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In the preceding, we have dealt with various problems
whose s olution seems indispensable for the better understandi ng of the Greek version of Josephus' Jewish War.
In the first chapter, we attempted to determine whether
the Greek version was a translation or a rewriting of the
first version,

The meaning of the verb µE ~a ~uAAw in the

preface to the Greek version (B. I:J) has been assumed to
mean "translate" and therefore the Greek version has been
thought to be a translation of that first version which Josephus said he had written and sent to his coreligionists beyond
the Euphrates soon after the end of the War in A.D. 70,

The

use of the verb µE'tC:X.~UAAw to mean "translate" in the Greek
and Hellenistic literature is extremely rare and unlike the
usage in A. , the verb µE'tc:x.~uAAw in the preface does not take
the preposition Et~ with the accusative.

Furthermore, the

Greek version is composed in accordance with the traditional
and conventional methods of Greek and Hellenistic historical
writing .

As a result of our examination, it is suggested

that the Greek version was in fact a rewriting, and not a
translation of the first version.
In the second chapter, Josephus' interpretation of the
progress of the War was scrutinized,

First, we saw that

Josephus believed that God carries out His will not only in
the history of the Judaeans but also in that of the Roman
empire.

This concept of history was formed by: (1) his

- 136 pharisa ic view; (2) his experiences in Rome and in the Roman
world before the outbreak of the War; and (J) his presence
at the Roman legions' pro clamation of Vespasian a s Caesar
of the Roman empire despite Vespasian's personal involvement

in the ini t ial stage of the War in Galilee.

The hop es which

support ed t he Judaeans during the War were derived from Judas
of Gal ilee who claimed that the Judaeans should not acknowledge any Lord other than God.

This view, which encourag ed

Juda eans to refuse to acknowledge Caesar as head of the Roman
empire and to engage in anti-Roman actions, would surely have
cl ash ed with Josephus' view.

Secondly, Josephus' interpre-

tation of the causes of the War, the cause of the defeat, and
the role of the Roman soldiers in the War were summarized.
His analysis of the cause of the defeat was the failure t o
obs erve t he Law and defiant acts during the War.
In the t hird chapter, entitled "Josephus and Prophecies,"
i t was first pointed ~ut that although Josephus did not
believe in t he cessation of prophecy in the land of Israel,
he denied the validity o f the prophecies made by the Ap ocalyptic Pharisees as to the deliverance of the Judaeans from
the Roman yoke through the coming Messiah.

The sources o f

the prophecies concerning the capture o f the ci ty and the
de struction of the Temple, which Josephus referred to in B.
IV: J88, VI:109-110, and VI:Jllff, were examined,

Although

Thackeray failed to find th e s ources of these prophecies, he
suggested that those Josephus referred to in B. IV:J88 and
VI: 109-110 may have their source in the Fourth Book o f Orac,

- 1 37 -
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Sibyll . Thi s d er i vat i on is unlikely bec a use th e dat e of t he
compos ition o f the Fourt h Boo k of Orac. Sibyll. is too la t e
fo r J osephus to have used i t .

On the basis o f J osephus'

re fer ences in A. t o prophecies concerning t he capt ur e of t he
city and the destruction o f the Temple, i t was suggest ed that
the so urces o f t he prophecies could be f ound in t he Scrip t ures.

In Jo sephus' a cc ount o f the death of Ana nus during t he War in
B. IV :318, many scholars have seen a n allusion to t he fulfi lmen t of a prophecy in Dan.

Because o f t he differences

be tw een the descrip t i ons o f Ananus in B. and in A ., it wa s
sugges t ed t hat Ananus was no t the t ype o f person in who se
de at h J osephus would have seen the fulfilment o f Daniel's
prophecy.

J osephus' narrative based on Dan. 2:31-45 in A.

X:2O6 -21O was then ana lyzed,

Ma ny schol a rs hav e a scribed

Josephus' evasiveness a s to the me a ning o f the s to ne in t his
pas s a ge to its reint erpretation as t he Messia h.

On the basis

of Swain's theory t ha t the prophecy o f t he f our gre at empires
and a more glorious fif t h empire was known to the Romans in
the firs t cent ury A.D . , we sugg es t ed t ha t J osephus knew not
only t h e interpre t a t i on o f t he s to ne in Pales t ine bu t als o
other int erpre t a t i ons current in Rome.

Had Jo sephus re to ld

the his to ry o f the f our kingdoms in Dan. with t he int erpretat i on o f t he prophecy o f t he f our great empires and a more
glorious fifth empire in min d, t here would no t have been a ny
room to go int o de t ail a bou t t he mea ning of t he s to ne.
In "Josephus and Speeches," we de alt wi t h t hree face t s:
th e use his predecessors -his to ri ans in the Greek, Hellenis tic ,

- 1J8 and Roman perio ds -made of direc t quotati o ns in their works;
the extensive use Josephus made of speeches in The Jewish

-

war ; and the possibili t y that some of the ideas and expressions employed may have been t aken from Polybius.
In the fifth chapter, we examined the way Polybius used
the word "Tyche" in his Histories and the way Josephus employed
i t in the Greek versio n.

At o ne period of his life, when he

maintained a view that t he Ro man supremacy over Greece must
be accepted, Po lybius believed in the f o rce of "Tyche" - an
obj ectively working force in history, and ascribed t he cause
of the Roman success in wo rld domini o n to the wo rk o f "Tyche,"
I n some passages, Josephus ascribed the cause of the Roman
s upr ema cy o ver Judaea to the work o f "Tyche."

The result o f

our study shows that although there is a similarity between
Pol ybius' use of "Tyche" and Josephus', there is a great
difference in motive between Po lybius and Josephus.

P o lybius

employed the concept o f "Tyche" because he believed in its
for ce,

On the other hand, Josephus used it because he wanted

to please his Roman readers including Vespasian and Titus and
to justify his own actions during the War.
the word "Tyche" in various senses.

Polybius used

So did Josephus.

The

res ult o f o ur comparative study shows that Josephus empl o yed
the word "Tyche" in many senses not necessarily because he
wa s influenced by Polybius but rather because he knew that
the concepts which the word "Tyche" connotes wo uld be helpful
in c o nveying his ideas effec t ively to his readers.
In the sixth chapter, we compared J o sephus' descript ion

- 139 of the Roman army in B. III:70-109 with Polybius' in his
Hi stories VI.19,1-42.6.

We explained th e nature of the

similarities and differences be t ween th e two and in s o doing
we dr ew a conclusion t hat the most we can say about the
relationship between Josephus' description and Polybius' is
that although Josephus may have consulted Polybius' account,
he had difficulty in using i t directly because i t s content s
were too anachronistic.
As t he results of our e xaminations show, despite our
i nit ial anticipation that Folybius may have exerted s ome
s eri ous influence upon J osephus, our conclusion is that
Polybius' influence upon Josephus was not really s o substantial.
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